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the Graf-Kuenen theory received (acquired) its definitive form. Nine tears
form

later Julius llhausen presented the theory in almost exactly the/fr in which

Kuenen and Graf had worked it out, but did so in a beautiful German style

with a compelling presentation that fit exactly into the general atmosphere

of liberal scholarship of the day, and began to sweep the other theories into

the discard. Thus the theory, while based to some extent upon the philosophical

and historical ideas of such men as Rauss (sp?) and Vatke (sp?), so a far as

the literary i1 theory is concerned, represents actually the working out of

three men, Hupfeld, Graf and Kuenen, with a minor amount of alteration, but a

great contribution in his cogent presentation by Julius Wi1 Welihausen. So

it represents the ideas of a few men worked out over a comparatively small

(short?) period, and cannot he said to he the result of intensive

research on the part of a great number of men over a period of 200 years

two hundred years.

Actually these are the bases upon which the theory is generally presented

today. Usually, even in rather scholarly hooks, there is a rather brief and

superficial presentation f of certain arguments x±rdx which sniarize

some of the bases that were originally presented by its supporters. Pressed

into active debate or discussion of it, those who hold it would doubtless go

back to these same bases, for there is really no other on which to found it.

Consequently we shall look These bases can he quite well sumamrized as

four main arguments. First, that a clue to the division can be found from the
two particular names for God in different sections

use of/various names for God of the Pentateuch;

second, that when the four documents are divided out each of them is said to he

a continuous and practically complete narrative; three, that the documents

parallel one another, and with substantially the same story told in a different

way, and with greatly contradictory and conflicting detail in the va±ious
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documents; and fourthly, that the style of the documents so differs as to

necessitate the idea that they were originally distinct r'aurztc. documents.

We shall examine these four arguments ±rif in full, starting in our next

chapter with the argument from divine names.
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2. The Result of Sixty Years of Intensive Study by Scholars

Recently a professor of English in the University f who had been assigned ot

to teach a course in the Bible, and was presenting as fact the ideas of the once

independent existence of the documents J, E, D and P, asserted that the reason he

did so was because that it was the result of the last fifty fifteen years

of intensive study by scholars.

I don't know how often this particular statement is made. I doubt that many

who write books on the subject would say such a thing because actually it is quite

contrary to the fact. The fact is that the theory as presented today in most

hooks that teach it is almost identical with the theory 1X is =n presented

by Welihausen in 1878. There is a small amount of difference about the dates of the

documents, and a certain amount of shifting as to what k belongs in each

document, but otherwise their view is just about identical with that which was

(sev. presented then.
'presented's")




Furthermore, it can be safely said that no solid evidence has come to light in

the last fifty years, or, in fact, within the present century, that makes any (offers?)
(propvides?

new support of any substantial nature for the theory. Most of the new evidences

that have come to light actually point against the theory rather than in its favor.

The theory does not represent intensive work of scholars in the last sixty years,
by?

but has simply been passed on almost identically as presented nearly ninety years ago

by M Julius Wellhausen.

3. That the Theory is the Result of the Intensive Research of Scholars during the

Last 200 Years

This statement which is found in a number of recent hooks comes nearer to the

fact than the other, but it also is very far from the actual situation. The fact

is that during the period when divisive theories and intensive source study led

literary scholarship in general up a blind alley, many such aproaches were made

to the 01(1 Testament. Most of these started on the basis laid out by Axi Astruc
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A third argument found in recent books is the claim that the theory

ell represents the consensus of opinion off all trained scholars. Actually this

is now the most commonly used argtm&nt. It would be quite safe to say that

most peq le who have accepted the documentary theory today have clone so on the

basis that it is what all scholars believe," or that it "is so obvious that

all scholars accept it, rather than because of any carefully detailanalysis

or examination of vidence.

Yet thi'eally far from solid. As a matter of fact, the agreement

was never absolute. There have been maw differences of detail. In case

after case a verse which one scholar declares to be 'Very obviously the

peculiar style" of a particular document is attributed by other equally \\

scholarly books to a different document. In examining the precise division

into documents given in many recent books dealing with the critical theory,

we have not been able to find any two books of scholarly type that have
\

exactly agreed as to which verses they would attribute to each document, even

though in general following very closely the lines laid down by Wellhausen

ninety years ago.

It is not true to say that all critical scholars have accepted this

theory. Most off the older scholars, many of whom were highly esteemed,
ft

such men as Diliman Baudissin, and others, never accepted it. Such2-
J,MeeK

a man as Professor Theophileof the University of Toronto states m the

introduction to his book that he always had great question about certain vital

features of the theory. Today a large group of Scandinavian critics cpletely
On

rejects the theory. _
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As a result of archaeological developments of recent year many of today's

scholars, even while holding to the theory in general, suggest very important \\

reservations or revisions.

In this connection it is interesting to note that off the books that have
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One of' e types of paralIels which is very frequently present in the

critical discussions of the xfxxi books of the Pentateuch

is the type where successive verses or parts of verses or groups of

verses are separated out and put into two distinct columns, and then

it is alleged that there were two parallel stories of the same event

but contradicting one another. This type of alleged parallel appears

first in the story of the flood which we shall discuss at length.

Among the various parallels of this type one of the most interesting is

the story of Jacob's departure from his father's house. It is claimed

that here there are two distinct stories, each of which gives a different

reason for his going.

Actually the situation requires the material in both alleged

sources to make a full account of the event.

The story tells how Rebecca succeeded in persuading Jacob to make
Mesopotamia

a visit to Arm---Naharaim, where her relatives lived. One of the alleged

parallels Iris tells how she persuaded Jacob to go; the other tells how

she persuaded his father, Isaac, to let him go.

In a patriarchal society, such as that described in Genesis, both

of these x steps were necessary. A young man could not simply pick up

and leave he without his father's consent, nor, on the other hand

would it be easy to persuade a wilful young man like Joseph to go on t

a long journey if he were not convinced of a xtxutifix satisfactory

reason for doing so.
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p. Rebecca herself had two reasons for wanting to send k Jacob to

Mesopotamia. It is not at all strange that one person would hay e two

motives for an action. Very frequently individuals have a number of

reasons before they reach the point of perforning an action. Rebecca

doubtless was very sorry to see her faborite son going away from hone.

Yet to her there were two very tcg strong reasons for

wishing him to do so at this time.

The first of these reasons was of course her fear for her son's

life. She knew that Jacob, with her hel1, had done a very mean thing

to Eaau in pretending to be Esau and thus leading Isaac to give him

the blessing that Isaac desired to give to Esau. This was a mean

(contemptible?) and underhanded scheme. It is true that it was God's

will that it (the blessing) should go to Jacob. This has already been

P revealed before the birth of of the children. Yet Rebecca wanted to

take things into her own hands and make sure that Isaac would not be

able to change divine plan and thus prevent the blessing from caning

to her favorite son.

It is easy understandable that Esau would be extremely angry at

Jacob or what he had done. Esau seems to have been a good-hearted

fellow, but rather hot-tempered, and it would not be at all strange

if, in a fit of temper, he might proceed to violence and Jacob might
(would seem to be)

lose his life. The best thing was that Jacob be sent away for a time

until Esau should cool off.

The other motive in Rebecca's mind was her own fear that Jacob

would do what Esau had already done, i}ugIi, that is, to marry one of the

Canaanite women. Rebecca was extremely anxious that Jacob should marry

one of her own relatives, and wanted to send him up to Mesopotamia in

order that he should do so. However, this is the sort of thing in which

careful, dextrous srra*i.utxcii is often necessary. Rebecca had two



motives for sending Jacob away. We do not know whether either of these

motives alone would necessarily have been enough to lead her to take the

step she did. With both of them present she proceeded vigorously, but

carefully, to bring abour what she desired

The account tells us how 1 Rebecca spoke to Jacob and gave him

the argument that would appeal to hiin.M He knew that he had cheated

his brother and he knew that Esau was hot-tempered. It would not have

been at all strnge if Esau would proceed to violence and perhaps,without

intending it, would cause Jacob's death. It did not take much arguing

on Rebecca's part to lead Jacob to see the wisdom of getting out of

Esau's way for a time.

Suppose, however, that Rebacca had come to'.&t with the other

motive. Suppose she had said, "Jacob, if I'm afraid that if you stay
as

1x here now, 1x you will do like Esau has done, and marry one of these
9' ish women

Canannite dixh,; I would like you to go up to Mesopotamia and see my

relatives there and find one of them whom you will desire to marry."

A young man in Jacob's situation is apt to wish to make up his own

mind on matters of this kkit kind. Such an argument would hardly have

led him to take the long and unpleasant trip up to Mesopotamia. He

probably would have xzi dismissed the matter in sane light way, but to
now

himself he might have thought, "Well,/why have I not been noticing these

women as Esau has. Why should I make the trip way up to Mesopotamia?

Perhaps one of them is much more attractive than I had realized. I will

look around a little here 1ia before I decide to go there." Rebecca

gave him the motive that would be effective in his case, and did not

mention the one that might even have moved him in the opposite direction.
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N the other part of the alleged paralleix tells how Rebecca went

to Isaac to get him to send Jacob away. Let us suppose that she had

gone to Isaac and said, "I think you should send Jacob up to Mesopotamia

to visit my relatives for a while until Esau gets over his anger. It

would be terrible if Eaau should kill Jacob." We can be sure that Isaac

would not have responded favorably to this suggestion. Isaac already was

pretty angry at Jacob for what he had done, and Isaac was extremely

partial to Esau. Isaac would certainly have answered her/'// somewhat
is

like this: "What a foolish idea! Esau ii sometimes/a bit given to

temper,' but he is certainly not a murderer; he would not hurt Jeaob.

He might beat him up, and punish him a bit for what he did, and it

certainly would serve him right." Isaac probably suspected that Rebedca

was involved in the deceit. It would have been rather difficult for

Jacob to have carried it all out entirely on his own initiative. Isaac

knew how partial Rebecca was to Jacob. If she had come to him with this

argument, he probably would have said, "It would serve the boy right.

if he should be beaten up a kit bit. There's no real danger; let him

take his medicine and get over it." But instead of Ii this Rebecca went

to Isaac with the other motive that was very present in her own mind.

Isaac himself had secured his bride from the relatives in Mesopotamia.

Abraham, his father, had given very strict orders that Isaac should not

marry scineone from this land, but one of the relatives from Mesopotamia.

N Isaac probably was displeased that Esau had married one of the

Canaanite(ish) women. He may well have wti1i thought already that it
(sons)

would be much better if at least one of his children would follow thj

injunction Abraham had given. So when Rebecca went to him with this
9.'
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argument it was easy to find a favorable response.

Thus the x1i±ExsXI material in both alleged sources is necessary

to give the complete story. There is nothing contradictory about the

two; there are not two conflicting motives, but two motives which were
and

both present in Rebecca's mind,/one of which would appeal to one of the

men wk she wished to influence, while the other would appeal to the

other one. The division into alleged sources is quite artificial and

without any real basis.

Another illustration (instance) of this that is often cited is the

case of the taking of Joseph. The verses that deal with this in Genesis

37 are separated y into two groups and it is alleged that each of them

tells a complete story, but that , put together, they contradict each

other.




On examining these two stories we find that the alleged contradic-

tions are mostly based upon having taken a part of the

event and given it to one or the other. Thus it is said that Judah

tried to protect Joseph from being treated this way in one story, and

that in the other story it was Reuben who tried. Actually, out of

twelve brothers it would be rather strange if only one had tried to

prevent Joseph from being killed or sold into slavery. There is no

reason why both might not have been involved in it. ia Reuben

suggested he be put into the pit, with the idea that when the brothers

were some distance away he would come and let him out. Judah, however,

wished to save his life by causing that he be sold into slavery instead

of being killed. Reuben must not have been present when they sold him

to the caravan that passed by.

The strongest argument for two different s4ories here is the fact

that the people who took him are called by two different names. They
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" Ishmeelites
are clIr.'& called 1iur1it-i and they are called Midianites. Our knowledge

of the various tribes and nations of that day is far from complete. No one

knows enough about the x Ishniaelites and the Midianites to be sure that a

particular group ±xx could not properly go under both names. If a
Texans

group of/2xx were traveling in Europe, someone might say, "Here come

the Texans." Someone else might say, "Here come the Americans." It would

not be iti at all impossible that they could be referred to by both terms

in the same context.

It is possible that the Ishmeelites at that time, and the Midianites

overlapped, so that this particular group might be composed of people who

could properly go under both categories .=/
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(1TFR IV EXAMINATION ( WE A1TNFNTS FOR THE 'fl-TEOTh AS 'PRESENTED IN RECENT BOO

Since many books have been issued in recent years (some of them new, some &

reprints), assuming the once independent existence of separate documents J, E,

and and attempting to interpret the history of Israel on this basis, it is

important that we examine the arguments that are now presented for these theories.

Before we are through we shall carefully examine the arguments that were originally

presented for the theory, afid see the case that was made for it eighty years ago.

First, however, let us see what arguments are mainly presented today.

It is sometimes publicly asserted that this theory has been established as the
\

result of the last fifty years of intensive research. It is unfortunate that

such a statement should he made by university professors presenting courses in

the Bible, since it rests upon no factual evidence whatever. As a matter of

fact, no research in recentt years has added further strength to the theory.

As t now presented in most books the theory is practically identieal with

the view presented more than sixty years ago. No important point in the theory,

as generally presented today, can be said to have been originated as a result

of any research produced during the last fifty years. Research in the fit past

half-eentuiy mostly has tended to weaken it rather than to support it.

A somewhat more reasonable claim is the tNt1c statement made in Aderson,

Understandinj the Old Testament, that the theory is the result of two centuries

of intensive reaearch. At first this argument mm sounds very strong. If

great numbers of scholars have went two centuries intensively studying the

Bible, and as a result have reached a certain conclusion, this would seen to

lend it great weight. However, when we examine the facts we find that this is

not at all the way that the theory came into existence. As a matter of fact,

previous to 1878 a great variety of views as to the origin of the Pentateuch

was held by critical scholars. Tkiring the previous century many different

'Vci Pad, ecsis p. 73
Yuiil, ., --hr- C.. It Oriin 'd Composition, p. 52
Anderson, B.., Under 3taciinP the O.1. pp. 12-13
Freedman,j),T., Ipertateuchtt i tjj"eters Dicioir: of th 3.ble, p.

o .
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theories were advanced, some of which had a rather long period of acceptance

by a large number of scholars, while others were soon discarded. Any history

of the development of the Docunelitaty Theory will show that for the greater

',art of the fifty years before 1979 the dominant view among critics was the

so-called Supplementary Theoiry. This theory was utterly different in nature

from the flocunentary Theory. In addition it considered most of what the Graf

Welihausen theory designates as the -r latest part of the Pentateuch as

instead forming part of its vety earliest section.

The vidw that has now held the field for nearly ninety years was actually

worked out by a very snall group of scholars. It was not acce ted ly most of

the older scholars, but a new generation of younger scholars took it over

ahst without change. It is not the result of two centuries of intensive

research but of the theorizing of a igeQup....f talented scholars, who/4Ut1/

ihin (entive- a theory of develp*nent with a new hypothesis

regarding sources following trends in both these areas that were widespread

in l7R, but that have been almost entirely discarded today. Thus the

union of these two
di4erent

groups of tendencies of the time produced a

theory that' 'ssed on from decade to decade with

comparatively little change.

A third argument found in recent books is the claim that the theory

represents the consensus of opinion of all trained scholars. Actually this







During the nineteenth century there w a widespread trend in

literary criticism which lasted lo of centur but which
has P
az largely been abandoned today. This trend might he said to have

kxx two aspects. During the 19th century a trend developed in the

literary study which became very widesppead. This trend was applied

to many different types of literary study. In the course of time,
vary

however, theories were developed which -,
greatly one from the other

and views change constantly from time to time. xxthintmi1im An

illustration will show what I mean.

In 1795 wrote his prolegomena to Homer. This noted German

scholar in this hook introduced the idea that Homer, the writings of

Odyssey and Iliad wereactually by one man but that a number of different

sections by different writers have been combined together to form each
very

of them. ~Owas a very attractive lecturer and a man of/acute mind.

Goethe the reat German literary Li re used to ask 4( daughter

1imi to let him hide behind the curtain so that he could

listen to her father/ lecture 0- embarrassing him. He loved to AVIo

these lectures acute division of the Homeric

poems-into various sections)XkXx said to have come from different origins.

Later on , however, Goethe said, as he read , reread Homer's

writings, he was more and more impressed with the great genius' disp1aied

in almost every line and more and more convinced that there could not
Mia

be any great number of people who could have written such/outstanding material.

Furthermore the unity of it/ impressed him greatly that there must have

been an organizing mind in 1&tkxwx the whole thing.

Other writers, students of Homer, through the centuries developed
when

various theories. The time came/it seemed almost that anyone should

still believe that these great poems came from a single source. Early
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int the present century the trend began to change. Today while there are

still some who think that Homer came from various sources, most writers

believe that each of these great epics received its present f from

an active xxx organizing and miiüxx composing genius of one great

mind.

eM methods were wi the early writings of most nations.

cholar after scholar advanced various theories) often sharply

contradicting one another. The great variety of these theories and the

remarkable unity found in many of these works was along this factor in turning

the general literary attitude away from this sort of devices, and now it

is a large factor in turning the general literary attitude f away from

k±x this sort of divisive analysis. As recently as fifty years ago

there were scholars who c delighted in the discussion of Shakespeare
...

to explain any oc.Litles in the poems as the results of the incorporation

ofmaterial fr some previous% source. Today xmV comparatively little

is done. It tends to he Lxix recognized today that even Shakespeare

could write/poor material as well as good material sad-4"t1Iex1i2x1xx tyle of

Titus Andronicus and the style of As You Like It are very different' IL~yetclearlyboirarthesame'.Andthereforeitisnotaverygood

guide tx selecting of the portions from his wi writings which are

to be attributed to earlier writings often by unknown author.

In the sutdy of , In all these fields there were sometimes a fair

amount of unaniiity among scholars as to a particular theory, but rarely did

such a unanimity last very long. There is hardly a case
1whv

to)chQlars

aside from the Old Testament where today scholars would agree that frM

ancient writings could be divided up into alleged sources, said to have been

-4 -

en at different times by different authors and interwoven together

after each of them had been circulated separately. A dogmatic

agreement as to the details of such a divisive theory is practically non=

existent today, except in relation to the Old Testament. have a situation

in the Old Testament in this regard whiêh is rather unique.
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Recnt books that present the J.E.D.P. theory usually begin with

the claim that there are many contradictions in the Pentateuch. Then

they go on to say that there are many repetitions in it. On the basis

of this they proceed and also the fact that God is sometimes called

God (ElohiTn) and sometimes the Lord MW), they proceed to advance the

theory.

Actually, even if it were proven that there were many contradic

tions and a certain amount of repetitions this would not establish

the theory. Much more would be needed. We will look into those aspects

of it later. At present I want to look a little at the claim that is

made in most of the books that there are many contradictions in the

Pentateuch.

In relation to the claim first I would like to call attention to

the fac t that the Bible is describing events in a very difference

background from our own. In a different cultural or material background

tRr there are many things which are not immediately obvious. Usually

these things are not explained because they are perfecty obvious to the

one who writes. Yet to the one with a different background sometimes

they seem to he contradictions or uncertainties. I remember a very

interesting instance which illustrates this quite aptly. When I was a

student in Germany I took a vacation by spending about a month in ftxI

Switzerland. There I stayed at a boarding house where the German proprietor

and the few guests became quite friendly. We use to sit at the table and

discuss various things. It helped my knowledge of the German language

and also added to my understanding of life.







I remember one day at the table telling about an incident I

had just read in the paper. It seems that Aman-ullah, the recently

deposed king of Afghanistan, had rented a house in Lausanne, one of

the most modern cities in Switzerland. The paper told how Ananullah

one day came back to the house at a time when there was no one else

in it and found that he had not taken his key with him and was

unable to get into the house. Being a skilled acrobat he climbed up

to a porch on the second floor and went iiit in through a window.
had

Meanwhile, however, neighbors/noticed this man climbing into a house

to the second story window and called the police. The police came

seized the ex-monarch and carried him off to the police station. There

itx1 itxt he im mediately declared I am Amanullah, king of Afghanistan

and this is the house which I have rented. The police laughed at him

and it took several hours before he was able to prove his identity.

After I told this story there was a general munur of amusement and

then the proprietor of the little boarding house a turned to me and

said there is something very wrong about that story that you have just

told me. I said, what is that? He said when Manullah returned to the

house he found that he had locked the door. Now if he had locked the

door, he must have had a key with him with which he locked it. There's

no reason he could not have un-locked it with a key with which he locked

it.




Seeing that those at the table were greatly impressed with this

statement which cast great doubt upon the reliability of the story I

had told. I said perhaps that door had a lock on it like some that are



very common in my own country. I said over there we have many locks

which are so constructed that when one shuts the door it automatically.

It does not take a key to lock the door but it does require one to unlock

it.




This was a new idea to those gathered at the table. They were

oIcfcx,i.ii by no means unintelligent. They were middle class

people, but they had not had personal experience with the type of a lock

which was then already very common in the United States. However, one of

the women said Oh, yes I had heard there were such locks.

The story that I told seemed to have a hopeless contradiction in it

It appeared to be obviously false. The reason was that there was NX an

element in the story which was unknown to the culture of those who heard

elh
it told.

we
This is a situation which/are certain to meet frequently to

reading a book describing events that happened so far away from as the

Bible lands and with so different a material background.

Another reason why contradictions often appear is that words in

every language frequently have more than one meaning. I remember hearing

about a foreigner who had recently come to the United States and was

making rapid progress in learning the language. However, one day he was

very xxtx He was standing near a window and suddenly he

heard someone yell, Look out. Immediately he turned his head to look out

the window. The result was that the man who was coming toward him with

an armful of things collided with him and the things went all over the
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floor. lie said, what's the matter, I told you to look out. The man

said, I did look out. Th To the American it seemed preposterous that

the stranger did not realize that when he said, Look out,xkxEar

he meant, take care of yourself, get out of the way. To the one with

a lesser knowledge of English he interpreted the words in their natural

sense as meaning, see what is visible through the window.

Almost any sentence has various possibilities of interpretation.
in

There has never been a hook written tiui in which/the liberal Lir±i

contradictions could not he foun d, if one were to insist on interpre

ting every sentence in such a way as to find the greatest possible

disagreement with other sentences on the same page or elsewhere in the

hook. It is so natural that we do not even realize that we are doing

it that we interpret sentences in any book in such a way as to fit with

other sentences in the book to give a unified impression. This is part

of our common experience in all that we do. Yet, when a so called
two

scholar goes to the Bible and takes sentences by itself arid interprets

them in such a way as to find a contradiction we are all too ready to say

that here is proof that they come from different documents.

A young man said to me once, how can anyone believe the Bible when

it is so full of contraditions? I said, give me one. He said one

striking one is this. He said, you read that Noah took all the different

types of animals and put some of each into the Ark, and thus, he/andxxU

his family and all these animals were saved from the flood. For this to

happen t1ix it would have to be a pretty large construction. Yet, he said



find
you read a little further on and you re that the Israelites are

carrying the Ark on staves all the way through the desert.

Those of us who know anything about the Pentateuch laugh at

this alleged contradiction. We know that the Word "Ark" is used

in Genesis 8 to describe a large boat. We know that the same word

is used xx in the book of Exodus to describe a small chest that

was to be placed in the Holy of Holies of the Tabernacle. The word

has two different senses and we readily recognize it and never think

that there will be a contradiction here.

The same courtesy that
"
we give to any hook that we read

ought to he given to the Bible. We should he ready to interpret

sentences in such a way as to fit together rather than to insist that

be interpreted in such a way as to make them contradict each other.

When we do this we find comparatively seldom something that still

seems to us to he a contradiction.

After all this is done we must remember that the Pihle claims to

be a revelation from God. It claims to be an infinite book that gives

us Divine knowledge. That being the case we can expect that God will

reveal things to us at times that do not appear absolutely pretty reason-

able to us because they are out of haritony with our own personal experience.
for

This is no reason/rejecting the book or for saying that it is made up of a

patch work of different documents. It is, instead a reason to study it

carefully and to find out what it means. One very interesting instance of
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type canes from the statement of the Lord Jesus Christ in the Book of

Luke.

r







3/967 Parallel accounts of Creation

As w have seen, the first alleged parallel between J and P consists of

two srris of creation. Looking closely at them, we observe that these

are not really two different versions of the same thing. The first one gives

(better word) a wide sweep and mentions many important elements

in the story of creation that are not touched upon in the second account.

The second account recapitulates a very small section of the first, giving us

a great deal more detail on this small but vital part of the process of

creation. This is a method that is often used in literary works to describe

something as a whole, and then to go back and deal with a certain txxf

I section of it. It is not in itself a proof that there are two distinct

documents.

We have also noticed that the alleged contradictions between these two

accounts do not stand up when closely examined. If we give the F.ook of
- -

Genesis the same If we make the same effort to interpret it in such a

way that its parts do not contradict each other, as we woudi do with

any other unified writing, we do not run into x insuperable problems.

It is more rasonable to think of chapters one and two 1 and 2

as two successive stages in a unified work than to consider

that the alleged duplication proves two different documents.
fall of man

In chapter 3 we find the story of the Fall of Man. This story does

not have any duplicate in any other document. As we move on into chapter 4

through chapter 4 we find that the degeneration that is pictured as MOE

coming into humanity by Cain's murder of Abel is described as proceeding

through seven generations until it reaches a climax in Lamech and 1"ix his

wives xiñ±xk and his sons. The chapter ends with a mention of the

other line of the new line that began with a third son of Adam named Seth,

and of the fact that Seth also had a son, and that this began a line in

which the worship of XflaI MXXXXXKXMAU JHWH was to he maintained.



3/9/67 Parallel accounts of Creation #2

Chapter 5 has a genealogy starting with Adam and going up to NOah and his

sons. Noah's father is named Lamech, the same one name as the last one

of the line of Cain. It is alleged that this genealogy in chapter 5

constitutes a duplicate to the genealogy in chapter 4, and thereby produces

evidence of there being two distinct documents.

It must be adm:itted at once that the last two verses of chapter

4 are strikingly parallel to the first part of chapter 5. We mus

the same thing is here described twice in very similar language. However,

it is not at all uncommon in writings to have something told more than once.

In chapter 4 the writer is showing how there were two different types of

developments: the development of evil which he traces to its climax in Lamech,

and then the beginning of a new line. In chapter 5 he goes x on to give us a

rather stylized enunrational chronological genealogy which was to continue

after the Flood

The story of the Fall of Man, as contained in chapter 3, and the

resulting development of both evil and good in the world logically requires

two different lines to, the line of evil, and the line through which the

knowledge of God was passed on. As the book x stands, the genealogy in

chapter 4, except for the last two verses, is the genealogy of the line of evil.

The genealogy in chapter 5 is the genealogy of the line through which the

revelation of God was maintained. This must have been the understanding of

the compiler of the Book of Genesis. It stands out very clearly in the story

as it is stated. It is hard to think that the J document, if it had ever

existed as a separate entity, would have told in great detail of the

continuance of the line of evil which was destroyed N in the Flood, and have

only mentioned the first two and last stage in the line of good which was

r
continued through the Flood. Chapter 5 is really necessary for the

completion of the story contained in chapters 2 to 4.



3/9/67 Parallel accounts of Creation

Looking at the names it is said that there is a remarkable similarity

between them; yet when we examine the ten names in the one side, and the seven

on the other, e find ikt that both of them begin with Adam, and that a very

prominent figure in each of them is called Lamech. This is just about as far

as the real similarity extends. There is no other identidal name i in the two

lists. There are names that are somewhat similar, but certainly not identical.

In the culture of any period many similar names are quite sure to he

found. If one were to list principal streets in almost any two cities in the

same general area of the world he would he apt to find many striking similarities

of name. This would not at all prove that he was talking about only one city.

The iã± similarities here are actually far from being great or extensive.

It is not at all nnarkable that in each line at about the same time there would

be a man named Lamech who was rather typical of the ii line.

In 19q/ 3 the president of General Motors Corporation was Charles E.

Wilson: the president of General Electric Company was a different Charles E.

Wilson the president of the Worthington Pump Corporation, another of our large

manufacturing corporations, although not quite in the class with General Motors

and General Electric, was also Charles E. Wilson. Charles E. Wilson,

president f of the General Electric Company, left that position in order to take
êr.

a prominent place in the government xx±MxWk in Washington. A little later

A few rears later A little later Charles F. Wilson, president of General

MOtors corporatinn, left that position in order to become a member of the

president's cabinet in Washington. The two men were not in Washington at the

same time, but one came right after the other. It might be said that the

story of Charles F. Wilson of General Motors, and the story of Charles F. Wilson

of General Electric are duplicates, and that only one of them actually occurred.

The fact, however, which is easily proven by examination/ of Who's Who in

!America is that this parallel development occurred in the lives of two men

with such extremely similar names, and at a very similar time. It x is not







IXSá1 3/9/67 Parallel accountsof Creation)

at all remarkable that there should have been two men names Lamech in the two

genealogies. It might he ix said that it is more x ik±pq remarkable

that there are only two names that are identical. A correction should be

noted: I said that there were only two names that were the same. Actually

there is another one: there is an Enoch in each wmzdm genealogy. In the

gnealogy of Cain Enoch is the second man below Adam second man following

Adam. In the genealogy f of Seth he is the sixth man below following Adam.

Such a similarity would not be hard to find in genalogies from about the

same time in almost any region of the world. This was a type of mind, an

approach that was very common in the last century. Once it is adopted it goes

easily to very great lengths. Surely someone following this approach would

think it would refuse to believe that when King George III of England

established certain oppressive laws against the American colonist the leader

of the opposition was General George Washington. Such coincindences are

P
extremely common in life.

As one looks at the two names in the English the name Jared and the name

Irad look so similar that one might think that here was a case instance

of iiui similarity of name. Actually, however, in the Hebrew the name Jared

begins with an ayin, a x strong guttural sound such as that with which the

word Gomorral begins, and very sim very different, so this name is

actually very different from the name Irad, which begins with the simple t'yodh.t'

which should he Jared, of course. I guess

it is.

These names being rather different from the type of names we use today are

apt to be it is easy for us to think of them as having been rather similar.

As a matter of fact, inview of the great changes in pronunciation and in

sounds,it is difficult to know ascertain how near we can get to the
They at any

pronunciation of these actual names in the original document. /txi
give

rate/ clear evidence of coming from a time before the Hebrew language







3/9/67 Parallel accounts of creation #5

was the language of the writers.

f.
A very striking case instance of a suggested duplicate, once one adopts

this type of argument, is the duplicate between Genesis 3 and the beginning of
dupernatural

Genesis 6. In each of these we have a case instances of/ir±i beings

x coming into this world and leading human beings astfay. In each case there

is a g suggestion that the result may be greatly increased strength or greatly

increased wisdom. In each case the results lead to moral decline and a judgment

follows. So striking is this similarity between the story of the Fall and the

story of the sons of God and the daughters of men that it surely would have been

given as an evidence surely would he given as a case of duplicates and an

evidence of two distinct documents, but both stories are considered by most

critics to have belonged to the original document J.

jThis illustrates the fact if one looks for what perhaps could be considered

as duplicates one will find just as many of them within one of the documents

9' as he can find between any one of the documents and a different one. This

argument, carried out to the full, does not give proof of three great documents

from which the first four books of the Pentateuch were composed. It rather

gives offers proof of a multiplicity of tiny sections. It is now

gnerally admitted by literary critics that great works, such as the Pentateuch,

never come into existence through thxx±x the simple joining of a multiplicity

of small sections. In this connection it is interesting to reach Chambers'

discussion of Beowulf epic and his comparison of it with the various shorter

lays which deal with the same material. The material, he proves to the
present

satisfaction of most/literary scholars, the material was well known before

the Beowulf story was written. It combines material from a number of different

xxi sources, but the actual production is the production of one author, and

the whole is a unity (beter word - same derivation?) unit? it is not

simply made by laying end-to-end or by interweaving earlier sources. As

Chambers says, you cannot take a lot of motorcycles and out of them make a truck.
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it is necessary to build throughout on a different scale The evidence of

one author which is apparent in tie=Pentate.eh each of the books of the

Pentateuch is at least as great as the evidence w in (the) Beowulf

and other ancient writings which are today generally admitted to have been

produced by one author.

I don't know whether any of that's any good.

r
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Thsecond independent duplicate that is alleged in Genesis is in

f' hetwee, the genealogy in chapter 4 and the genealogy in chapter it 5. Now, as

the book of Genesis stands each of these genealogies has a very natural place.

Chapter 4 tells about the strife between xxi Cain and Abel following

upon the entrance of wickedness into the world in chapter 3. Then it traces
it

the line of the wicked son until/reaches a climax in a descendant called

Lamech whose three sons are named. The next chapter traces the line of the

new seed that was to replace Cain named Seth down to Noah, and lists his

three sons. It is said that actually there is only one genealogy which has

been become confused, and is here given as if it were two.

As the book stands, it would seem strange indeed to have only one

gx w1 genealogy. The two lines have been described, one of them

multiplies to such an extent that the Flood it becomes necessary to send a
line

flood to wipe out the wickedness of man the other/ goes on to the one who

f' is to preserve the knowledge of God, and to be delivered through the Flood.

It would be strange to have only one of these. The strangeness is compounded

wn when the critical theory is taken, according to which the J document t±

tells about the fall of man, and about the strife of CAin and Abel, and then

goes on to tell about the Flood in which Noah was saved. It would surely

seem extremely strange that such document would give the line of descent of

Cain, leading up to those who were destroyed in the Flood, and would not

give any line of descent for Noah, the one who was delivered through the

Flood. It would surely seem much more reasonable, even f if the J document

were an entity by itself that it would contain both genealogies. Certainly

the existence of the two genealogies is not in itself an evidence for two
are actually

different documents unless it can he proven that they/xExxtx±± the same

actually are originally the same genealogy and that there is a confusion.



3/9/67 #2 (2nd independent duplicate alleged)

In the past century it was a widespread habit of mind to try to show that

all sorts of documents had developed by a process of error from one original,

or to show howx to divide up all ancient KIiIiJIpiXXXRKX± or mediaeval

writings into alleged xr sources from which they came. When one is in this

frame of mind he can see similarities everywhere and find in them evidence

for duplication. However, if we look at the two genealogies the evidence fx* for

duplication actually is immediately seen to he very slim indeed. Each of them

ends with a man who has three sons, but the names of the sons are altogether

different from each other. Aside from these three sons, the genealogy of Cain,

in chapter 4, contains six names, while that of Seth (not counting his

father, Adam) in chapter 5, contains nine names. Comparing these names we find

the occurrence of the name Enoch in each of them, and also of the name Lamech.

Thus out of the nine names in the gneealogy of Seth only two of them have exact

counterparts in the genealogy of Cain, and these are e=a e=

not in an identical arrangement, since the ilne of Seth has only one name

between Enoch and Lamech, while that of Cain has three names between Enoch

and Lamech.

In the English Bible the name Cain and the name Canaan look similar.
(why?)

It would he i.mpossible,however, to say whether in the original the two names

would he related or not. In the English Bible the name Irad and the name

Jared look similar. Examining them in the original, we find that the name

Irad begins with a strong guttural, Inayin, such as occurs at the beginning

of the ax names Gaza (?) and Gomorrah. This makes a very

sharp difference between these two names, and leaves no valid reason for

considering them to he related. It is sometimes said that the names name

M1axxtik Methusael and the names name Mzk Methuselah are related, each
the

of them being the iix1xf name of/i parent of a man called Lamech. IN the

the Hebrew, however, the final tu However, the difference between them







3/9/67 (2nd independent duplicate ail alleged) #3

is not simply a difference in the order of the last two letters, but that one

of them contains a strong guttural, KjUtW 'theth:' This is jjJ enough

to mark the names as belonging to quite a different category from one another
quite different categories

and hardly such a change as would be apt to occur between two related

in the development of the same name. It is also sometimes alleged that the

name IMahalaleelt?and the name "Mehujael' are related. Upon examination in the

Hebrew we note that each of them begins with the letter "M" which is in Hebrew

a rather common formative element, and each ends with t "el" which is a rather

common element in Hebrew names. The element between in between, however, is

completely different, in the one case being "he,"lamedh," "Lainedh,"

"he,' "lamedh,' and in the other being "heth," "waw," "yodh." In English

often the letter "he" and the letter "heth' are represented by a simple "h,"

but in Hebrew they are quite distinct letters, and are not confused in copying

a fraction as often even a fraction as many times as are the letters "r" and

'd' which to our idea seem very different. "He" and 'heth" seem to have been

quite different in the consciousness of the Hebrews. So actually, these two

names, while having similar beginning and ending, are actually very different

and there's no more reason to think of them as having been confused than if

we had, say the name Akia)______c'tx "Ahrahamson" and the name "Adamson."

Thus we see that the actual similarity between the two lists has been
exaggerated. Even

grossly! rttrçcYw if the similarity were far greater than it is, it

would not be proof that there could not he two such genealogies. In any area

in about the same period similar ax names are apt to occur rather frequently.

A few years ago the president of the General Electric Company, Charles

E. Wilson, left his ± position in industry in order to become an important

administrative official under President Truman. Three years later the

president of General Motors,I x Charles E. Wilson, left his

company in order to become a member of President Eisenhower's cabinet. Such







3/9/67 (2nd independent duplicate alleged) #4

a coincidence would seem too much for accident. If this were in an ancient

document, students of a century ago would have insisted that the two were

thi duplicates and represented actually only one event. Similarities as

much alike as the alleged duplicates in the rij4 Book of Genesis occur

frequently in life if one has his eye open to observe them, even such

remarkably similar duplicates as the one just mentioned occur from time to

time.



, (7/6/66)

Parallels (conVd) #4

In the list above it is noticed that a number of these alleged duplicate

accounts relate to the naming of certain places. Thus there are said to be

three different accounts of the naming f of Isaac. There are xixX said to

be two distinct accounts of the naming of Mahanai.m, and other a cases of this

type. These references to names require a special consideration before we take

up the main cases of alleged parallel*ui accounts

In consideration of the matter of alleged name naming it should be noted

that the first instances after the flood of the giving of a meaning of a name

f relates to Babylon. Here it is said, "Therefore is the name of it called Babel;

11;9 because the LORD did there confound the language f of all the earth:

Now the name of Babylon which in the Babylonian languatge is

ii "
Boby y lee "Bab-ili" is a Babylonian phrase meaning !gate

of God." This is proven not only by the name but by the writing which is

commonly used x*xi xxf cxgX which has a sign for a gate and a sign for a

god. Everyone in antiquity must have known that " x Bab-ili" meant

"gate of God." Yet (Yes?) here in Genesis we read tliI that it is called "Babel"

which would be the Hebrew way of saying "Bab-ili" (the final "i" being a case

ending) because there God confounded the languages. The word for "confound" in

Hegbrew is "balal." The writer of Genesis would be extremely stupid if he meant

to say that people took the word "balal" and from it formed a wr word "Babal" or

"Babili/." It is very evident that in one case you have a two "b's" followed

by an "1", and in the other case a "b" followed by two "16s?.v



(7/6/66)

Parallels (con't) #5

It is very easy to see that what the writer is attemptâng to do here is X not

to tell us what the word "Bab-ili" means, which everyone certainly knew,' at the

time, and not to make a very clumsy and awkward etymology of it which would be

obviously false, but to make a sort of pun on the name, to say tkX it is very

appropriate that this place where people tried to make a human way of access to

God should be called "Bab-ili" because it was there that I God 5k±t "balaled"?

the language of all the people.

This instance give us, I believe, the clue to most of these seeming

etymologies in Genesis.

The matter of the giving of names to people or to places is often very

obscure. Sometimes, historically, names come from the most superficial or

unnatural reasons. An outstanding case is perhaps that one of the early

explorers, visitors to South America, although certainly not the first by any

means, was a man named fimericus Vespuccius (Amerigo Vr'i1ia Vespucci?) and

he returned home and wrote a book about it, and as a result the whole of North

and South America came to be called after his name. Thus the word America

represents a rather accidental origin of a name. Sometimes we know exactly

where names of people or places come from; other times they have very

accidental origins, or they may come from simply be named after something

else as children today are very often named after their parents. In ancient

Mesopotamia they were apt to be named after their grandparents. When the

Scripture refers to a name it does not necessarily mean that this is the

first time the name was given; it may mean how appropriate it is that this

place or this person should be called by such-and-such a name, just as

someone today might say, "Is it not appropriate that Pierre Montet, a famous




.1
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Parallel, (cont'd) #6

French archaeologist whose name means "little mountain" should have been the

man designated to direct the excavation of the city of Gebal7 (or bo,i Byblos),

the name f of which in ancient times meant "little mountain','."

Where it is said, for instance, that there are three different reasons given

for the name of Isaac, we must say that we are not sure why the name "Isaac" was

given. Perhaps he was named after a relative, or perhaps it was a name that Sarai

had been anxious to give to her child for sane time for some reason or other.

Professor Ranke, the noted German Egyptologist, made quite a study of ancient

personal names and made the very interesting suggestion that in many cases the

name was given in relation to whatever the woman first said after the child

was born. This would help to account for such names as "Adi-mati-ilu" - "until

how long, 0 God", and other names which show many other names which show

express gratitude to a particular deity. Whether Ranke is right or wrong, the

fact is that we do not know whether the name Isaac was first given to this

child or whether it was a name previously used which had been applied to him/

for sane reason or other. In any event, the Scripture in t1xxi three places

points out how appropriate this name was in this particular case. When

AcIdisjsays that according to one document it was given because Sarai had

laughed in increulity; another case because Abraham had laughed in joy; and

another case because

it is making a division where there is no proper reason for a division.

Incidentally, it does not even say in these cases that that is why Isaac was
that

given the name, but it is interesting/in connection with his kit birth are

these various cases where the verb (word?) is used in connection with the

father or mother. Taken all in all, they must have felt it was a very

appropriate name to give.




/
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Parallels (cont'd) #7

If a personal analogy might be permitted, my own boy was named "John"

which was the name of his mother's father and also of his father's father, and

also of his mother's brother. When his parents were visiting with either

family it was natural to say, "Here is your namesake." The boy was not named

after only one of these, but actually after all three. The name Isaac is

very appropriate for various reasons.

The same would apply to the mm I word "Mahanaim'/." We read that

I*x1i(E(ciugI Jacob divided his flocks and herds into two sections,

and it says','Threfore the name of the place is called &4ahanaim" ("two camps").

A little further on it says that Jacob saw a host of angels coming to protect
angels

him, and he said "Here are these agnels in heaven, and here are my forces on

position earth; here are two camps." So the name of the place is Mk 'Mahanaim." There
of
quotes? are not two parallel accounts giving different reasons why this place is called

'Mahanaim." The name may be an old name going back a long way. Jacob noticed

-how two different reasons why the name was ii.iiI*4yx particularly appropriate

in connection with his own experiences.

When we thus ,(understand the nature of the references to names nsni

naming in Genesis% and Exodus we see that it is not really valid at all as

an argument for division into different documents.

All the instances of giving reasons for names in Genesis in the Pentateuch

List? are listed below. It will be noticed how comparatively few of them actually

represent any sort of argument for parallel passages.

Now we come to the primary reson-for claim that there are distinct

documents on account of parallels being given. The first of these is the

story - they claim that there are two stories of creation at the beginning of

Genesis. [I have already dictated some weeks ago discussion about Genesisj1,

will not do this at this point, but will continue after that a little later.!]



PARALLELS - A GOOD ILLUSTRATION

A student t6 the critical approach to the Bible t generally assumes ciT

that if somet ing similar is repeated, or if two event;'are described which are

very much like one ano r, there must of neçe'ity be a two different

dociine s involved. This 'les out the possibity of coinrimince

i .êiiiy 1i29 GeineiJ1i 1 uit Some of the

coincidences xk that anyone will come across if he keeps is eyes open for

them are extremely striking. A very interesting one is evident i one WilL.
(22

-UhTte the Twentieth Century Encylopedia of Religious Know1Tede 'fl

extension of e1(ewQ-f' Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge

&




Her7,
)ll find the name of James Anderson Kelso,

Presbyterian! on Kelso, United Presbyterian? OWe of these

men was born in India in 1873. One was born in Duluth in 1892. Yet both _aa~,
ou at,

became professor/ of Old Testament in Pittsburgh in diffctt Presbyterian
(Per p

theological seminarV one under the sbyterian Church in the U.S.A.,
4
~~was then called ~aC other under t(he United Presbyterian Church--

was then called James Anderson Kelso devoted himself mainly to textual and

linguistic studies, James Leon Kelso to quite an extent to archaeological

atydtxi study, at although somewhat also to linguistic study. In No1Øber
all

1951,,1 as was interested to read in the newspaper an account of the

death of Professor James Anderson Kelso, and to find that the acoount

attributed to him the excavation work in Palestine that had been conducted in

the previous year byJan1es Leon Kelso.AHere is a striking case of rare and

unusual coincidence a such as would seem to be,vrec of4ifferent documents
Th L 4,4tOzC

,P4IVOf,fonfusion
if it were not that it coriesponds to actual

fact,




s-13

Since. that

time the two denominatios have merged' and the two seminaries have coalesced1s*
now

so that there is/only one Presbyterian theological seminary in Pittsburgh,

one man amxXati named Kelso its professor of Old Testament







in many
In recent years readers of Sunday School literature/of our de ominations

have come out against something that was entirely new to them. Instead of

speaking of the first five books of the Bible as the writings f Moses, as

was formerly done the quarterlies and other sunday school literature

many of them speak of the material as having come from various documents

which they call J e d and p. These documents are said to have been written

hundreds of years apart and all of them long after the events esc ribed

A number of popular books such as 5 a series of booklets "Know

Your Bible" by Roy L. Smith and books are somewhat more schola ly level

such as Understanding the Old Testament by Anderson have appea d on the

book shelves in rec ent years and all of them this s e teaching.

It is hard to believe yet it is a fact that this teaching 'iich

appears new to many church members arid sunday school teachers ctually

is simply a retention of a pre-scientific theory the results of 'xxx

a method of study which was wide spread in the 19th century but has now

been given up since it has been proven to rest on an entirely false basis.

During the 19th century it was common to think that ancien documents

were made up of several earlier sources which had been combined together

to produce the documents that we have. More than that the 19th century

scholars thought themselves capable of separating such document into their

original sources and telling us with certainty what was in each one of them.

Today there is hardly a scholar who would take a newly discove ed ancient

NX document and divide it up into various sources which he wou d dogmatically

state to have been the original materials out of which our actu 1 document







had come.

The Jedp theory as it is taught today is a figmnnt of the

imagination. It is the authified of one of the m my

chan±ng attitudes of the 19th century regarding a problem which the

20th century does not consider to be possible a solution with the

materials that we have.




D document
No ancient manuscript corresponding to the/E documentx

the D document or the P document has ever yet been discovered. No

ancient writing contains any reference to any one of these doc nents.

The-very idea that such documents ever existed is entirely a r suit of

an attempt at deduction from materials that are available today. It is

,p
an attempt along the line which has proved so faulty that it is scarcely

ever even attempted regarding other books today.

During the 19th century just before the beginning of the L9th

century the famous scholar Wolf decided that the writings of lic ier

were not actually by Homer but represented a x rfuOOOvtii Lacretiant

combination together of a number of different writings written by various

men. Later scholars during the 19th century arranged them differently

but most scholars f during that century thought that the books of Homer

had come together in some sort of an accicental way as little b little

w±itings of various men were combined.

Goethe, the great German genius was annomored of the works of the

marvelous thought processes of Professor Woff. On more than on occasion



one of
Goethe xxoxiAgg persuaded/Wolf's daughters to let him hide behind

behind a curtain in Wolf's lecture room so that he might

listen to Prof. Wolf's lecture without bziig causing any embarrassment

by his presence to the lecturer. Yet toward the end of his li e

Goethe himself stated that the more that as he went back to read the

works of Homer he wws more and more convinced that despite occasional

discrepancies and inconsistencies the marvelous unity of the w rk

the wonderfully high standard of poetic excellencnce maintain through

out. The genius that shows through on every page made him fee more and

more convinced that after all this was the work of one great genius arid

not the fortuatus combination of the work of a ninnbe r of different men.

Goethe's own work did not escape this sort of literary f dissection

which was so common in the 19th century. In 1887 Prof. Schere issued his

volume of studies in Goethe's works. He took Goethe's great p duction of

Faust which had been first published in its t±xtc entirety in 1825. flpm

Going through it he pothnted out the portions which he believed that Goet

had written as a young man which showed the enthusiasiam and e berance

of Goethe's youth. He showed those portions which came as a re it pf

particular crisis in Goethe's life. He pointed to those passag s which

had I showed in contrast the tireness and disillusionment of Go the's pid

age. How interesting it is he said to see how Goethe at differ nt periods

of his life used such different styles and such a different approach and

all of this was fused together into this great work published i his old

age.




Yet it was long after Scherer published his great work before a

most remarkable discovery was made. A woman was going through er
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grandmother's through the materials in the trunk that had been left

by her long deceased grandmother. In it she found a note sayin that

her grandmother had first met the young poet Goethe when he Li St came

to Weimar, 30 years before he published his long poem of Faust She

became acquainted with the young poet and Goethe lent her his the poem

Faust on which he had made a good start.

tkx)c1uwgx1ixxI The grandmother of the woman who gave it 0 the

world read over the poem and was thrilled by it. She with Goe he's

permission copied long sections from the poem. A German profe sor

was able to publish the world in 1880.

,
The first part of the material which was copied by the yo g

lady in waiting contained a section which Scherer had been particularly

interested in dividing into the portions from Goethe's youth = those

from his middle age and those from his old age. Here to the scholar's

surprise he found that this particular portion had been writte by Goethe

in his youth almost exactly in a form in which he published it in old age.

All of Scherer's great ingenuity had Vxmmm accomplished nothing. Here

was the actual evidence that his theories were without any real foundation.

Recently I read an account of a prepration of a speech by one of

our American presidents. He asked 6 different men to prepare rough

draft for the sppech after giving them a general idea of what e wanted
1
included. Each of these men wrote an entirely different appro ch and

entire1ydifferent material. Then he set two others to work taking the

of the 6 selecting the best passages combining them together.
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When the work was finished he himself took over the finished copy

looked it over, made occasional changes here and there. The finished

product was what he read as his state of the union message that year.

It is not at all strange that a work w1a x should be written

in this way. It might be very strange if a work with a genius of Homer

or of a pentatuch would be formed in this way. But what would e far

stranger than either would be if someone flOT hnowing any of the en who

had helped the president write who had made preliminary drafts or the

president's speech not having ever seen any of them or read an hingbu
its

else that they had written was able divide his speech into/diff rent

sections and tell which paragraphs or sentences came from one writer and

which part from another.

That is exactly what the JDBP theory claims about the firs five

books of the Bible. It claims to divide them into sections san times

as long as a chapter or two, sometimes as short as half a verse and to

sy that these various sections can be separated out and then c be

combined together to produce the actual original documents which according

to the theory were combined almost in their entirety by this so.-t of patch

work method to produce the first five books of Moses.

Now it would not be absolutely impossible that a book nigh have been

prepared in such a way. It, however, is highly questionable if such a thing

was done whether anyone could ever divide the material up into its actual

sources and tell what they were.
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The critical theorists who thought themselves xkxzxtpx able to

divide the five books of Moses into original sections written b

different authors had xx a varying theories during the years between

1753 and 1878. There was a great vareity of methods of division

One writer would be very dogmatic on one arrangement and another writer

would be very dogmatic as to his certainty that another arrang ent

was the process by which he thought these books had come into existence.

Exactly the same process took place regarding Her and many o er

ancient works. Since ff 1930 one finds hardly anything of is type

being done. It is now widely recognized that it is impossible to make

,
correct judgements of this type. Yet as a result of certain circumstances

of particular circumstances that we shalli examine later one theory received

wide recognition in 1878 when a brilliant German writer named 1 elihausen

put it into written form. This theory which came to be known s the

Welihausen theory was not accepted by many of the older schola s of

Germany. The younger scholars, however, were attracted to him and most

of them accepted. Today it is contained in our popular books almost

exactly as Wellhausen presented it.on kthe Bible and presented as the

fruit of modem research. Actually, it is a product of a 19th century

method now almost completely discarded in our 20th century.



The critical idea about the parallels is that if you find what seem to he two

similar stories, they must actually represent the same original story, but

derived from two different sources. Thus it is assumed that two similar events

could not possibly occur, even though in history we find that similar circumstances
In?

produce similar events over and over in the history of any nation, any school, any

organization there will be found many parallels any hook such are found

However, the qwsti.oi assumption of the üxxiiri critics is that if you have

two similar events t it must mean that there are two different sources. Then the/

____ alleged
ui.i attempt is made to see on the/basis of differences of style which of the

alleged three sources each of the parallels comes from. It is k interesting,

however, to notice that the multi-documentary theory holds that Exodus 17:1-7 and

Numbers 20:1-13 are parallels, and yet tkt finds what is said to be kt

the peculiar style of P in both of them. Consequently, we find Kuhl on page 78

saying,
" An example which amply illustrates this method of working is found in

2±xxR* P's narrative of Moses and the strife about water (Numbers 20:1-13) which

he elaborated with details from the older source, although he had already told

the same story once before from the same source/ (Exodus 17:1-7).

Does Kuhl mean here to day the redactor was so foolish as to take one account

of the story which he found in P and insert it twice, in one case in the vXX

original form, and in the other case, again in the same form, but xI adding

details from another document, or is it not more likely that he means that he

found two accounts of this x in P's narrative, and that t he reproduced one of

them as it 1* is, and reproduced the other with elaborated with details from

a similar account which he found in tkxli "the older source." In either case

In the latter case it would seem, according to I r*tiwi1c Kuhi's view,

xihi that P had two accounts of similar strife about water. In any such

trip through the desert as is described in Exodus and 1'dpikitiI Numbers it would
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seem likely that there would have been many cases when there was strife about water.

It is not strange at all that we have two of them contained in the Pentateuch as

we have it. It would seem rather almost to be strange that there are not more than

two. As evidence for different sourees, it is just as weak as the other instances

of parallels at which we have looked, but in this case the situation makes it

bring out very clearly the weakness of the whole critical method. This was, as we

have noticed, a method which was very commonly i used in the last century, but

the weaknesses of which have become more and more apparent, so that it is now

pracitcally given up, except that the adherents of the multi-documentary theory

are still continuing to apply it in relation to the Bible.

We would not need to doubt that the effects of its ixix being given up in

other studies will catch up with it in Biblical studies, and that it will

eventually be given up. The sad thing, however, is that just as this is beginning
(wholly?)

to happen t we find the story being reproduced more and more widely, and more and
and

more dogmatically in popular and semi-scholarly sources,/writings, and thus

receiving a wider acceptance on the part of the general public just at the time when

it is ____ more and more out of line with present ideas as to proper methods of

interpreting texts.

The first type of parallels, .n fact the most cogent, if it can be proven to * exist,

is the case where the critics claim to find two different accounts of the same event

presented in the Bible as we have it now as separate independent stories, but actually,

they claim, coming from the same original story. These we shall entitle, "Independent

Parallels", in contrast with those z cases where they take one story and divide it up

into, thus claiming to make two distinct original sources. kMa This latter we shall call

L.zuz2"Interwoven Parallels."
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/ Gunkel
Ii his book on The Myths of Genesis Professor/often refers to the

rh
childish and primitive ideas of the writers of Genesis. Professor

Ecluard Nielsen of the University of Aarhus, D enmark, has written a book

on Oral Tradition in which he presents the idea of the Scandinavian

graditio-historical school in opposition to the views of the so-called

literary criticism. He refers to "the almost classic, but antiquated

comentary cm Genesis by Hertnarin Gunkel.* On the word "antiquated"

he has a footnote in which he says:

Antiquated, not only because of literary criticism and source
analysis with the consequent rearrangement of the material,
but especially because the reader is constantly aware of the
way in wI4ç the 'iature Western European' presents the naive
attitude ôT7 'child,i,sh Oriental' x towards nature, his naive
moral code, his naive conception of God, etc.

It is the 'mature' Western European who is naive in his feeling of

cultural superiority."

It is interesting thus to have one critical scholar who considers the
as having

Book of Genesis/tx1uuw cane together by a very early process of oral

tradition, thus speaking of another who holds to the more widely

supported view of so-called literary criticism. The quotation, kwx

however, makes a good introduction for stressing the point that any book

that is written in a country far remote from our own, and in a time when

customs, habits and attitudes were very different from ours, is sure to

have many ideas, methods of expression, customs and occurrences that

seem strange tu from the outlook of our present civilization. This does

not necessarily mean that they are more primitive, but simply that they

are different. Similar differences could be found even among various

ones of our Western nations. What seems quite natural in one will seem
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very strange in another.

Here we see one of the basic errors of the whole critical movement. It

is assumed that whatever seems strange to us in GeneMs cannot be true; that

must have come about by a combination of sources or as a result of the

primitive or mythical ideas of na!ve people.

Mmt Most essential, of course, in causing this attitude toward

Genesis and other parts of the Bible is the presence of the supernatural

in it. The supernatural is not extremely co,mnon in almost any part of the

Bible. IN most parts of the Bible the supernatural is not extremely

contm)n. God is present as a vital force in the lives of the people, but

the particular events that could not be thought of as occurring right

in our own day are comparatively infrequent. The most frequent

expression of the supernatural is when we are told that God spoke to

Abraham, that God said something to Adam, that God gave a message to Jacob,

etc. W e rarely, if ever, in our day have experiences that we t could

put into this category. That,however, does not justify us in throwing

out the others as impossible or imaginary. If we can believe in a God who

is not dead, but who is active, this God may choose to speak directly to/

human beings in certain periods, wkiri while in other peilods he may 1

leave them in the main to study the revelation that he has already caused

to be written down, and show Himself providentially, but not to any great

extent through actual mm= supernatural lxprx expression. If one can

believe in a God who could create the universe, one can certainly believe

in a God who can speak to His =win creatures if and when He chooses.

Readers of Marco Polo's account of his trip to the Orient found many
and

things in it that seemed to them impossible,(/fantastic. For a time

comparatively few bothered to read the book because they thought of it as

quite undependable. However, eventually it was found that many of the

things in the book that were difficult to understand fit exactly with)t what
was observed by later visitors to the Orient, thus confidence in Marco

Pnln's veracity has tremendously increased.







Today there still remain mysteries and puzzles

in the understanding of Marco Polo's book. However, the attitude of scholars
in it

is that since we have found/so much that is reliable we can assume that

where there are puzzles the reason is that there are factors or facts with

which we are not acquainted, but that if we knew them we should would find

the book to be dependable in these instances also.

The Bible should be entitled to the same consideration that one would

give to the writing of a Marco Polo or of a Sir John Maiixiiti Mandeville.

If it is proven that it contains statements and occurrences that are

impossible, unreal, or tIit that consist simply in a heterogeneous

gathering together of myths and legends, containing much that is untrue,

then one is justified in refusing to place further credence in the Book.

However, no one is justified in assuming in advance that this is the

case. The Book should be entitled to the same consideration that we give!

to any other ancient work. We read it to see how much of it is credible'

and dependable, and we see how much trust we can put in its author.

Christians believe that they know the author of the Bible, and that he

is thoroughly dependable. They believe that they have tested the teachings

of the Bible in their own lives, and found that they work out. Therefore

when they find a statement in the Bible which is different from the

ordinary experience of humanity they simply say, "This is a revelation of

a fact which was otherwise unknown to us,"and they accept it. Or they

say. tHere is a statement which we do not understand. Perhaps as we study

the Bible further we shall see the principles involved and truly understand

what it is. If we have confidence in the author of a book, we can have

fP
confidence in what he has written. It is our duty to test carefully to be

sure that no error of transmission or of copying has occurred, and also
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to make sure that we really understand the meaning of the words, and their'

relaticm to the context. There may be things we'll have to say we don't

understand, and we'll x have to wait until we see the Author t.z to ask Him

to explain them to us. But we do not i cast it out or develop some theory

of origin based on the idea that it contains that which is unreal and

impossible.



I
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Is the Bible like Marco Polo? or like Sir John Mandevilêe?

Toward the end of the 13th century a Venetian was asked by a friend to tell

him xiiat about his travels in China and other countries of the Orient. He

dictated to his friend a long account of the many years that he had spent traveling

in those regions. This account contained many statements that seemed utterly

fantastic to people in Europe. Marco Polo's account contained many statements

that seemed fantastic to Europeans of the day. He said that the Chinese had

a chemical substance which they called gunpowder, which would expbode with

terrific force. Nothing like this was then known in Europe. He also said that

instead of always using metal for money they used pieces of paper with something

stamped upon it to show the amount that it represented. This and other

statements impressed Europeans as very fantastic, and more than a century

passed before any great number of people felt that Marco Polo's writings were

worth bothering with.

A few years afterj Marco Polo's work was written there appeared a book of

travel which took Efrope by storm. The author, who called himself Sir John

Mandeville, described his travels in Bible lands and in the distant parts of

the Orient, and told of many interesting experiences which he had had. The

book seemed to impress people as much more matter of fact and dependable than

Marco Polo's, and containing the queer statements such as references to

gunpowder and to paper money. Within a few years after its appearance many times

as many copies of it were being distributed in Europe as there were copies of

Marco Palo's narrative. Probably 25 people were familiar with the name of

Sir John Mandeville to every one who had ever heard of Marco Polo.

Today the situation is quite reversed. Today thre are probably 100,000

people who have heard of Marco Polo to every one who has ever heard of Sir John
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P Mandeville. Scholarship proved that Sir John Mandevi.lle's was probably not by

him at all, in fact the very existence of anyone named Sir John Mandeville is
able

highly questioned . It is thought that a man called Jehan Le Barbier may have

been the real author of the work. Moreover, he did not actually write the work;

most of it he simply compiled from other books. Scholars have found copies of

accounts by other travelers, of visits to various lands of the Orient, and find

that the book of Sir John Mandeville contains long sections copied almost

verbatim from the other works and sometimes erroneously copied. The fact that
,LtC

ih4 book was thus' formed by the interweaving of sources rather than as the

production of one who knew what he was talking about caused it to lose favor

until today it is only a curiosity.

Is the Pentateuch like the writing of Marco Polo? or like the writing of

Sir John Mandeville? Jews and Christmas for many centuries believed that Moses

had written the Pentateuch. Is it written by a man who knew what he was talking

about or did unknown redactors simply combine sections from various documents

which contradicted one another and contained much of myth and legends.

There are statements in the Pentateuch which do not correspond to our

present knowledge any more than the statements abut gunpowder or about paper
It may?

money corresponded to the knowledge of these people of Europe. They seem

unreal and fantastic to us. Does that mean that they are false? It all
?7

CV depends on what our confidence we may have in the author. If we believe that

there is a God who created the unives'se and who knows all things; if we
this

believe that/God is not dead; if we believe that this God selected the

men who would write the books of the Bible, and watch over them as they

wrote so as to cause that any erroneous i1.iit ideas that they had in their

mind would not find expression in what they put into those writings that He
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intended to be part of His infallible Word. Then we can have confidence in its

atatements. We may have difficulty in understanding them. Marco Polo did not

explain the fact that the paper money was printed. Printing was unknown in

Europe at the time when Marco Polo wrote. It made a great problem in under

standing how paper money could be used because, after all, anyone could take a

piece of paper and write a statement on it. The fact that the money could be

printed made it far less more difficult to counterfeit. There was another
here

factor/that people did not know about and that Marco Polo did not explain.

Perhaps there are hundreds of factors entering into the history of the universe

that we do not know anything about. Perhaps there are many factors entering

into God's dealings with man that God has not felt it necessary to take this (the?)

time and space to include in the Bible. If we knew all these factors we would

understand everythigg that He had given ;us. Our minds are finite. His is

infinite. If we have confiØdence in Him, and confidence that this book actually

is from Him, there may stil be many things in it that we do not understand,

but in so far as we can tunderstand it we will feel that we can stand upon it

and say that it is true and dependable, and that wherever it applies to

our lives it is our duty to obey it.

This is the attitude which the Christian church has a taken toward the

Pentateuch and toward the Bible all through its history. It is written jinto

the creeds of most of our denominations. Within the last two centuries the
C?

co-called "higher Criticism" has developed. This view which in so far as it

6 started largely relates to the Pentateuch as far as the Bible is concerned

and the view which it now holds a regarding the Pentateuch is the view which

we have explained km above. Is it true? or is it false? Everyone
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WHAT CHRISTIANS BELIEVE ABOUT THE BIBLE

Before examining in detail the J,E,D,P theory it is necessary

that we carefully examine the question just what have Christians historically

believed about the Bible.

Christianity has often been called the religion of t1e Book.

As far back as we can trace the great creeds of the Christian church and the

statements of its great leaders, and as far back as we can trace the views and

attitudes of the leaders of Judaism, bother were agreed in holding that the

Bible was God's WWud to man.

By this it was not meant that the Bible was something magical

that these particular sounds had a power in themselves, or that some mystical

benefit was derrived simply from listening to its reading. What has always been

believed was that this book is God's revelation of truth, that i is therefore

trustworthy and dependable.

The important question to the CikiiL Christian has never been who
human

were the 1if.vit authors of the different books of the Bible.
~
Tds is am matter

that has been of interest to him, but it is not of primary significance. No one

knows who wrote the Book of Joshua, the Book of Judges, the Books of Samuel

or the Book of Kings. It is absolutely certain that Samuel did not write First and

Second Samuel since he did right in the middle of First Samuel. This is not of any

great importance to the Christian, What interests him is that they are part of

God's Word and therefore dependable sources of truth.

Théssame is true of the Book of Hebrews in the New T stainent. We have

no statement from the first century as to who was the author of his Book. Great

zhzitian Christian scholars have believed that Paul wrote it, and equally sincere

and learned men have been equally strongly convinced that Paul did not wrote it.



It does not make any great difference to us who wrote it. We believe that it is part

of God11s Word, and as such that it is free from error.

This, of course, does not mean that we believe that God dictated the

books of the Bible. It is strange how often people ridicule the historic Christian

attitude toward the Bible by saying that it is ridiculous to believe n dictation.

with having
There would be nothing wrong J$ God/dictatin the Bible if he had ch sen to do

so. Anyone of us may dictate to us through a senographer, or perhaps may dictate

a whole book for that matter. There is ml nothing wong; however, that is not

what we believe about the Bible. We believe that God selected the human authors,

and that God selected the human authors, and that lie led them in theii selection

of their material, that He watched over then so as to keep out of the words

and phrases and sentences that they selected anything that would be ircorrect.

Therefore we believe that while every part ofx of the Bible shows a
~aracter

and viewpoint of its human author that it is so directed and so kept from error

by the Holy Spirit that it is a dependable source of truth.

This of course does not mean that the Bible is the complte store

of all truths. That was not God's purpose. We read even in the book of John

that if /the things that Jesus did during his earthly were many, inny times

as numerous as those included in this gospel. John selected the matters which

he thought were important for the purpose of his book. This does not mean that

we have sufficient material in John's gospel or in the four gospels tgether

to write the full account of life of Christ. We do not know the date of
great

his brith. We do not know the g exact dates of/many events in his life.

___ may
There are many of then ii we gm/not know the exact order. There a$e many

important things we like to ask about to which no answer can be secur d from

the Bible. But we believe that whatever can be properly and definite y derived

from the gospel is true and dependable.
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When we say that the Bible is a book that is entirely

true, we do not say that we can necessarily understand or can expe1 t to

understand everything in it. There are always problems of interp etation,

and this is magnified when we have a book that expresses the infinite wisdom
of

of God. We can never expect to the bottom of all/its teaching. t reveals

many things for c which we do not have the background to understand

the significance for meaning. However, whatever can be properly understood

in it we can stand upon as truth.
makes no

The Bible äxwX attempt to be complete in its coy rage/

Any subject, even theology, certainly not history. It tells thos matters

which are important for our understanding of the relation of God to man

and the preparation that God made for the coming of His son/ into the world.

If one were writing a political history of Israel, there would be many facts

that might be very ± important that the Bible does not mention. Some of

these hint at and some of 1lw them do not have its occasion to even

touch upon ixcx in any way. The selection would be entirely different.

We cannot write a complete history of Israel using the Bible as a source.

Howeder, whatever we can properly and carefully derive from the Bible about

the history of Israel. We can depend x upon as being true. i!kxixixx

There is naturally considerable difficulty in interrreting

something. There is dealing with/background that is so strange or us

as the background of the ancient Palestine in comparison with the

conditions of life and apostasy t in the twentieth century of erica.

Much has to be explained by invesitgations of the general backgr d or

study or interpretation of one section of the rii'ar Scriptu e in the

light $of another section. We may expect that there would be any things
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in the Bible on the interpretation of which we cannot be certain. We

can move forward slowly and carefully in increasing our knowlede and

understanding. his, however, we can insist upon that the Bible eing God's

revelation, it is true, it is a proper source of propositional truths.

Whatever we can draw from it carefully and exactly we can stand 1-iron.

Christ affirmed this attitude toward the Old Testament. And

he declared that it was free from error and entirely dependable. He

insisted that the apostle should have studied it 0 more carefully than

they 1xxx had, and if they had done so, they would have understocd certain

things that happened in his life, arid would have not been so overi'helmed.

by them. He called them, fools, slow of heart to believe all tha the

Prophets have spoken. He said that not one jot or one **tx ittle

,'
would pass from the law until all were fulfilled.

The apostles followed the Lord's leading in this. Paul

in II Timothy 3 expressed his joy that Timothy had been trained ii the

Holy Scriptures/which He said were wise, were able to make him 'ise

unto salvation, which were entirely inspired of God and were profitable

in many ways.




Thus the accuracy and dependability of all the books of the

Old TestaXvxment are part of the fundamental background of the teaching

of Christ, and of the apostles, and of the great creeds of all our great

denominations and the exptression of our great Christian leaders hrough the

ages.




In recent years, it is unfortunateic that comparisn has

been made between, always between the J,E,D,P theory and the idea~that Moses

wrote the first five books of the Bible. This has been, It has been misleading
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that $xt]'ithxx this has been made the point of emphasis. Thus we
read

in

a book about ... that certain conservative scholars 'work has real value

in the interpretation of the Pentateuch, but that it is largely vitiated

because of his insistence upon the Mosaic authorship. This is a iew

that a leading scholar holds about it, but the Mosaic authorship is not a

vital x question here. But the vital vital question here is
9
he dependability

and reliability of the first books of the Old Testament.

Sane liberal books made very extreme statements NM such as that

the Bible ksxxri nowhere states that Moses wrote the Pentatuch, and

that the New Testament does not take such a position. We believe that the

strong evidence, a strong argument can be made that the various s1atements

in x some of the early books of the Bible about Moses having wr.tten

commanded to write down certain particular things i imply that he was

writing down much larger documents and that the use of the term he law of

Moses" in later books of the Old Testtament strongly shows that 4he belief

that t1x Moses wrote the first five books was held by the Israel te at a

very early time. We believe that Jesus said that ±txwiil if t ey will not

believe iwxMoses, neitØher will they believe if one rises from th dead.

He was implying very definitely that the first five books were Moses.

There are 1 other statements that can be drawn from the stateTnens of the

Lord as well as from the statements of the Old Testament which sem to us to

be very good evidence that Moses wasxthx is the author of these five

books. However, we do not feel that the primary question is whether the

books were written by Moses or / by someone else, but the primarr question

are the books true?

It is impossible to prove that these books came toge her by the

interweaving of the documents written hundreds of years at the tiie of Moses.

And still to believe that the statements in these books are all ti-tie and dependable.







This is so, because the very foundation of these theories is the belief

that there are errors and contradictions between the different do ents,
that

andzterez are alleged to have been combined together. A recent ook published

by the press of one our large denominations states IkEtx at the beginning

of it that at first sight it looks as if there were strong evidence

for Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch and for unity of the boo , but as

we look into it, we find great numbers of contradictions which a e inconsistent

with any such unity, and then he proceeds to advance the source x theory on

the basis of these alleged contradictions.

If as he maintains the Pentateuch has repetitions s eming to

tell two different events which are actually due to a misunderstanding of
different

the fact that they were/contradictory presentations of the story of the

,'
same event, and if there are such contradictions in it as to prove that

a faulty, a misunderstanding editor widiax wove together contradictory

documents, this of course is quite inconsistent with the historic Christian

attitude of believing that these books are true and are dependable

mm as to anything that can be reasonably deduced from them. Therefore

the question whether the J,E,D, and P t theory which is now becoming so

widely taught is true or not is very important to the Christians.

It is not the purpose of the present writing to start from

the claim that the Bible is t1x entirely true and then on the basis

of that to show that the Graf-Welihausen theory is false. Our purpose is

somewhat different. It is our purpose to look 1 fairly and without

prejudice that Graf-Welihausen theory to see exactly how much of strength

and % weakness there is in it, to see whether there is back of i such an

amount of evidence as would make it necessary that an honest person

reexamine his belief in the truth of the Bible. We wish thus t approach

this with absolute fairness, not with presupposition but with examination of
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exactly what is the source of the theory, how it came into existen e, what

are are the evidences for it, and how much strength is there to th m. The

theory is widely taught today as something that is established as result

of the work of two hundred years Bible critics. Does the examination of the views

of the scholars today support this theory? Does the examination o the history

of the theory support this idea? Does examination of the argumeits which were

m advanced for it in the days when it was beginning to be accept d show
they were

that these arguments are still strong today as when/iXxcx first presented? Or

do we find that many of the arguments on thexibasis of which it came

to he accepted by many liberal scholars actually can today be so isproven

as to xxxx make it highly questionable whether the theory deserve onger
the prominent

to occup sx±xxxplace that it holds at present? These are matters we

wish to examine in the following pages.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1
This book has a very limited purpose. It is not concerned with the authorship

of the first five books of the Bible, nor is it particularly interested in questions
ximaSm relating to their accuracy or dependability. It has nnly o e very definite

purpose. This purpose is to destroy the myth that has been established, and that
is now being disseminated more widely than ever before, even when le ding scholars
are beginning to lose faith in it, the myth that there was once a separate document

(which might be designated as "J") which included a sizable part of tie material

in the present books of Genesis, Exodus and Numbers; that there was iso a separate

document (which might be Au designated at "E") which r.uittixxuI cont med a sizable

amount of material in these sane books; and that there was also a separate document

(that might be designated SP (ST?)) which included a sizable proportion of the

material in these three books, plus the Book of Leviticus; that thes documents were

written at periods of more than a century and circulated x separate y until finally

they were interwoven one with another, and that it is possible to separate (out)

precisely the sections which were in each of these documents. This idea is today

very widespread, and is being taught in many universities jvc (col eges?) and

theological seminaries as established fact. I! is the purpose of the present book

to show ±kuiI-'ujckuxiu1ii& that there is no solid basis uff of fact for the

separate existence ur and indepnndent dissemination of any one of these alleged

documents.
t9tk

During the t4,,u1ic nineteenth century a method of thought became

widespread among literary scholars by which it was thought that eve ancient or!

mediaeval document had come into existence by the fitting together RJR selections

from other documents, and that it was possible to divide each narrative up into the

separate sources from which it had originally come. It is readily admitted that

'ph
some Aix works have dome into existence in exactly this way, t it is

questioned that -ege-ithe it has been true in any large number of cases

instances and it is very definitely the contention of the present book that if

- - ---- -- -
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such a process did occur it would not be possible to separate (out) the various

,P
documents into their xr sources unless at least one of these documents had

continued to exist as a separate entity. The J, E. 1) and P theory it has been

circulated is a very complex theory. There are details of it upon ich there

has been ecea daeeM much variety of opinion, but there are a

great number of aspects of it which are taught by numbers of scholars as

established fact, and on which, especially during the first half of the present

century, there was a widespread agreement among xu1 Biblical sc olars. It

is top the purpose of the present book to show that this is just much a myth

as the ancient idea that people could be divided into four groups according to

the amount of t1Ix3 the four alleged fluids or humors each,possessed, and from

this measurement from which we derive our present word 'Itemperamnt' the

attitude of each person was determined as falling kikiu within one of the four

distinct types of temperament. It is just as much erroneous as the., idea

practice of blood-letting which in 1800 was the common remedy for almost all

diseases,and which continued to be widely used, even into the present century.

These erroneous ideas, widely held for a time, have been completely given up.

The J, B, D, and P idea i==a erynees has just as little foundation, nnd,

w+=e+e5 if people are willing to look at the evidence, will doubtless

soon be given equally widely completely abandoned._
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Booki

It has occurred to me that there are four general viewpoints which may be

taken toward the Pentateuch. I think it proper to say that of these four

viewpoints two of them may be characterized as scientific and two of them

as definitely unscientific. The first two, which I would characterize as

possible stentific viewpoints may be characterized in turn: the first of

them as a thoroughly religious viewpoint, and the second as a non-religious

viewpoint; that is to say, a viewpoint which is not affected particularly

by any religious background of presupposition. The other two views that

I consdier as definitely unscientific may in turn be characterized; the

first of them as being a religious viewpoint, although an entirely different
and

religious viewpoint from the first to which I referred; Ikix the second as

definitely anti anti-religious viewpoint.

Before describing these four viewpoints itzi specifically x I should

k like to give an illustration which I think can make their nature rather

clear. For my illustration i am going to suggest that we imagine, - let us

suppose that there were another world almost identical with our present

world except that it is now substantially in the situation which our world
to

occupied about 100 or 150 years ago. Now iii this world there comes a man

from outer space, and he has come from our world as it exists today. He
there

leaves a manuscript i1 in which he tells about sane of his experiences in
in

our world today. These men there, who are living i a world exactly like
form

our world 10 years age look at his manuscript and undertake to make a

judgment as to its value or validity.
as possible

Of the four views which I have mentioned/in relation to the Pentateuch
which could

might be paralleled by four attitudes ithikitkLt iiikt be taken toward this

manuscript. The first of them which in relation to the Pentateuch I calldd

"religious" and "scientific" view is a view which reads the manuscript, finds

clearly what it states in it, and accepts it. The reason for acceptation of it
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is that these who are thus taking this attitude have come to know the author.

They have complete confidnece in Ws him. He makes statements that differ

very strikingly at times from their own experience; nevertheless they have such

confidence in his veracity, and in his knowledge and in his wisdom that they

accept these statements as true. Thus their confidence in the *uthvv leads

them to acceptaritit the statements in this book even though these statements

do not seem to them otherwise to fit with their own general experience. These

people of course do not necessarily understand everything in the book. There
don' t

may be many things in it they xx1 understand at all. They also may have
origiat

problems as to the copy of their book " whether it's exactly like the copy as

it came from the hand of the author. There are alll sorts of iIzlLili

possibilities as to variation among them, as to their interpretation of the

book or as to their conviction as to the precise text at certain points.

They are agreed, however, in this: that the confidence in the author which

they lxi have from personal knowledge of him, and thorough experience of his

veracity and of his wisdom leads them to believe that if they can find what

he actually said they can depend upon it as being really true. Thus they read

in the book that one day he left Seattle in the morning add that afternoon he

had supper in Philadelphia and then attended his son's high school conmiencemnnt

in Philadelphia that night. Now anyone 150 years ago would xxsxxtii say

"What a fantastic,silly thing to suggest." Lewis and Clark at about that time
(C?)

had just returned from their expedition to the Northwest. It took them
East (C?) to

app.oximately a year to go from the E4F2 the region of 2uikI Seattle.

How silly to think that a person could have breakfast in Seattle and then could

have supper in Philadelphia. It is utter nonsene, and yet, having confidence

in the author, even though we do not understand how this can z be, we can
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believe that it is trihecause he said it. When this attitude is taken toward

the Pentateuch I call it the religious attitude, xxx an attitude of one

who is looking at it entirely scientifically because his view is based upon

his confidence in the integrity and wisdom of the author. After all, the
one of us knows

greater part of what any r of us know in any science we have received from

others, and we xItt accept because we have confidence in the accuracy of

their observations, in the clarity of their thought, or in the integrity of

their expression.

Now the other view, which I characterized as the non-religious view,

woudi be the view of a man in this world which is excactly as ours was 150

years ago who picks up the manuscript and says "I don't know whether this

manuscript is true or not. As I read this manuscript it contains all sorts

of impossible things. It represents a man as having breakfast in Seattle

in the morning and supper in Philadelphia on the same day. It represents

people as being thrown up into the air and shot clear around the world 1

so that in the course of a day and a half they go as many as twenty times

around the worlds .And then in some queer way they are brought back on to

the earty safely without any real injury. This sounds it utterly fantastic.

Yel, I am not ready to cast the book aside and say it is utter nonsense; nor
wlich

am I ready to excise from it those sections ik&k do not sound to me to be

sensible. I will look into the evidence. I will try to learn something

about the author. I will see whether there is any satisfactory basis for

believing that after all the book may be true, even though there are many

details in it that I simply cannot understand and that do not accord at all

with my present experience. This is the non-religious scientific attitude.

It is an attitude which approaches the book to examine it fxx xfx1 and

ell see what is found there.

Now it is my contention that if one takes this attitude toward the

.-Pm]ILdthuch anè-tu 1-the Bible he picks up theook and starts to read, and
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he reads in it that God spoke to Abraham. He finds that God gave messages to

the prophets and that the prophets passed on the messages that they said that

God had given to them. He fids that God revealed Himself in the person of

His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, that He spoke through Christ. He reads all

these things which are very different from anything that the average man

experiences in ordinary human life. The truly scientific approach does not

say "These things are simply impossible; we cannot accept ±i ix it."

It says, "Let's examine; let's take a skeptical,critical attitude, but let

us examine it carefully and see what the evidence is for the dependability

of the book; and let us decide that there is real ground for thinking that

it is a forgery, or that it represents someone 's dreams or wild imaginings,

or represents the ideas that developed among primitive people, or let us

decide that there is no such evidence , and that the evidence in favor of its/

authenticity is sufficient to believe that God actually did speak as ,IKr.I.C

described in it. And thus it is my conviction that a person who starts with

this approach, and goes to the Bible as it stands, and examines it thoroughly,

willeventually come to the religious approach to the Bible, as he will find

its author speaking to him and leading him to faith and belief in Christ.

hum Anyone who approaches the Bible thus objectively, impartially, and

without prejudice, I believe will come to this conclusion unless his mind

has already been conditioned by the viewpoint or by matters expressed from

the viewpoint of those who take what I consider an unscientific approash to

it. If he has been convinded by them that the book represents a -bujC

an aciidental collocation of various imaginary thoughts of fables or myths,

or that there is some perfectly natural explanation which can account for ikia its

coming into existence, his mind may be insulated from caning into contact

with the real message of the book, and thus he 4ka.w has a; haze between him
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r
and it that prevents him from really seeing it as it is. This leads us to notice the

other two fundamental viewpoints which I consider to be unscientific.

Here again, to revert to the example of the man from outer space who has

brought a manuscfipt telling about events occurring in the world as it is today to

a people who are living in a world exactly as this one was 150 years ago. Now here
I

there are the two ir w approaches: there is the one which t1wr call the

anti-religious apprpach; that is the one which says, "This book contains utter

impossibilities. No one could possibly have breakfast in Seattle, and have supper

in Philadelphia. No one could possibly' be thrown up into the air with sufficient

force to shoot round and round the earth for tgiuipti'ix 20 times in the course of

a day and a half. And if such a thing were even remotely possible it is i utterly

inconceivable that any way could be found to bring such a person back to this

earth without his being broken to bits when he landed, or, being burnt up as he came

9' back into ieeere the earth's atmosphere. The book abounds in such utter

absurdities As the in that President Johnson could speak in Washington and someone

in~~ could even see the expression on his face dd as he spoke and

could hear the very quality of his words at a distance of hundreds oDmiles

away. This is so utterly impossible and fantastic ti that we simply refuse t even

to admit its possibility." This is the anti-religious view. This view toward the

Pentateuch characterized a number of the founders of the Graf-Wellhausen theory.

Théit God could not speak as the Bible says He did. They kaw that the

supernatural could not make itself known in this world as the Bible describes

it as doing. All these things were utterly fantastic to them. However, the Bible

was before them. Here was a book. How did this book come into existence? It was

natural then to work out some theory to explain how it came into existence, and once

one is determined that it cannot possibly be true, it is easy to develop theories of

different sources conflicting with and contradictory to one another, having been put!

together in a rather clumsy way and eventually resulting in the Boo% as we have it.
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Not the other view, the fourth view: is the view with is in my opinion just

as unscientific as this third but which is religious, not anti-religious. This is the

view which, like the third view, says,
" God could not have spoken." Now it may not

actually say this, but it assumes it all through. "God did not speak to Abraham and

tell him to go out of 1k of the Chaldees. God did not speak to the prophets and

give them messages. God did not take an initiative in Me the actual doing of ;1)ñ

things, bringing the Israelites out of Egypt and establishing them in the promised

land, and so on. Such things do tx not happen in the world. e'simply assume

as a starting point that they could not happen, that they are impossible. However,

4~efuse to take the anti-religious view of those who rs consider the book to be

simply a group of unhistorical legends. ir Instead of-f start from a
but /

religious viewpoint,/a very different religious viewpoint from this first view to
which
which reference was made. '1 say that this book, though it tells of many impossible

things, and has many myths and legends in it, yet that in these statelnents?which f of'

course are not to be taken at face value at all there lies wanewhere behind them

a wonderful spiritual significance. intO the spiritual hature of the

human mind an.d hum soul from them We learn'nehi. f how man has reached out

and èean idea of something tat-.i beyond himself. We read that Goi spoke to
1

Abraham and told him to leave Mesopotamia an gy over into Canaan ---'-,

even discuss whether God did such a thing a -we assume that, of course God does
1 )

not speak in such a way. ,W thinlc, however, that it shows -uL tim.15 that

Abraham had a marv1u insight, that the Babylonian idea of many gods simply was

not satisfactory there must be one great force. And 'I7tr imp3e,of

ran t i11 s story we through

all these stories get an insight into human spiual qualities, in-t into human
,

observations, into human faeãg out after truth; it is man who is acting; *it is

man who is thinking; it is a religion whi¬k i3 -a reliie. of man rather than a

religion of God. It is a definite religion, but a different religion from..''
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Christianity contained in the Bible as it stands. It reads one thing in the Béble

and interprets it as something entirely different.

Thus we have these four approaches to the Pentateuch. They might be

compared to the four approaches that people in our imaginary situation might

have taken toward the manuscript that we mentioned. I don't think I explained how
t444r,, nk

threligibus would apply in that case) but we might say that the idea of a man

having breakfast in Seattle and supper in Philadelphia would give a k glimpse of

the marvelous outreach of the human minthat a person could in his imagination

travel clear across the country and visit with old friends and even partake with them

in their activities, even though ift of course actually, physically, he remained in

Seattle all the time. We could get different lessons from it, entirely different from

what you w.mir would read on the surface; this might be a comparison to it. The
this this

contention of the/book is that if you approach the Bible from the viewpoint of

those who know Jesus Christ as Saviour and as Lord, then we must take the whole Old

Testament as true and as God's Word, because that is the attitude He took toward

it. We do not necessarily understand what everything in it means. T here may

be many things which we i are given in brief, and there are factors behind them

about which we know nothing, just as a person 150 years ago, hearing that a man

flew from Seattle to Philadelphia in one day, might imagine a person waving his

arms like a bird, or make some other imagination x1 utterly different from the \

jet% plane situation of today. But the central fact would be true, that the person

did travel through the air from Seattle to Philadelphia in the one day. There may

be many things we do not understand in the Bible; there may be cases where weje

not sure of the exact text, or where we have uncertainty as to the precise meaning

of the words. But we know the Lord, who is the Author of the Bible; we believe

that He oversaw the activity of the writers, kept them from error in what they

wrote. We believe that thus the Book expresses the very mind fx of God for us
1

and we can accept whatever it says
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and if t it does not fit with our present-day experience or observation we can

c.xt.zidr search in order to find the reason for this, but we do not cast aside

anything that we find clearly taught in it.

Secondly, a person can take the thoroughly scientific attitude of the one

who does not know whether this 4ook is true or not. He must approach the4ok and

see what is there. He must not assume that these things are impossible. He tries

to find out how genuine the book is, how far back our manuscripts go, how much or

how little we can depend upon the accuracy of the text. He finds that it says that

God spoke, that God led the Israelites, that God opened the way for them in Canaan,

that God sent His Son, Jesus Christ, into the world. He studies these things and

tries to find out whether they are true or not. This is the scientific non-religious

attitude, the attitude of the one who approaches it without taking a ±ex prejudiced

attitude aaia against accepting its stateemnts, but simply determined to

investigate and see whether it is true or not. Then there are the two unscientific

attitudes: thefr attitude of those who assume that such things could not possibly
&i ,t44/

happen, and therefore must find a purely natural explanation of how the writing came

into existence, and can reach theories of oral tradition and of the mind of the

_- ancient (aged?) Hebrews, and how it differs from peoples minds today, and how such

thoughts could have developed, and how various sources could have put them together,

it doen't take much peeitive objective evidence in such a case to reach a conclusion
any

since one has already adopted peesuppositions that rule out t1u aceeptande of the

book as it stands. And there xxx is the fourth attitude which baptizes the third

attitude, turns away from its anti-religious viewpoint, adopts a thoroughly religious

viewpoint, but a different religions from that taught in the Bible, a religion which

glerifies the human spirit and sees in all the descriptions of divine acts actually

descriptions of human insight and of human development.

It is our purpose in this book to show that the unscientific attitudes are

not grounded in fact, to examine the theories that are advanced by those who hold

these attitudes, x and to see whether they stand the test of carobjective
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investigation, to see just how much or h little is the evidence for rjrr

theories of the Pentateuch which would say that it had come together through th..e

joining of such documents as J, and P, and whether there is any real evidence

that such documents ever actually existed or not.

An interesting illustration that occurs to me as to how one would know this
Sir

person, and know that he was dependable, is the case of/Isaac Newton. Newton did a

great work in developing the theory of gravity, and also in the study of optics.

Up until this past century many people considered him as the geeatest scientist

who had yet lived, et Newton wrote a book on the study of the prophecies of

Daniel. Voltaire said that Newton was the most striking illustration of how a man

could on one side of his mind have a most advanced scientific mind, and on the

other side be ready to accept unscientific vagaries and superstititions. Now if a

person knows Newton's scientific work, and has great confidence in it, this would
that he

9' give him not a ground for thinking/necessarily knew what everything in Daniel meant,

but certainly it would give him ground for thinking that what he said about Daniel

was worthy of serious consideration and not simply to be thrown aside.

(New section)

Now Itmvebeen thinking also about the
matters,1

the arguments to be used and

one of those is the matter of the argument fi C3O , and I was

thinking of the possibility of considering under the argument from parallels
supposed

first the question of just how many real parallels which are ssuppsed/to be

different accounts of the same thing are actually presented. Of course the

outstanding illustration is the first one, the story of creation. I would not take

up the story of the flood at this point because that is a case of taking an account

and dividing it/rather than applying two distinct accounts. The next one, I believe,

would be the genealogies of Cain and of Seth which the critics are two parallel
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f
of the same document. Then I don't think of any other case in Genesis

of an alleged account by J and a different account ft of the same event by3.
We do
ft/have of course in Exodus what they claim are two different accounts of the call

of j1iir Moses. But as y ou go on in Genesis you get the re on between J and

E, and there each of them is said to have,eccount of Abram calling his wife his sister

arid the results that flowed from it. This incidentally is complicated by the fact

that one of iiix1ix them has two such accounts, in one of which accounts it's

Isaac instead of Abram, t but this other account is not given to P; I believe one is

J and two are E, if I recall correctly. Then there are three or four cases where

something is named, like Mahanaim, and there are two references to its naming, one

of which is attributed to J and one to E; but aside from these I don't recall many

other cases wkere there are said to be different accounts of the same thing!.
(comingfroin? )

(?31a)- - of the two documents. Perhaps the naming of Isaac would be one that we'll

have to look into. The great bulk of them would consist either in one having a

brief sentence covering a whole account which might take a whole chapter in the other,

which, after all, is just a case of an Aintroductory statement or a eonclusion
concluding

statement or an allusion to an event; and then of course there are the great

number of cases where they claim to have two accounts to have been interwoven to make

one. This we must consider by itself, the alleged interwoven accounts.
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ze in Geqesis and Exodus . If, however, he felt
P properly4

that Exodus 6: 3/F x15 interpreted as not to contradict the use

of the name before that time, why should not them( original writef of

the Pentateuch equally well have understood it that way? ?1(,4

The gs..&cii -if tMs v5&-i5 iut uluLcIy Llrr fy'he word

"know" in Hebrew is not exactly identical with our English word iaxx

Thus we read in Genesis
4:1)"

And Adam knew his wif This

does not mean that Adam had been completely unacquainted with Eve

during the course of the events in $Genesis 3. It expresses a ______

different type of knowledge or experience thn simply intel&ectual
4J
understanding of the existence of

somethingj
we read/4 #OQ~16:3/,*

"Then shall we know, if we follow on to know $w tO&M'HWFØP.
AM-Whac th±

(I




Ch 741
A

9/7111~v~~
Does

Josea
mean tor-iI7 that the peoplet6-iho1rhe i5 -speaking 4W_

noinow far--1' that this was God's name? It is very

evident that what he means is that to really ç God

seucthing e-f-ltb -4Rs to understand
TA

s character

and toJQve a far dçr raliziticn ef tiI than sim an intellectual

awareness that He may be called by certain name, mi1ar1y when
1t1tM4e1 to J4j- 4 . '

Exodus 6:3 says that He -1ewn X1 the patrThrhs...a( El
Shadda5

'.t-- tha YJU as "ElI it may very well mean
-,~kv 444-41 1V

#i2/aspect of His character xJiiii is emphasized St this-a.ticu1Qr
q

m fe-flnA
A44 4

th aspect that was most

-

praninent in the relqjt*

the/patriarchs;)te.Uiw. x bt t Yessed) / 'zP'

Me A'HWW' -- Redeemer m-Q.f the One who ws is
f4' close

in th/ covenant relationship wit1j Xim His people is--th O diA

______ jt4 4M4
'¬ tL .ru& If this is the there is certainly no

contradiction4t(VCW /1J'
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911
To the present writer this seems an altogether reasonable explanation

of Exodus 6:3, fitting in with the use of the word "know" in many other

passages in the Old Testament, and not at all contradicting the frequent

use of this name in the Book of Genesis. It seems entirely natural if

the whole Pentateuch was written as one unit that the writer should have

included this verse, and that God should have spoken it. However, same

conservative interpreters, prhaps thinking this explanation a little

complicatedy\
(which I do not believe it to be), have instead suggested

that the passage should be taken as a question: "Was I ki not known to

your fathers as YHWH?" This tr would represent God as simply

mentioning two names) both of which occur in Genes
is1ç4l

Shaddai

occasionally, and 'a g great many tiJnewk8rL He es1iv £

A
)

to him. (

It must be said of gis 1 terpretation that from the viewpoint of

Hebrew grammar if it is altogether possible. Hebrew does t use the

question mark as we do in English. Ordinarily the ,sed._L!14e[' is

pref4 to a sentence to indicate that it is a question, but this is

not always done by any means. There are quite a number of cases in

the Old Tes.tament where there is no doubt that a statemr is a question/
Q

but
jMy\particular

indication is not used. This has counterpart

in English where we frequently express a declarative statement wijil
1/0;uu

9with
a tone of voice that shows that it is a question,

So-and-so is in New York today 'You mean I wouldn' tfind;

()
him at home if I were to call?" ,1Writing we indicate this

() cu

question In speaking we indicate it with a rising inflection. )t
I'

is altogether possible that the sentence in Exodus 6:3 was . witL 71







Similar alternation of names contA, inues in Genesis. Some chapters

have no divine no*.* used in; then, Son. have only a few occurrences of

out same or the other,, In many cases both names are uassd in the

same chapter, and sOmetimes in the same verse. It is a far more complicated

matter thai the usual critical introductory statement would .uggest._-

seas to. imply.




A DI1TEPNCE IN MEANING
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A FALSE IMPRESSION

Am-we .m notice the development that preceded, and to quite an

extent conditio
+Vho

Wellhausen hotheei began when it was noticed that

the first verse, of Genesis use the name Elohia exclusively
VT~~

time

f*c.t.1.&nd that the next.J-vere.s nsa. YRWE

4F
It is easy to gain the impression that a similar

alternation of names, with one name used exclusively for a chapter or so,

and then the other name used for a chapter or so, continues throughout

the Pentateuch. W have ntios4-tEt&1ter tiTtrs#-sw "hape 4-Exodas

In the previous sections, the names

are both used many times, but such long sections with one used repeatedly are

comparatively rare.
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but that at a later time other documents were written by men who

believed that this name was not known until the time of IM Exodus 6

and therefor avoided the name altogether until they got to that point

and ±kw put it in from there on. This theory, which is necessary when
accepting
the critical views as held by xji -"ciully all who present it today,

imposes a very sever stretch on the imagination by the extremely

artificial attitude of mind which it believes to have been held by the

writers of these later documents. When we look into the u alleged

differences in character and attitude% of these documents we will note

other features in which the same difficulty mm occurs.

Here we must note again an important feature of this matter of the

argument from divine names. It was noticed at a wry early time that

in Genesis 1:1 to 4 the name EElohim" is used exclusively; and then

from 2:4b to the end of chapter 4 either the combined name "YHWH God"

or "YHWH" alone *aw1 is used. It is easy to account for the fact that

in hcapters 2 and 3 "YHWH" is usually followed by the name "God;" it

is as if the writer the writer of these chapters is doubtless saying
C.

"The One we have been speaking of as God is also the one whom we call

'YHWH'. So for two chapters he usually speaks of Him as "YHWH God,"

and thus shows that it is the same one we're speaking about. Then, in (

chapter 4 he simply uses tflflf and so on through most of the

Pentateuch. This is a very natural usage on the assumption that most

Moses wrote the entire lu Book of Genesis. The same principle

applies on the critical theory that the P document, which includes

Genesis 1:1 to 2:4a was added at a later time. According to that idda

the redactor who combined it with chapters 2 to 4 inserted the word

"God" after "YIIWH1' in ii chapters 2 and 3 in order to make the
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transition clear and show that it is the same individual about whom he

is talking. Yet if a redactor had intelligence enough to do this, and

to understand that this was involved, it is strange that he would be sof

unintelligent (lacking in intelligence) as to include such a verse as

Exodus 6 :3 which, according to their interpretation, and the

interpretation which they say was held by the writers of both the B
the

and/J document, which say that the name 'YHWH" was absolutely unknown

until the time of the early chapters of Exodus.

As the critical theory is presented in quite a number of books it

sounds like a very simple and natural explanation of a strange phenome

non. Here is Genesis 1:1 to 2:4a giving us the story of creation, and

always using the name K "Elohim"; then, kzlx here is Genesis 2:4b

following, again giving a story of i creation, and always using the

name OCNWNX "YHWH." As to whether these actually are two different

stories of creation, or whether one is a natNIRl continuation of the

other, we shall discuss that a little later under the question of

alleged paizie parallels between the alleged documents. At this

point notice simply that this does sound very natural, and if you have

40 verses always using "Elohim" and then three chapters always using

"Jehovah", and if you can go on through the Pentateuch, having a

chapter or two always using one name, a chapter or two always using

the other name, xbñI such an alternation raises in the minds the very

natural suggestion that perhaps actually you have different sources

here which have simply been coinbined'together This is the idea that

occurred to Astruc (sp7) and to Lichorn. The phenomena had been

noticed by many people before, rimjaicx and had been reasonably

epplained, even though these explanations may not have been known to

Astruc or Eichorn.
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At this point, however, we should note that such an alternati,e-'
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is not common in the rest of Genesis; actually you find both names used

in jmore or less equal amounts (numbers) in the rest of Genesis, and it is

only comparatively rare that you find quite a number of uses of one and
we

quite a number of uses of the other. If i look over at the Book of

Numbers at the three chapters telling about Balasm we find that the name

"flWH" is used 19 times; the name "Elohim" is used 11 times, and there is

no very visible (apparent) reason why one or the other should have been

used.
to

Coming back, however, to Genesis 2:4b,/the end of ü ==w4 4, we

find that the critical books do not say that "Elohim" i is always used
2:4b

in 1:1 to 2:4a, "YI-IH" is always used in/ft to the end of 4. They say

'tElohim" is always used in Genesis 1:1 to 2:4a, and YHWH" is usually

,
used in Genesis txtxXx2x4 2:4b to the end of 4. This is a ratherj

striking difference. Actually, there are six cases in these chapters

where the name "Elohim" is used in stead of 'TYfI'/JFI" These six cases

occur in chapter 3, verses 1 to 6, which tell the story of the tempta
can(?)

tion , which can hardly be taken out of the chapter without making the

chapter quite meaningless. Why should "Elohim" be used here, yet

this is the J source which can be recognized by the fact that it uses

dx "YI-IWH." The critics will answer, "Of course, it is because
the

the serpent speaks; you culd not put into the mouth of serpent the

sacred name 1W1Wfi so naturally Ii the serpent must use the
Eve

word "Elohim;' and 1,/in answering the serpent, would naturally use

'Elohim' rather than to use this sacred name in speaking to the

serpent." It should be noted, however, that once this explanation is

9' given and accepted, the admission has been made that there is a
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The Mythology of ?idernism

If one picks up a modernist book today that makes any reference

to the New Testament, he is apt to find some allusion to J,E,D, or P,
41

some statements about when the' documents are supposed to have been

written or something about the alleged contradictions between them.

The idea that such manuscripts ever existed was put forward by Julius

Wellhausen in 1878. A few scholars 1advanced similar ideas previously,/ held
hutjnost modernistic] most critical scholars had /entirely different

views. The statements that these documents once existed has been

repeated hundreds of times in the last ninety years. As a result

it has come to be accepted as an article of faith that this was once
actually

the case. Yet,/there is no evidence at all that this ever -Urib

ever was true.

r
No ancient copy of a manuscript corresponding inw JEDP has

ever been found. No ancient reference to,1 sllich writers or to any such

books has ever been found. All ancient copies of t1ier portions of
we in

the Pentateuch that/possess have been arranged/substantially the way

in which we find it in our modern Bibles. No ancient copy arranges

it as the critics sub-divided into these documents.

The word sub-divided is not very good here. There are, as the

Bible stands in our iiax Hebrew Bibles there are five books of

Moses. In Hebrew each of these books is named after oizf some word

in its first verse or cm bination of words in the first verse. The

Hebrews have often spe4en,referred to them as the Five Fifths. Thus

it is a rather ancient idea that the writing of Moses is divisible into

five parts. These might be called sub-divisions, because all the material
the material

up to a certain point is put in one and then/x± from there on iittx up to

a certain ix is put in another subdivision. The critical theory
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is quite different from this

/ According to the critical theory the Pentateuch begins with

34): (Check numbeiofverses) which are said to be from the document P.

from,document J, then so many

from P and then so many from J and then so many from , then so many

from J and then so many from f, so many from J.

About somewhere between Genesis 15 and Genesis 20 (thea-e4t

there is considerable variation of it opinion as to the exact point

where it starts) The document E begins to come in, and from that point

on the overwhelming mass of material is divided t between J and ? with

only aaoccasiona1 , with only one full chapter and,pccasional verse

or even half of a verse allotted to P amd from there on.

Thus the structure of the Pentateuch as believed in by those who

accept the Graf-Wellhausen theory today might be compared in a way to a

Mosaic. If this is the case someone must have taken the-eeen-t,
in

the various documents divided i them up/to sections and then put them

together again taking some material from one and then from another.

then from the first, then from/ the third, then from the second, and

so on. 1 there is no ancient reference to anyone ever having i done

VhWH tocxNxcxsuch a thing with the Pentateucb. There is no ancient

mention of any individuals as having taken part in such a process,

or as to a process having actually occurred. It is entirely a modern

theory as to an event of which otherwise there is no t evidence at all.

Now, how does it come about that people today establish such a

theory? it-eäid. Here it may be safely said that if a new manuscript

is found from the ancient times
)no

one today would think of dividing it up

in this wayassuming that he could separate it into earlier documents
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written at widely different times, alleged to have come together in

this way by a process of editing.

One of our great discoveries in modern times has been the famous

Babylonian tet of Gilgamesh arid Enuma Elish.

Enurna Elish is sometimes called the Babylonian epic of creation. It

consists of seven long poems to have been recited on seven days iix at

an annual Babylonian festival. The Gilgainesh epic consists of 12

large tabletsb also of poetry. Students of literature agree that Enuma

Elish is rather a low order of literature. Gilgamesh, however, is one

of the great productions of the human spirit. Readi in the uoxi.a

original ortranslation it inevitably impresses the reader as t great

work of art.

Bet _these--,x--caie to light The greater part of both of

these came to light within the last hundred years.

cpaa±ively... We have a number of copies fx from le ancient times

of most portions of each of them, and the text is quite complete. I-
of it

bae, Various translations/have been made into English. Both of them

are famous poems. It would be altogether possible that either one of

them might have been formed by someone putting together te material

from preiouvs poems. In fact, it is extremely probable that at least

portions of them existed prior to the writing of the entire work.

IT, We do not find scholars of the Babylonian language and literature
" "( 4t

today, taking either otem and dividing it into various original

manuscripts A, B, and C and D, and attempting to show how these might

have been interlaced and joined together at any one time by one or more

editors. The possibility of such a process having occurred cannot be

riled out. No one today would be apt to think ikaix it worth his trouble

to try to imagine just how the processs occurred if it did occur. They
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> have
f' are treated a complete work-of art which/1 come down to us from

ancient times.

If no such - attempt is made to divide up t newly discovered

works of antiquity and attribute them to various t otherwise unknown

ancient authors, Why is it done in the case of the Bible? The answer

is tt the Bible i in our hands before these other manuscripts were

discovered. The Bible was available at a time when pie, i'hen literary

scholars imagined themselves capable of dividing up the ancient documents

in such a way as this.

AbIflO0, During the period between 1800 and 1888 there was a
.4 ..4.

large school ofj literature in Germany/" o a great extent owing its

leadership tojrofessor Wolf, which assumed that it was possible to
a

show that the deveopnent of ti literary work and divideá it up into

f" various sources which have been fitted together to produce it. For a

good example of this, we might notice what Wolf himself did with Homer's

Iliad. He divided it into so many differNlent manuscripts. To each

he gave xKk such and such number of lines. He alleged, for instance,

that in book so and so we have so many lines of this one and so many

lines of that and so many lines of the first and so many lines of the

second, a section from another, an altogether from-it differNent source

and then so many lines of the first again. This was done with most

of the works of tl* antiquity that were then available. fxxfxt In

fact it was even attempted, it-w& done with great worksˆ of Greek and

wtx Latin literature. It was even attempted to do it with the works

of Goethe!

f'
By the end of the last cnntury most scholars, people have- become

convinced that the scholarship was off on a wrong track in.-attempting in
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thinking that it was possible to divide up w.i writings in this way among

otherwise unknown authors. In many instances the theoi which this method

had developed were proved to be erroneous. Today most of the theor'y'-as

regards the ancient literature have been completely abandoned except for

one case,the case of the ik Bible.

This approach was n taken toward Genesis then toward the

rest of the Pentateuch then eventually toward most of the books of the

Bible applied the same literary method/ that was eo widely used at that time.
just

When it was given up regar&ing other books it was/beginning to be more

widely used than ever in relation to the Bible. Only there was one

great change that took place. When the method was given up as regards

to the other bkc othor ancient books it was largely forgotten.

In the case of the Bible since 1880 very few men:attempted to make an

entirely new arrangment of the material in the Pentateuch. although

various attempts have been made to extend the same methods of division

to just about every other book of the Bible. As far as the Pentateuch

is concerned, the view which came to he most widely taught at about 1880

became crystalized and has been repeated with comparatively little

variation over and over by critical scholars during the past five years.

As a result it has been so often stated that the documents J, E,3; and P
a

once existed as separate documents xxd before t1 whole army of redactors

gradually ,undeia long process pnited them into the Pentateuch ine the

\ ___form in which we have that this theory has simply come to be accepted

as established fact as a result of frequent repetition. During the last

few years, new steps have been taken to popularize ti this theory

and it is being taught to multithdof people now who have never heard of

it five years ago. Yet, it is a purVmyth, theory,an an imaginary

reconstruction for which as we have pointed out there is no solid evidence at all.
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The Argument fran the Various Uses of Divine Means 7.1

Importance of this Argument

A few of the books that present the critical theory minimize this argument

saying that the use of the different names for God is merely one feature of

style. Nevertheless, there are a number of reasons why this argument

deserves to be treated separately.

The first of these reasons is the fact that many of the critical

books lay great stress on it. This is particularly true of the Sunday

School helps and related booklets which often give the reader the

reader the impression that it is quite easy to divide the Pentateuch

into sources simply by the use of the various names for God. Since

this impression is rather widespread, it is vital to point out what is

the real situation, as far as the names for God are concerned.

Another reason why this argument deserves separate treatment is

because it is the criterion which is employed in giving two of the

names that are applied to the documents. Thus the letter J originally

came from the Gennan writing of the divine name that is represented

in Hebrew by the consonants YHWH. This name is indicated in the

American Revised Version by the word "Jehovah", which also occurs at

a few points in the Authorized or King James Version. The King James

Version usually represents it by the words "the LORD", with the word

"LORD' written entirely in capitals. We do not know how this name

was pronounced in ancient times. It might not help a great deal if we

did, since in any language pronunciations are always gradually changing.

'II
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difference in meaning between "Elohim" and YHWH and that this difference
which

is one/ik.t could easily lead to the same writer using both names. The name

Elohim" is a name for a class of beings. The word is used of heathen

deities who are referred to as the "elohim.'! The word in this plural

form is used for the one omnipotent god also. It stresses the idea of

His omnipotence, His greatness, His supremacy. In chapter 1:1 to chapter 2:4a

which tells the story of the creation of sun, moon, stars, firmament, haven

and earth, all the great forces of the universe, it is natural that the

term which stresses God's m almighty power should be the one that is

used. In chapter 2 where it tells of God's direct, personal relation with

man, and man's i fall, it is natural, and then god's provision for man

after the fall ,it is natural that the term should be used which is used

more as a personal name showing God in His direct personal relationship with

the man whom He had created. Thus there is a difference in meaning

between the two different terms that may be applied to God, just as a

man who is president of a company, and also father fi of a fmaily, might

be referred to in a group which included iembers of the family, and also

officials of the company, in some instances as "father", and in some

instances as "The President," and both terms would be apropos although

in sane cases one wN±X would be natural, and in other cases the other,

and-4t-might-eve-*-be--th.at and it might be natural to use one

until there came a special Tason to switch to the other, or it might
sake

be natural sometimes to w switch just for the './of variety

Thus the alteIation of different divine names in Genesis is

something that is paralleled in many other books, and is paralleled

in the use occasionally of two different names for the same think

(person:) as Jacob and Israel in the Bible. It is a natural
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division; no proper basis for dividing into sources. Such alternation

as we find in these first four chapters of Genesis is ccinazatively

uncommon elsewhere in the Pentateuch, but instead, often, both names

will be found in one verse, and this is not at all unnatural, f nor is

in, in itself, a sufficient reason to say that they must be taken from

different documents.
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the Welihausen theory so shatters "Astruc's clue" as greatly to diminish

its usefulness.

Another fact that often is not realized is that all of the alleged

documents, after the early part of Exodus, use the name YHWH most of the

time. Thus this criterion is of no use in separating documents in the

last two-thirds or more of the Pentateuch.

The unreasonableness
ThE 1NREAS()1ABLE (}1ARACER OF ME WELLI-IAUSEN REARRANGEMENT,

AS FAR T AS ThE USE OF ThE DIVINE NftMES IS CX)NCERNED

That part of the present multi-documentary theory that relates to

the use of divine names became Ø quite confusing and unreasonable, as a

result of the complete overturning of the order of the documents from that

which had been advanced by nearly all critics before Graf and Welihausen.

Since this argunent is a bir involved, it will e necessary to make a special

effort to indicate clearly what is meant 1.XL
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PIt
is often said that the division of the Pentateuch into documents began

with the French physician, Jean Astruc, who wrote a book in 1753 in which he

presented a theory as to the sources that he thought Moses u ed forming

the book of Genesis. ft-w gg.&t1r( that Moses

used two main sources along with ten smaller sources. These two main sources)

he
thought2

could be distinguished from one another by the fact that one of

them used the name YHWH, and the other used the name Elohim. All through t

the history of the criticism one of its leading arguments has been the

argument from the various uses of the divine names. As this argument is a

bit involved it will be worth trying to make clear exactly what we mean.

As Astruc in 1753 and Eichhorn in 1796 exPssed their theorie, each of

41them believed that a portion of Genes a document written y

someone who always used the name as the name of Godaet+ec '

p )t poition ef Conois represented document that had been written by

someone who had almost always used the name YHWH for God. Thus it was easy

to tell what parts of the book ki belonged to each of these two documents

Eichhorn thought that the division could not be carried beyond the first

few chapters of Exodus, while Astruc dealt only with Genesis.

BeifGire long, however, other scholars carried the division clear on

through the Pentateuch even though after Exodus 6 all the documents

generally used the name YHWH. According to the view,ç .held by many tuAtV

scho1arsduring the greater part of the nineteenth century, the first

document written was the one that used the name Elohim for God in Genesis

and the early chapters of Exodus. According to&view thG.
God

had been ie -N principal name by which/had been known up to
0fl1?

the time of the call of Moses, and the name YHWHj.eeme nte use (uilj ).eP

P tJ1.-c-jd not come into use until that timØ Therefore the
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the- document used Elohim up to that -time
j
and-the used YHWFI from there on.

Later on, they thought, supplements were added by someone who had forgotten

this, and added sections here and there

)ivin
further ümxti events

or duplicates of events already and in these e additions

he did not think to keep it out the name YHWH, but generally used it all

through his portions of Genesis and early Exodus.

Now this view, so..far as the divine names are concerned, does not seem

utterly impossible. Other considerations have led to its complete abandonment,

so that no scholar since 1900 has held such a view.

According to the Welihausen view, which swept. the. scholarly world about

1878, been Jsit!x held
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scholars-since ñi1 1900, the oldest document is hot the one using the name

Elohim, but the one using the name YHWH. (JeLh When this document was

written, accord' to the theory, hundreds of years had passed since the tii

time when Moses lived.it By this time all Israelites used YHWI-! as the

principal name for God, and this name they' used generally in writing the. story

of creation, of the patriarchs., and of. the call of Moses, and continued to
from

do' so througthe events of thet' (stoe4' / Egypt and the journey

through the wilderness According to. the theory, about a century

or more later another document was written, which they callelthe 'u'=t

"E document" because in the early part of Genesis it ,uses the term

"EIohirnt' for God. However, this' document', like the J document,

(dafter the early chapters of uses the term YHWH. According

to the, theory, the men who composed this, document thought that the name

YHWH had not been known to the Ixu1 Israelites until the time of Moses)

many centuries before their day, but 4-after the call of Moses been the

usual name for God. Ye.y -.ea!sfull} 11 tL,tlflf With great care

they worked it out so tiutx that their account of the days of the patriarchs

and of the events in Egypt prior to the call of Moses should use only the
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name Elohim, while after thatthe generallY/IsuallY used the name WM.

" Then, according to-the theory, someone combined these two documents, the J

and the E documents. Whoever combined them (the Redactor, as he is called)

must have been unaware of the theory of the E document that before the call

of Moses the name YHWH was not known to- the Israelites. Therefore, he simply

included parts, of : the J document and parts of the E document, interweaving

the and not noticing particularly that one of the xsed the name YHWH and

the other used the name Elohim. After this document had circulated for a

few centuries another document was written which the critics call,( the "P

J-..tk document.' The men whofamed (cososeci)- 7 this

" document in some way came to IN-(hink3--?4 the

same theory that had been held many centuries earlier by the framers of the

x1iuw± E document. They believed that the name YHWH had been unknown

to their ancestors prior to the call of Moses, but had only then been
_,w WOr"

revealed to Moses, andaGeerdin te the-th8. this fact was explained in

their document in the verse which is now numbered as Exodus 6:3. Therefore

they used even more care than had been used by-the' writers of the E document

to keep from using tlj name qUM YJ1WI in the fst pa,rt of this stry.
4M? cA44-Ie

The writers of the E docunefflipped up,jnly six or seven times the writerS
d(nent " (7

of the eess5n the P 4did so md on Only wo or three occasions. This
fi4

P document then.
circylated

for quite a time, - combihed with the

JE document) which hen circulating for MdW centuries'.- Thus P and JE

were interwoven, and, strangely enough, the redactor who combined them

was unaware of the theory of the E document and of the P document

that the name Yl-IWH had not been used before the time of the call of Moses,
simply

and therefore he/kept whatever name he found in eaçh1of the three documents.

In fact he must have been a very obtuse individual cause, according to

the theory he 4âed1'? included' in his combined
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manuscript the statements in Exodus 6:3 which, they claim, sharply contradicts

every use of YHWH prior, to that time, and declares that. the name had never

been known. until then. '

I hope that the above statements will make clear the ether utter

unreasonableness of the critical theory regarding the use of divine names

in Genesis iie and early Exodus, and the illogical nature of the deductions

-w1&& u'e .in by t The deductions drawn in the early years of the

last century were far less illogical; their idea of documents having become

established, Welihausen eithi and his associates simply reversed the order
while . , . .

of documents b7j(keeping the same 'theoty.as before, not realizing that--.-this

made the whale idea rather absurd.
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THE COMPLEXITY
OFAGRAFWELLHAUSEN

THEORY

1.' The production of one of our leading modern i news magazines

is a very involved undertaking. Dozens of reporters all over the world

send in accounts of events. Researchers gather past facts that may he

of help in interpreting these events,A rewrite mau takes the material

sent in by perhaps a dozen correspondenden and the material gathered
S it t

by half a dozen researchers, swimarize J! together and putsi}x it and

arid writes a preliminary draft of an article. Then in-the committee

a committee composed of% several men goes over this article making danges

here and there and rearranging , changing emphasis and the

into something written in the particular catchy and interesting style

for which the news magazine is famous.

I Comparatively few people know how complex is the process that

goes into the nroduction of one of the magazines. Let us suppose that

someone had never had any connection with the production of the magazine,
to

had never had it explained/him just how it is done, had never talked

with any of the people who did it,thut that he worked t simply to see

one of the copies for the first time Can you imagine tki the success
/. ./

that he would have in trying to deternine simply from the I16 se

product exactly what were the sources from which the material had come.

What had been written by one writer which settions by another writer.

What changes were made by the ed4r the final editorial committee.

What particular statements were gathered together by which particular

researchers. If he were then to produce the results of his work and say

here is how this article came t into being/) /It would be strange indeed)

even one of his suggestions as to the source of the various parts of

it were txi'NK p-to he true.

The situation would he quite differen'9 if an article w-ed
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were written by three men each of whom had written several large books.

It would be possible in studying these books to learn something of the

particular style of these men, then with this as a ki background there

would undoubtedly be particular sentences whichftimmediately be allocated

to one or other of the writers. There would he many sentences of which

it would be impossible to tell from which writer they had come. ixg If,

however, no other writinby these writers were available
4 nothing

was in hand except the complex product that they had made in working together

It is highly questionable whether anyA would be able to make any substantial
151'sf had

progress in determining the sources fxx from which they/in= come.

Recognition of this lc3c 11thts-Qf Tho rooognitisn of the
thñs

extremely di-fflt &e difficulty of the task or/dividing
..v

a complex writing ,to which sources has led most present researchers

in most fields of literary study to give up all such attempts except

when they have an original before them x with which they canxic make

A. rp
comparisons. In the case of the Pentateuch and in factAall the books

ing ______of the Bible we have no existrxf previous

writinby alleged no original separate productions from

which we could gather hd distind features of particular styles xxx in

order to try to kxiigi disentangled these from the writings f as a whole.

Th8 lIpleAiLy LI n,upposing that they were formed in a very complex

way, the difficulty of disentangling the complexity would be very great

indeed. It is doubtful if prent day- any careful present day writer

would attempt tx the 11cx task of doing this on a new writing.

One hundred years ago there were many who thought themselves capable

of doing this sort of disentangling. It was then assumed that practically

all writinge were complex and it was assumed that they could thus be

disentangled. We know today that most first class writings are written

by one writer and even if he gets much of his material and many of his



f' ideas from various sources. There are simply not

cijbIsmen, highly capable writers for many writings to be complex in origin..

And when they are complex, unless we have available other material by the same
attempt to

men with which to check)it is practically an impossibility to/disentangle.

Now, as the critical view is presented in popular writing or -

So,.e
semi-popular writing or even,in college text books scm'trr11s,it seems

like a very comparatively simple thing. Writers sometimes speak as if

it were quite simple to disgNtinguish between the s style of J,

and P and/tell what was written by one and what was written by another

of these alleged writers. Actually the critical theory as it developed

is far more complex than the impre%ss ion of tt that is received from

popular writings.

PIt
originally began as a rather simple things Astruc and later

Eich)orn suggested that Genesis x±idoocwxxq was composed of two

different sources which tb been interwoven. After series of very
through

great and sweeping changes in critical opinion lasting/three fourths

of a century, eventually the system which has prevailed during the
'., t-1 (f'v

sbusequent ninety m years came to be presented. This systemk took

the original idea of two writings ,hich used the name Yahweh for God

and the other used the title Elohim, and tremendously increased the

complexity. According to this view,what was previously considered to
E

be the/document and to he the earliest document is actually itself

a composite (document) made up of two distinct documents, and of thce

tweAtin.t k,.ents which are called E and P, and which were written

at very different times and which are alleged to have thomtly very

f' different viewpoint and extremely different style.
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cording to the Graf-Wellhausen theory t1ee-wave , there was an

early writing which is called J which used the name Yahweh for God.

A century or so later awthr there was another W-1~it~xi which

ft told substuantially much the same material as in the J document,

but told it from somewhat different viewpoint, arid which always used

the name Elohim for God instead of the name Jehovah. This-.onucicrpt

douument then critics call E. According to their view a redactor

combined these two into a new document which was called JE. Tht

combination was done so skillfully that often it is very difficult
which

to disentangle J from E. Frequently the only basis on/the division
the use of

can be made is/ihAi the Divine name and there are many xx1 sections

in which no ü Divine name at all is used. Tha.)urh It is admitted

that the style of J and F are so similar that it is very difficult to
in each

tell on this basis what belongs/to t1c doci.mientL The fxm claim is made
11

that E has,tlightly more advanced theological viewpoints t1ixt than
Ii-

X1at that of J. it is said that J strengly markedly anthropomorphic

while E is more apt to be more anthropopathic. According to the critical
this

view tI'aE combined document JE circulated for a number of centuries.
9

Then a new document was written which they call l. This document, however,

is found in the later books of the Pentateuch rather than in Genesis.

AxocmEaxNx In these later books JE weae united with D by a redactor,

2 so that the combined work JED xi united O1LY 4h the material in

Ets ...J E Genesis wkik with these material in these other 14 books -'&

was circulated for a time. Then quite separately from this a groupf of

priests combined t work which most critics consider not the work of

an individual but the work of a whole school of writers In this work

the name Yahweh was not used for God, but simply the name Elohim. This

wsx work circulated by itself for a time, and then a redactor combined
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it with J,E,D. Thus in Genesis there x are three strands f united

J, E, 0 and P while in some other parts of the Pentateuch there are

four strands united wi-1:t acoording to this theory.

Th re ir4'in The various redactors thus iiiI who made t'"
4'

union are sometimes represented as having simply done a paste and scissors'
uniting often

/
evi

j ob/m±ti together tk sections which/overlap, which often contradict

each other mumaux and are often so fit together so poorly that one

withuxmimimxmcmm wonders how anyone could be so studpid as to have
them at

arranged/this way. Yet,/other times it is calmed that they are

united so skilfully that the features of each are carried over in the

wording of the other to some extent.

During the first three quatters of the last century there were

many critics who carried on the ttcqot attempts to divide the Pentatuuch

into theft-documents jusras they did with mos1 ancient writings and even

with some modern ones. -Thwsupposd Lu be doiie pwely vu tne oasii

, Most of them do this purely on the basis of literary form and structure

and style and variation% of the types of ideas.

Quite distinct in the main from this was another movement largely
-_tr

a movement attompting to account for the origin of Christianity as

purely,result of natural development. An outstanding leader in this

movement was Prof Puss of Strassburg. As early as 1823(Check date ) Prof.

Reuss advanced the idea that the Prophets preceded the law while the

pete 1n Tthile 4alms came much later. Thus he alleged

tiet there was a development process by which the idea of the Pentateuch
)ôt .1-tL. aua i ,

xx came into existence. Th4' ida wac not dufiaig tcthnr.imifixthinx

particularly thought of by $ the men who were

trying to divide the Pentateuch into documents. Toward the end of the third

quarter of the centur)iy these two movements were united largely by the
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EFFORIS OF th &i1i. -rr a scholar named Graf., Prof. Graf took up
the

theory(.dvanced in 1853 by Flupfeld)that divided the old E document into

two (now called P and E) and ... said that E was actuallyxKxx more

like J than like P. When this theory was 4 first presented most

- scholars paid j little attention, but Graf in 1863 ((heck date) advanced

the idea that in the latter part of the Pentateuch the so-called P sections
previous had

which most/ritica/thought to be the very earliest and ost part of

the Pentateuch were actually the latest and represented the most advanced
immddiately

- OF

of the development. The litera//ry critics/criticized his % theory
7

saying that it was impossible to separate the style of the E sections

of the latter books of the Pentateuch from the P sectionof liax Genesis.

-Hidanswer4his by saying thatAP sections of Genesis)which practically

all scholars before this time had thought to be the very earliest

part of Genesis)ware actually the the very latest part.

Previous to this time most scholars had thought that the section

known as E comprising f the later P and E was the very first writing

of the Pentateuch, and its foundation or its general structure. 1.ild'3

tnir Graf's theory completely upsets this idea maltinçit making

the main siN structure of the book of Genesis)as far as it is supplied

by the/tocument_-ww1 -it ou]4 come much later added on x to something
4t e.,

alleged to have been written s far earlier time.

The development theories of Reuss and others fit in with t1i the

generally wide spread idea that t religious beliefs were not revealed
41

by God, but that they represent Aim natural human development. Whatever

one S believes about God, the existence of the Pentateuch is a fact.
4)

ell How are we to explain this fact? Graf presentY explanation on

naturalistic terms to show how it had dveloped. This taken by

Welihausen and published after Graf-Wc.i1z1u_____l5eI1za11'S death in
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very clear and atrractive German
styleA

carried xx by storm

young scholars who wgxo,-jft had accepted the development idea as opposed

to the idea of religion having been revealed by a living God and

consequently they adopted the whole theory of development of the

religious ideaof the Pentateuch and of the development of the various
Most

alleged documents. th of the older scholars including such great

k1ur names Dillmann never accepted the Graf-WEllhausen theory.

But the younger scholars accepted it and as the older scholars died

the Graf-Wellhuasen theory completely carried the field.

In subsequent years the methods which were used ü thc ..,thod

i4iicK were udivid the Pentateuch into these alleged main documents

came to be ix applied to each of these documents and scholars
into

claimed to be able to divie up J, F, D, and P./ J, J2,x4J3, and J4

and El, E2, Dl, D3, and P1 and P2, P3, P4, etc. This was simply

applying the same method toAvarious documents that have been first

used to divide the Pentateuc1ito prove the existence of these documents,

11e result of it is, however, ti to have something which was writØten

actually by dozens of different writers
)and,1came together by a process

of constant editing, reuniting and reediting over a period of centuries.

We have no evidence of such a process having heenAcarried on% anywhere.

We have no evidenee that in the ancient time documents were thuskxic

broken up1 and unitd together yi in thin -n such a fashion.

Many leading critical scholars in recent years have

moved away from some of the basic principles of the Well/hausen theory

not from its idea of documents. This movement comes in two directions.

One, the idea of the development of the laws and of the documents '-'e( tI
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is to quite extx1 extent to ignore. In fact many of these scholars

while holding to the Well/hausen's idea of the time of coming intoxistence

of these documents1maintain that each of them contains a great deal of

material from extremely early times. All are now ready to admit for
<Lu

instance that P document contained a great deal of accurate historical

information from a time even long before the alleged production of

the D document. Thus the latest document contains the material that is

earlier than m almost anything in the early document, ta4 he date of

the documents hardly tells a1i)'Jig anything according to e present

ideas about the origin of the material or ideas in them. Thus the foundation

of the dvelopment idea is to a large extent given up as a result of the

new 1/ discoveries and new understandings of the ancient civilization

and, ancient beliefs.
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VII. THE THIRD ARG[I1/41ENT -- PARALLELS AND REPETITIONS

One of the arguments most stressed in books dealing with the' multi-documentary

theory is the claim that the Pentateuch, and in particular the Book of Genesis,

has many parallel accounts or duplicates. This argument, when presented in a

superficial way, sounds extremely strong. On careful examination it proves to be

not nearly tron&. "''it sounded at first.

The alleged parallels can be divided into various typest(ne of these types

consists in the occurrence of short sentences which say almost the same thing.

Thus Carpenter-Harford (page .1) gives the first part of Genesis 30:22 to P, the

next to B, nd the last
thirdA

The verse reads:. "And God remembered

Rachel, and God hearkened to her, and opened her womb."

A Iittle rpflection should show the inadequacy of such reasoning. a*
'

Côv (1
a'ieds ¬ tme ha.e been repeat ideas for emphasis. Any public

address that is at all effective will contain sections in which the same thing

is said two or three times in different ways. Not only is this true of all

writing and all. literature it is particularly true at certain periods Fe-

ãrr when repetition becomes a very frequent literary de~ Thus,

if one looks at the Book of Psalms or the Book of Proverbs, or at one of the

Books of the prophets, he will find innumerable cases where a statement is

made and then repeated in slightly different language.

Repetition of an idea for emphasis or for literary beauty is a particularly

common feature of Hebrew writing, and is found ii in all parts of the Old

Testament, even in those where there is no doubt of the unity of authorhip.

It is not at all strange that such repetitionj/ is found not only in this verse

about Rachel, but at many other plaèes in Genesis and Exodus.

Other alleged parallels are short summaries of something that is told

elsewhere in detail. Some of these might be compared to amodern 4iewpaper lead?

It is customary in our newspapers to give a brief summary of sthry in the
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that is at all effective, will hve in-irt,the same thing said

c two or three times in different 1jh11 Not only is this true of aliw writing

and all literature; it is particularly true at certain periods of the earbh' s

history when repetition becomes a very frequent literary device. Thus, f.one lo
4V limit

at the Book of Psalms or the Book of Proverbs, or Uu ugailt1iy(ui4eL

Alwill find innumerable cases where a statement is mad and then et4y-the

-&e--thingJs--&-i slightly different
language.~We

might cite/here a few

instances , first from the Psalms, then from the I o!hrbs, and then from the ~gariti<

hymns. /

In addition we might give one or two simi4ar instanced from Isaiah and from

Jeremiali. 2

/
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first sentence or two. Then the account again begins at the beginning and

describes 'the events in detail. Thus an introductory sunlnary, or4 sometimes,

a concluding suinary, is occasionally found in Hebrew literature.

Aside from such alleged brief parallels, longer types are found which

might be designated as complete parallels and' intei'woven parallels. We shall

look first at the alleged complete parallels.

It is stated in many books that the Bible begins with two distinct and

contradictory accounts of creation. It is said that there are two parallel

accounts of the genealogy from Adam to the time of the flood. It is said that

there are to parallel accounts of Abraham calling his wife his sister and as

a result getting into difficulty from which he has to be rescued by divine

intervention. Actually, there are not nearly so many parallels of this

type as the general statements made in critical' books would leac!ne to suppose.



instans"s when, according
Nest of the parallels of this type consist of ttW24I-4-i,k4b

to the critios, two contradictory accounts of the same thing had. bosoms

sufficiently confused that the redactor thought them to be different

events and therefore included both accounts. The critics say that

it is incons.ivabl. thatjtwo different events that are so similar

could, have occurr.t. In many of these instances our answer is to say

that giv.n similar characters and similar situations, similar events

not only may but often do occur. Even aside from any such natural

*ease, jlsoincit.nc.s are far more common in ordinary lit, than most people

realize r
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PARALLELS IN MODERN LIFE

N

Some of the coincidences that' anyone will Ome across if he
keeps

his eyes

open for them are extremely striking.
'
A very interesting
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" Te-w*tr loo)( der the letter Kin the Twentieth Century Encyclopedia of

R1jgious Knowledge published in 1955 as an extension of The New Schaff-Herzog

Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge the name of

"James Anderson Kelso, Presbyterian" ~Opniowed b that of "James Leon Kelso,

United Presbyterian." One of these men was born in India in 1873

-bin Duluth in 1892. Yet each became a professor of Old Testament in

Pittsburgh in a Presbyterian theological seminary,. àhe under what was, then

called "The 'Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.", the other under "The United

Presbyterian Church " James Anderson Kelso devoted
?mself mainly to

textual and linguistic studies; James Leon Kelso 1LCJ

archaeologI______________4tiugh snerha* al tri 11 ngii cl"i tuy -in Novembe

1951 I was interested. to'read a newspaper account of the. death o Professor

James Anderson Kelso, and. to find that the account attributed to him the

excavation work in Palestine that had been conducted in the previous year by

Professor James Leon Kelso Since that time the two denominations have

merged and the two seminaries have coalesced, so that there is now only

one Presbyterian theological seminary in Pittsburgh, with one.man named
a

Icelso as its professor of. Old Testament. Here is a striking case of/rare and

unusual coincidence such as would seem to be evidence of a confusion of two

different docinents, if it were not so easy to prove that it corresponds..to

actual fact. . "
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Any good. histiry of the, wars been Great Britain and Germany in the

preeit century ±i will tl 01' two interesting events. If the story of

__ __
Aur~ 4;&14.f4' two,events *arco:itained in an ancient writing fO"L a century ago

it ou'.d. the,, undoubtedly }'ve been taken
Ts11srr11s-occurre'u--in -tn ..

squadron of ships met a group of German ships off the eastern coa4of South

America. After heavy fighting the. German. ships were sunk and Vice-Admiral

Graf von Spee went to the bottom of the ocean with his fleet on December 8, 1914,

Twenty-five years later, in the first year of World War II a German battleship

named Graf Spee met a British fleet off the east coast of South America. After

heavy fighting the Graf Si Spee was disabled.' It put into the port of

Mom Montevideo, Uruguay, and attempted to repair the damage. Being unable to

do so in the time that it was permitted to retain, the ship steamed out of the

harbor and there was scuttled by its cre so that the new Graf Spee also went

to the .bottom of the ocean off the east coast of South America. This occurred

on December 17, 1939.

" The similarity between these two events is so great that any good literary.

scholar ax century. ago wo4d have had no doubt that the two accounts

described the same t i&.event. There was of course a difference. In the

first case Graf Spee was a manj
in the second case it was a ship but any good

a-
critic would say that such)cofusion could very easily occur, while to believe

that actually two such similar events had happened in this way would have been

said to be beyond the bounds of historical oossibilitv.
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*ut t&in1y kave been ei' siiily e tha..se-

-veiit i.th fw minor contradic-tion5 and !ifferenLe t.ha hd .e i.n.J.M

The-o ".........
..

:7The7wan who was elected president of the United States

in 1860 was shot to death by a southern sympathizer who was himself shot

not long afterward. The deceased president was succeeded-by the xc

,TJnited States
vkè-pi-esidentw1io was named Johnson and who had been aJenator from a

southern state the name of which began with the lut xx letters ifTx

"Te" 4xiiki (Tennessee). The man who was elected president of the

United States in 1960 was shot to death çxAxx H in the--south, by

a mn who was himself shot
,o

death on the next day. ,. This president

also was succeeded by a ix vice-p-esident named Johnson who had formerly

been a United States senator from a southern state the name Of which

began with "Te" (in this case, Texas). Such a coincidence as this goes/4
different V

beyond similarity that is to be found between any twoAevents in the

Pentateuch that are alleged by the critics to be evidence of having come

from two different documents-.'td-being-actually distorted pictures of the

same thing

If one is on the lookout for coincidences he will find them constantly,

or life is ful1of them. In the case of thessassinátions of Lincoln and

Kennedy a number of other remarkable coincidences, in addition to the

striking ones already mentioned, have been pointed out The three

illustrations I have given should sure be enough to show the great

danger of thinking that because ,t9f-* are somewhat similar they

must necessarily be distorted piemes accounts of the same original,

i as assumed by bMW the critics in their presentation of

gumen
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TWO-CREATION ACCOUNTS







The critics assign Gen.l.1-2.ka to P and 2.b-k.25 to J. As we noticed

above, 2.kb-k.25 dose not use ThWH exclusively, but has fjio k uses of

Elohia in the (/ k 1/2 verses from lb-.5. These verses are so tightly

knit to the context that it would be difficult to consider thea an insertion

from a different document. 1t is generally agreed that it is not out of

place to find Elohim used here in the J document, since it would be strange

to put the sacred name MWa in the mouth of the serpent. Once thka'ia is

admitted, it %//1 must be recognized that one docu,ent could use both

names, and that there is a difference in their meaning. On p.

of his Introduction to the Litera.t.6k. of the Old Testament 01-3 edition),

Professor S.R.Driver admitted as such, sayilIfootnot.:

Once this has been admitted, it seems theat the argument for use of

divine names as a means of distinguishing documents has lost most of its

power. The word Slohia stresses God's power as the great Creator. In

chapter 1, ukape which tells of Ii. powerful acts in creating the mighty

universe, this is the natural term to use. After 2.3 the new section
and

tells of Him. relation to Ian in creating him, placing him in Eden, laying

down the conditions of his exietenceJ, Here the more personal name is the

natural one to use, stressing relation to His people. Sometimes

%itis natural to stress God's power, and sometimes His relationship to



Later on the first and longest of these two alleged documents was said

to be itself made up of two distinct documents, one f of which was much more

similar to J ikii than to the rest of the document using the word "Elohim.

for "God." Eventually the present theory was developed.

It should be noticed that all of the documents use the name "YHWH" in

the overwhelming mass of cases, after the early chapters of G$o Exodus.

Thus it is only in Genesis, and the first few chapters of Exodus that this

P use of divine names is of any help in dividing material into he three,
/ "

documents. Why should one document use the name trYHMI? in th. IN

-&O-or-60--the$srs,. and the others u.Y2iki.3 use only the

name "Elohim" in then? The rationale of it, as presented in all of the

critical books on the subject is quite definite but not particularly

logical.

ficcoring to the theory of the critics the J document held the view

that the name "YHWH" was used from the very earliest times, while the

writers of the E/ document, and the P document believed that this name was

unknown until the time of the exodus and then became the name of Israel's

God. (god?)

The theory might have some reasonableness to it if the documents were

considered as arranged(?) ranged(?) as orignally thought by
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the great bulk of the critics of the last century. However, the Welihausen

theory, as presented by Welihausen in 1878, and as contained in practically

all critical books published in America in recent years, presents

arranges the dociunents in a way which makes the theory actually quite

unreasonable.

Let us think for a minute (moment) of what the theory involves.

*ceef According to it there was a document which was in circulation for a

century or more which used/ the name XX HWH" for God right from the

beginning because its author believed that this had been the name of

Israel's God right from the beginning. Later on another document was

written by men who believed that this name had not been used until the

time of the exodus when it came to be the name of Israel's God. Here,

ell
definitely, a new idea was introduced, quite at variance with the idea in

the manuscript that had already been r*rirt circulating for a considerable

period of time. Yet when the two documents were combined the redactor

evidently had forgotten this I idea because he simply combined the

material from the two documents, interweaving it, keeping the names as he

found them in his document, with apparently (evidently) no thought of any

necessity of bringing them into line with one ther or the other. This

is hardly reasonable.

The irrationality of the assumption,however, becomes far more

pronounced when we realize that,according to the theory, several wiz

centuries later the P document was put together, and the writers of this

document believed mom what had been believed by the writers of the

E document, namely, that the name "MW" was unknown until the time of

the exodus. Even though they were constantly using the name now, and
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even though they used it constantly in the last four-fifths of the-,w+-,øP-the-

document that they wrote, they took great pains to avoid using it before the

1.1...E time of the exodus, since they did not think that it had previously been

known. ft= Thus the same theory was developed by the writers of the E document

u and by the writers of the P mii document many Wtx-iIukr centuries

later, a theory quite at variance with the facts as believed as represented

in the J document which had already been in existence a century before the

writing of the E document.

Now comes the still greater incongruity. Acoording to the critical view,

the P document was eventually interwoven with the manuscript that has already

been formed by interweaving J, E, and D. In this interweaving, the redactor

must again have completely forgotten the theory which the P writers had so
interweaves the

carefully tried to maintain, because into the combined work he/i1iixiLctk*

P material from the J document, using the name "YHWH" right from the beginning,

and yet retaining a statement which the critics tell us clearly and

definitely means that the name was not revealed until the time fx of the exodus.

Thus, if the documents are arranged in the order in which the critics

have almost i*m*imi unanimously arranged them since Welihausen's day, the

theory involves not an rK±ñiuft accidentalj development, but the development

of a I new idea which, in order to carry through, had to be very carefully

and punctiliously observed, and yet which was laid aside and completely

forgotten when the J and E documents were united, was again brought to the

front, and carefully, and even more punctiliously than in the E document,
again

carried through in the formation of the P document, and then/was completely

forgotten in uniting of the P document with the other parts f of Genesis.
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Anyone who lives -i?1' the ocean or near a large river is ap to
0 (Y)

have

At ~~Vthesane time in his life,, ixgxxexperienced a great floo

water rises and completely changes the landscape fx for a time. Then the water

recedes, and the landscape looks substantially as it did before, except that

often them-r& bits of wreckage . that }ye been deposited by the flood

waters tremain i1w unless some effort is made, to remove e. Sometimes
A

,<
.'

these changes are good, and worth,, icee- wnrbwh11 in kept/

ften)-me th" what the temporary tide has deposited needs to be

removed as merely the symbol of a by-gone stage that has now passed away.

It is the
purpose

of the present chapter to show that this is the

situation' the theory that -e time there existed qs -r separate

documents -tth corresponding to the s -called J E and P of Pentateuchal

" __:Criticisin These we ke i.v 4Ppr1 trends of critical

r
4AJ

thought twere extremely prcminentAin thee perioa between approximately
"t

1790 and 1930 but whch have lmost entirely receded. The results of these

trends disappeared i iient. fields of

1it.iriiixjii literary study to-4c from which evidence will be brought.

It is only in the f±r±xRf field of Biblical study that one particular

stage of the result of these movements of thought became crystallized and

J'1"ainet4-as s"-.1 petrified evidence a by-gonq attitude.

The'tuatej. in the case of Biblical studies t},e ideas and

background principles upon which these results were based iii_f Uwmr

receded with the tide of the ideas of the nineteenth
century4 /any of

the alleged evidences have been eradicated by advances in thought -J-i

and in reaearth during the twentieth century. wzre~in the theory

described above remains in crystallized form and is now being popularized

and distributed far more widely than ever before.
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af), CU me- Tvntnvnc~~ J, Eand P 1ti- /
.. / /

docunentaty theo of the orig( of the Pentateuch,eàme into exist(ce as

result of ce trends an 'tendencies which wyte very prominent a in httorical

and litera criticism
yt"the

19th century. These trends went to an treme in

that ce ry, ran
the/course,

and have mostly been fo1lod by a strong

reac on in the
oPyIsite

direction. ..

The application of these theories to Biblical studies was begun by a

comparatively small group of scholars in Germany at about the be.gimiin of the

19th century Quring the century they were applied

e$LdirtiQIlto

ina en 2"r

s by various groups' of scholars in Germany-and-other couttries.

In 1878 the brilliant writing of an outstanding German professor, Julius.

Welihausen, crystallized one particularhase of these theories into a definite

form, and this form has been preservecichanged in any ma5or, regardver since

Meanwhile the trends and tendencies gave birth to. this constantly changing ...................................................................................................................................

flux of ideas and attitudes in the.19th. century has spent its course. Pisent-day
0toM_ i

scholars mostly s1.mpy, tare over ththeoi'fof the Pentateuch as presented by

Wellhausen aiit with little change.
. t(.

/I*)jkhf
e4tent examine en encies

.wh.ich(ere so prom
ent4p h-century1 Q&e!ko_3Ndiat extremes they then

()
ran, and rnote tczy I' which tiwy Iwv arge1y'tppeared in the

course of the present century.)
. .,

1ese teiienei.a .'.uu111nri7M iii4diir thr htas Ilic first of t?ie

wbuH b ea. JItILU tJLi!W L,,vpL!J witi 4anJ '1 nripnt

in g?nera1' All three of the tendencies of which we wish to speak

find a strong juu.rctiJI expression jn1coniiection with the work of Professor
expression




Ft

Wolf, a noted German scholar and lecturer
7

VThey did not originate altogether

with Wolf. Evidences of their rise were already visible before his time, but
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Jtt
he presented them in such a brilliant and forceful way that 1qtnt supporters

largely considered themselves as following in his footsteps.
(L

The first of these tcnj &es was tendency toward extreme skepticism as

regardsancient doctinentandt 1story Wolf did not believe that writing

had been in existence when the great epics of ancient Greece were originated. He

questioned that the r ad been such a city as Troy, and suggested that

various POMP Ibl greater of different minstrels had

gradually been gathered together to form these great epics. Some scholars

welcomed his ideas; .f-x others were t&ribi it shocked by them but for -a

number of decades the tendencEthat he represented generally won way.

The followers of this attitude took the approach thpt n14ing
in

anyientV JA
history was to be accepted as true unless it could be __

M -4a- ,"-a vsau4t -, f airsr

_____ if ar4
, ,q3q m,,t4,(r

iitt1-.*iemtii; In 1#56-un th,ii Valla had proven., that the

donation of Constantine was a fraud4 ak,,that the Decretals of 5lvester,

so far from coming from Bishop Olveste*r in the early part of the fourth
qj 4-of LVt,

entury actually represented ideas and phraseology of the-$%A centu kPi

Liaemr thu,f various frauds and forgeries led naturally to an extreme

attitude in this direction..
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AN APPARENT T)UPLICA

) If one wer tc read in a hook about the history of the United St ates in the

1820's the following statement/ in connection with an account of events in

Massachuesetts : -

I tOn July 4, 2i l82 John Adams died. This was exactly 50 years after,
4 J,dq) 4

it 4at iJ Ithe Decl'afion of INdependence,, Since Adams had
\c I

beenfto Vice President of the United States for two terms, and had been resdent

f
of the United States for one term, it was remarkably appropriate that he should

iI te on the fiftieth anniversary of the day on which(he had signed)the Declaration

"jdence.
a tL tj

Suppose that one were to read in the section on Virginia in the same book a

statement somewhat as follows:

On jUly 4, 1826 Thomas Jefferson died. Jefferson was a signer of the

Declaration of Independence. He had served one term as Vice President of

the United States, and two terms as President of the United States. It was

a remarkable coincinden,çe t1hat he should die exactly nn the fiftieth

anniversiry of the ieli 1 h girid this famous fleclaratio

dih had

If two statements like this were found in a hook, and the students of the book

were men with the mentality that was so common in the last century, they would have

immediately said, 'here is very obviously a duplicate narrative here. The names

differ, but the events are so strikingly similar that it cannot possibly be a

coincidence. Aside from the difference of names, the only contradiction is that

in one case the man was said to have served two terms as Vice President and

one term as President, while in the kit other he is said to have served one

term as Vice President and two terms as President. It is easy to see how such a
have

slight alteration could/come in, and the fact that it got listed under two

different,ctates led the rdactor to think that two different men were spoken of,

yet it is certainly inconceivable that two men, both signers of the Declaration
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of INdependence, should have had such strikingly similar careers, and should both

have died on the same day exactly fifty years after the Declaration was signed.



A little further consideration of this point might be mentioned:

according to the ruHir view of many critics prior to Welihausen, the

early documents were those that used the word "Elohim" for God. d!

The J document, according to them, was the last of the documents in

Gneesis to be written. It is not extremely hard, on this hypothesis,

to imagine that when the earlier documents were written it was realized

that the name idr "God" had been used only up to the time of the

exodus, and that from that time on the name "YHWIP' had been almost

universally used; but then to consider that at a much later time, when

the J document was written (or the J supplementations were addedj, as
XN during

Iiri1x thought by so many of the critics iN/the 50 years before

Welihausen), j cid iLkitiizr that by this time the supplementer

or writer of the new document had lot= forgotten that the name "J1-11'H"

JEHOVAH had not been used in the time of Genesis, and therefore inf

ax writing this document he used it constantly. Such an idea might

be fairly coneeivable, but, as the Wellhausen theory holds that the J

document is the oldest document it makes a severe stretch on the

imagination to think that the oldest r'it document held that the

name JEHOVAH "JHWH" had been known and used from the very geginning,
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sources.




? ?
Professor E. A. Housinann, (author of the "A Shropshire Lad") who was a

noted classical scholar in the early part (years) of the present century,

reacted txm violently against this MR 91 F I all It Quellenforschund."

In his introduction to his edition of the Satires of Juvenal he said, "You will

not find this in my work." He said, "You will have no difficulty finding other

workd which will tell".you that the Satires of Juvenal were derived from the

Satires of Turnus (a writer whose works have entirely disappeared). Professor

Durerard (sp?) Professor of General Literaturet at Stanford University,
9bi.r Guerard -

wrote in 1940:
-

This ìü idea -of searching for sources and of believing that it is possible

to dividea work into its previous sources and on this basis to reconstruct the

previous sources, was applied in all sorts of literature. Professor Wellek,
in.

Professor of Comparative Literature i/Yale University, in speaking of A. Wi W.

Schlegel, says, 'lie began the long course of aberrations in study of the

Nibélungenlied. -.



Soitines as a result of the infinite f knowledge of God tiere

are rnattein the Bible which are not understood at that time at hith they

were given. An interesting instance of this is in Luke 17 where esus

rreiic predicted a future event in which there would be a great diivision

among people. He said in Luke 17:34, ' I tell you, in that night there shaXwKx

be two men in one bed; the one shall be taken, and the other shall be tak,4cth

and the other shall be left. " In verse 36 he says, "Two wnen shll be

in the field; the one shall be talcen,and the other left."

When Jesus spoke these words in Palestine, When Jesus thus

sá.d these words in Palestine, they must have been very difficult for the

people to understand. He was evidently describing, discussing s e events

which would occur at one time. And at that time there would be en ü

sleeping in bed and theye will be also men working in the field. And

at that time artificial light such as we have today was not kno . No

factor/ies worked at night, and then they wiix would do their work in

the day time. How could it cane about that at the same time tha there

will be two men in one bed and lit the tame time there will be tw men

working in the field? There will be numbers of men working in tie field.

About half will be taken and about half will be left. It must ave been

quite unclear to those who listened. Now, human knowledge has oved

forward, and we know that the earth is round and probably both people

in Palestine at that time thought of it as flat, and know that 1he earth is

round, and that in parts of the earth it is midnight while othe parts it is

the middle of the day, even in the same area we have pedple wor1zing in the

n ight shift, and who may be sleeping in the day time while oth.e men are working

in the field. The passage sounds perfectly ka natural today kiow these

factors. In the days of Christ some of his



puzzled by it.

Since the Bible is an infin/ite book, it is not at all, it is not to be

expected 'I that we should understand everything in it. Since muci of it

refers to it and the situations . Long ago and in an entirely ci.fferent

part of the world there are many things which we do not understar I at first

sight, and in which mm we may not even have the material
avail4,le

to

understand. During the bst hundred years new archaeological discoveries

have given us far greater knowledge of the nature of the anci it life

of the Neareastx than we had before. Many of these things which seem

like ±ia ii*riixx incongruities or ±sxx inconsistencies üxtK cx in

the book of Genesis now seem to be perfectly natural at fxtxt±i xxtooqthrxx

the time at which it was written.
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\ ME BOOK OF GOD AND MAN

The Book of God and Man: A Study of Job by Robert Gordis

Published by the University of Chicago Press - 1965.

On pagr 26 we read, "With regard to the dating of the book, opinions have varied

widely. Because of the patriarchal setting of the prose bLil tale

the Talmud ascribes it to Moses. The view apparently was shared by the Dead Sea

sectarians. The documents in Qunra* Cave No. 11 in January 1956 include the

text of the Book of Job in Hebrew, and in an ALA Aramaic targun. It is

striking that the Qu*rantte Hebrew text of Job, like. the Pentateuch, are (is?)

sometimes written in * a palio(?) palio-Hebrew acript,

thus testifying to the belief in the Mosaic authorship of these books. The next

zxzgxp paragraph says, "Other r±iiu± rabbinic sources suggest a variety

of periods in which Job may have I Jxz-gi (.tiuct lived, ranging from

the time of Isaac and Jacob ü and Joseph to that of Cyrus and Ahasuerus.

It is very interesting to note that after the word in the-previous

paragraph where it says ña "Mosaic authorship of these books" it. gives
gives

reference to Not? .31, while after the word "Ahasuerus" it/g'rrvee (better word) a

reference to Note 32. These notes are found on. page 361; the first of them, No. 31,

reads, "Cf. B.(?) Baba Bathra 14b, iSa: "Moses wrote his book and the section

on Balaam and the Book of Job."

Note 32 simply says, "See chapter 16." In chapter 16 on page 225 he

refers to these various views that have just been mentioned, and in connection

with them gives Netezt;zZ! Notes 31, 32 and 33. These notes, Note 31, says

"Compare B. Baba Bathra 15b,.,." Note 33 says, "Compare ... B. Baba Bathra
Moses

lSb." Thus Gordis says that the Talmud attributes it to eb, and says that

individual rabbis assign it to various periods, most of which are much later

than Moses, and refers for all of these to the same passage in the Talmud, so

it's rather incorrect to say the Talmud teaches one thing when it instead

actually suggests a lot of different things. Incidentally, this Baba Bathra
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is a very difficult thing to understand. Many of its statements simply don't

k make sense fran almost any viewpoint. It's not a very solid thing to build

anything on.

Also the references that are made to the Dead Sea Scrolls go beyond

the actual facts. All that we have evidence of as yet from the Dead Sea Scrolls

in this regard is that an older type of script is used in them for writing the

Pentateuch and for writing Job. We have no evidence of any statement as to

why this was done. It is making (better word) H quite a logical

jump to say that it indicates that they believed they were written by the

same author.
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M even more'3trildng case occurred in the United States where two 1iortant

events that happened about a century, apart were remarkably similar. The man who

was elected president of the United States in 1860 was shot to death by a southern

1sympathizer whO was hiniseif shot not long afteiiard. The deceased president was

succeeded by the vice-president who was named Johnson and who had been a United

States senator from a southern state the n of which began with the letters "To"

(Tennessee). The man who was elected president of the United States in 1960 was

shot to death in the south, by a man who was himself shot to death on the next day.

This president also was succeeded by a vice-president named Johnson who had

formerly been a United States senator from a southern state the name of which began

with '1' (in this case, Texas). Such a coincidence as this goes far beyond the

similarity that is to be found between any two different events in the Pentateuch

that are alleged by the critics to be evidence of having case from two different

docunents while being actually distorted pictures of the same thing.

If one is on the lookout for coincidences he will find them constantly, for

life is fall of them. In the case of the assassinations of Lincoln and Kennedy

a minber of other remarkable coincidences, in addition to the striking ones

already mentioned, have been pointed out. The three illustrations I have given

should surely be enough to show the great danger of thinking that because two

stories are somewhat similar they must necessarily be distorted accounts of the

same original, as is constantly asst,ned by the critics in their presentation of

this argent.

Now let us examine the instances where it is claimed that this has occurred.

ThE SO-CALLED i CREATION CCX)JTS

Most books that present the multi-docimentary theory of the Pentateuch make

much of the alleged fact that Genesis begins with two accts of creation.
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eansistently. Mm one fore has been used for a little tine, there may be a

tendency to keep on using it unless a ream for switching to mother

usage forces itself cm the speaker's attention.

In many types of writing end in many periods of history it has been

O1, *0 i*rmrious names for the sane individual, interchanging then

often for the sake of variety. kiyone who has read the iove1* of

Ibstoievsky has probably found it hard at tines to be awe who was

being referred to, because the person would be ~cbXUd by me name, and

name, and there would be considerable Interchange.

In the Old Testament the name of Jacob is always used until God said

that his nine would be changed to 'Israel." After than
1,
however, the

names of Israel and Jacob are both used: sometimes cne\is used,

sometimes the other, and frequently in the course of one verse both .

nanes am used, even in cases where no one would think of suggesting

that the two parts of the verse cane from different sources.

In the Ugaritic docunents, discovered at Ras Shanra in the years

following 1927, we find the sane deity often represented y two names

wliich occur repeatedly in parallel and with much interchange. The

same is true in various portions of the Koran where the Arabic word for

"Lord and the Arabic word for "God are frequently Interchanged. A

sports article in one of our college newspapers is quite to

refer to the sane teen by various titles. It is a matter of style

which creeps i in many different places, and there is no reason why

it should not have been used in writing the Pentateuch Just as it is

in other portions of the Old Testament.







In 3atw presentations of the critical theory, the i'npressioA

given that division according to the use of various divine Moos ii

sufficient criterion to divide the Pentateuch into original sources

by itself. This ewes near to being the first approach of Astruc and

Eichhom, and most of the critical scholars during the period fran

1798 to 1870 tried to follow through along this line. However, the

suggestion made by}{upfeld, and eventually adopted by Welihausen, and

since then accepted as part of the dogmatically held theoiy, actually

breaks ' this criterion rather badly. It does not consider the

sections of Genesis that use the name Elohim as forming c doounent

with a distinct style and a strikingly different viewpoint from those

which contain the name YHM{. Instead it divides the sections that

predaminaitly contain the name Elohijn into two groups, one of which,

it says, in opposition to the ideas of practically all critical

scholars, before Hupfeld, is really much closer to the sections using

the name YIVH than to the other sections using the name Eldhim. Thus

the Welihausen theory so shatters "Astruc's clue" as SMA"Y to

diminish its usetalness.

Another fact that is often not realized is that all of the alleged

docnents, after the early part of Exodus, use the name YHM-f most

the time. The P document, which is said never to use the name YHWH

in Genesis, almost always uses it in the passages after Exodus 6.

In the renaming parts of the Pentateuch there are occasionally

sections, sometimes even a chapter or so in length, which use the name

Elohia consistently rather than the name YIL The critics have no

satisfactory explanation to give for the occasional passages of this

type after the early chapters of Exodus.
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A very to? problem in planning a book on the Pentateuchal cri icism with

the purposes that we have in mind is the problem as to how to t anslate the

tetragramnaton. Of course, we know that the King James Version presents

THE LORD in captials, and the same thing is done in RSV. I am ow sure, however,

how many Bible readers realize that. You say God and we ki thi of tä it.

We tend to think of it almost as a proper name God. When we sa the Lord, it

sounds like a title. Actually of course the exact opposite is rue. God

is the only God and yet God is the name of a ivc class of hem of which
He

tkxis only one. You could speak of other gods, false gods, but he is

the one true God. It is a title. It is a title. It is a class f being.

The tetragrammaton is a proper name. It is the name of God in Hi relation

with human beings, particularly with those whom He is gmM going to redeem.

Therefore, it is altogether appropriate that God the great name f the

Creator, the great title of the Creator and the sustainer of e universe

should be used in Genesis one with its survey of His marvellous reative

acts. It is also entirely appropriate that the 1xiuoocctgT etragranimaton

the pereonal name of God in His quality as Redeemer should be u ed in

His relationship with man as described in Genesis 2, 3, and 4. n Genesis

one, only the name God is used. In Genesis two, i threç, and f ur the

word tetragrammaton is used/ most of the time not exclusively.., in Genesis

two and three and four the word tetragrammaton is use/ most of he time

not exclusively. We find in the account of the serpent that the serpent
when

says... Eve, hath God said? And/the serpent s ea3cs with

Eve, there are here a few cases in which both IE the serpent an Eve

use the word God instead of the tetragrarnmaton. The critics exp am this

very simply. They say that while the tetragrammaton is just a no al name

for God in document J, yet they say it would be utterly out of lace to have the
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sacred name of God put into the mouth of the serpent, and the erpent

uses the general title 1. God and so does Eve. Now, of cour e, once we

get their statement on this in the midst of the sections chapt rs 1, 2, 3 and

4, it is logical for us to say if you can recognize ±kiix th re, why

can't you recognize there the same thing in relation between ci apter one

and the followøing chapter.

In other words our whole discussion requires an underst ding of

the nature of these names, 7hese two i xkii1xxitx wo ds, but

the average English reader never think of the Lord in capital being the

sacred name of God in His relationship to the people or e ressing this

idea any more than it does His p1ifiNtii& quality as the ighty

Creator of the universe. It just does not get the thought acro s.

Now, I thought , I remarked my class now that a ew years

ago I hated to take the word Yahweh on my lips. I felt that it had so

many profane connotations the way it has been used by critics. I used to

hate to say it. I used to refer to it Jehovah. This all seems to me to

I used to prefer to say Jehovah. Jehovah seems to me to be. ev n if it is

not 1 t'o at all always pronounced, it seems to me to have e suggestion

of reverence. I much prefer it. Now, the American standard ye sion which

uses Jehovah throughout is disappearing from its use. People a e largely

either using the King James which has the word Lord or they are turning

to the RSV which also has the tern Lord. I do not feel that i.e ü critics
that

today speak in quite the x1orx profane way/x they did ± hirty

years ago. tile it is true that their teaching is tra just a anti-Christian

as ever, they tend to enclose in it certain pious-krxxness of the phrase

and speaks with certain reverence which makes their use of ahwe not merely
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as objectionable as the use of it thirty years ago. And if on were to use

it the word Yahweh, it ties up with the letter J and makes clear what

they are talking about and it is easier tx conceive of it as the personal

name of God in His relationship with His people and thus and it is easier

to keep His ideas in mind. So, I would he inclined to use the ame Yahweh.

Another thing that occurred to me is that, I think it w twenty

years ago, that, I would hay said, I would much prefer to use J hovah. I would

have tried to use that. Now, we have this cult Jehovah's Witne ses which
it is

has so much false teachings that/A= widely circulating and I tI ink that to

some extent it is bringing the word Jehovah in this rebuke. f course,

there is no ... it is possible that the sacred name was pronoun d with

the word Jehovah. But it would seem extremely unlikely since have such

a natural explanation of it as having coming into existence thro gh scribes'

ignorance in combing the vowels of PDONAY with the consonants o the

tetragranimaton. On the other hand, we cannot say that the name as pronounced

Yahweh, but there it fits with the general etymology. It fits w 11 with its

sane as parts of the Hebrew proper names it has a good interpre tation the

one who causes things to happen. It is .. I would think that hat there
is

xx a strong reason to think that this may be the way it was pr nounced.

So, I was inclined toward 1Qw1xxx using Y1xx Yahweh.

In my class, however, Mr. Taylor iIX pointed out that e believed

that there are very considerable number of ministers who would b greatly

s hocked at tk a book using the name Yahweh, and would be prejudi ed against
the

it, and would not wish to give to/college students to read it or tudy i;

if that was the case. That would then cut down the usefulness o the book

right at the sart.
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I see great disadvantages in using the tern Jehovah si ce it is not

so much used in the Bible any more as it is used to be and sin e this

false cult has given a rather unfortunate connotation to the n e rather

widely to that form.

Yet, I cannot feel very happy about using the Lord s ce the

word itself does not give a clear idea at all of what it reall stands for

in the Hebrew, and you have to exaplain again on every page. at this is

the proper name of God , the sacred name dealing with His peopl , and every

time you explain it alternately, the Lord and God you have to xplain

again,/and that is what the Lord is. But if you have anything hat looks

like a name, that is rather obvious. You see the problem now? It is a

tough xxkx problem, just what to do. Somebody said to me What is

,'
the I addressing in this book? There, I said, there is a pr blem there,

but six different groups any one of which it would not be too ard to

write a book and that would be tremendously helpful to them, b t to write

one that would be helpful to all six and will not ieas iiiuiie iately aroused

an antagonistic ixxxE reaction in one way or rather of them at would
its

prevents the book from having tk influence. It is a problem.

Whatever we do it would be helpful to put it in discussi n in

preface. On the th other hand Mr. Taylor suggests that x he read

a book by Rowley in which he had such a long introduction before you get into

it you get tired out. He said the discussion should km have be n in the

Excursq in the back. It seems to me so vital to it that you have got to

have some explanation at least in the beinniflg, but cx if you can get a

usage that will remind people itsIitiX constantly. They will read the thing

aid they will forget it. They will skip it over and open some ere else and
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do nt bother reading it any. As you say, one group I like to read you if

I can ... is liberal. It would remove an awful lot of prejudi e against

the book if he would use the word Yahweh. If you could writ a hook that

could discuss tlãNxx these things in such a way as to show th that this

is a pseudo-scientific business. It might win some of them aw from it,

it might 21 lesson the xtR strength of holding with it with s e others.

If you use the word Lord, if you use Jehovah, their reaction to that would

be that you are an unscholarly person. And I think what is mo e important

than that is the person who does not know much about it will ge the false

idea of the Lord... and of course the word Jehovah now suggests the holy

I think that a Vxx person who does not know much about it would get the

false idea of the word LORD. After of course Jehovah now sugg sts the

Jehovah's Witnesses. There is an interesting suggestion from Mr. Kuntz

to use the son consonants YWN. Mr. Taylor says, why don't you ust use

the tetragraimiaton? We ctuld not put Hebrew letters that wou1d be

too expensive. But maybe we could use these letters. And then

let them translate them the Lord or Jehovah or whatever kIxI±+xexx as they

choose. But I do not know whether it would diminish the ease f the

reading, ... might affect the effectiveness. It might get away rem the
ot

ministers who would have the reaction against Ik Yahweh migh /have the

same reaction to these four letters. Maybe that is the way it s.

Maybe that t1ooctkNtx is the best solution. I do not know whe her that

is going to be the same thing that we had better do. We caimo explain in

the beginning of our business about it if you put in Jehovah or Lord, people

may open it and then get the false impression.

xi3ixxxx1ax Maybe that is the best solution, too. I do n t know if

bat is the name that we had b tter do. We canx explain in the eginning

of our business about it, t in Jehovah or Lord, people can



open in the middle of it and get a false impression. You put ir Yahweh

they can open in the middle of it and say Oh, here is a critical book.

They will get a false impression. If you put in the four letters and

they've got to look and see t what they are. They only immediately

revoke a reaction quite the same way. So, maybe that is the kmmdkbWa

best thing to do.



On page 50 he begins one of the most superficial sections £ the book

and yet one which can be most disturbing to the face of those wh do not

know the facts. Thus he says, "Moreover, it is remarkable how m y reports

are given of the same event. Thus there am two creation stories, two

stories of the flood, of Hagar, Geness 16:4-14, and 2ocx 21:9- 1), of

the calling of Moses(Ex. 3:6), arid of many other events, especial y in the

stories of the patriarchs." This sounds very forrnidale, but wh n we

amine it, however, we find that it is far from factual. It is rue that

there are two creation stories, but it is not true that there are two

stories of the creation of the universe. Genesis 1 gives the story

of the creation of the universe. Genesis 2:4ff. gives the more d tailed

stor* of the creation of the man. Someone has compared this with having

twKx a map that starts with , wiX]x an atlas that ,*xt'C starts with the
I think

map of the world followed by a map of the North America. /4k bette illustration

would be a map of the world followed by a map of the United State

A map of the woird and a map of the United States would have a fe

of the same names on both. There w would be a small amount of ov rlapping, but

t of details on each of them would be found on the other at a 1. This

I
is the exact situation of Genesis 1

and,J
of 2. Gen sis 1 gives a ather

formal survey of the creation of the e tire unive e. Genesis 2

deals xftky, ogklky wit)i tt,?e eation of To sa that there are two creation

a t __Y
s?

n res '-f-Is to the fact.stor~ie Zs i s that is u" erl '-f-Is

contradiction between these two stories. One has mch more d ai t

the othert and the A other covers many things that ar not en touch

0 en

er

a

t
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fact.

s

ou
I

upon in the one.

The jtl 1jErare~6-50t-?T_' the flood is entirely
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different. If we take a story of the flood, we find a certain unt of

repetition in. the early part of the story. In any literary pit re there is
an account

bound to be répetitidi. A purpose of/it is not merely to give p incipal

facts, it is to make an emotional impact as to the importance o the situation.

So the events leading up to the flood, are told and reiterated. Thus

the wickedness of man/stressed and touched upon and repeated. e coming of

the flood is mentioned in great details. It is very' simple to d vide this up

into two stories but it would he just as' easy to divide up 'into ix or

seven parallels, that it is simply a matter of repetition, in ot er words,

for emphasis. However, when one comes to the latter of the sto of

the flood, lii here the artistic appro,ch is very different,,, The excitement

is already so great that all that is necessary, that the most fective way

to present it is simply to state exactly what happened. So, th events

in connection with the end of the flood are stated only once wi h no repeititions.

Yet, it is quite ciiiqull simple to take the material from the irst part

of the story of the flood and divide it up so as to xxxx in ke it seem

to have two stories by taking a verse-here and a verse there, a few verses

to this and 9::few verses to the a othr, . the oth r parallels

and thus to get two stories out of th, first half of the £1 tory, the flood

account. However, it would be just s easy to get four or fiv stories

of this 'flood. When it comes to the last part tk eventsare:de cribed

only Ex once and ..there is no .iplit[iwx" dtplication' what eri Thus

it is/fallacious in statement to say, that there are two stone of the flood.

The next 'two instances that hë'mentions caliining that th re are'two
'calling

stqnies of Hagar, and two stories of the £xt/of Moses, are

j'ply the fact that there are two rather similar events itt i the life of
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Hagar. It is not at all strange that there. woui4 be similar even s in the

life of a person. There was an explosive situation with Sarah d Hagar

and Ishmael in the tent of Abraham, and it is not at all strange that two

rather similar events occurred in given a situation of high enioti nal

intensity rather similar events are apt to happen in the life of imost any

CE us, not merely twice, but probably three or four times. I well remember

in college having had similar experiences which seemed to re t with

great similarity, experiences that I have had before. This can e found

in the life of anyone.

Moses in his early life had been full of zeal and enthusiasm to
an

vt* deliver the children of Israel from their bondage. He made/effort$

e5xxx!xziI in his own strength,and dismally failed and had to flee for his

life. After that he settled down to the hum drum life of a shepherd in

the desert and gave up his previous visions and dreams. It too a great

deal of urging and insisting before the Lord changed his attitude to the

point where he was ready to come back and perform tremendous ef orts

to deliver the children of Israel, to deliver his own people. is can be

ü±x duplicated over and over in human life. Often a young person tries

something and fails and loses his heart and after that he is never willing

to txkEx make a step in that direction again. There have been imes when such

a person after he has acquired the ability and maturity to acco ish the
a

task, ±k task has been prevailed upon to do it, but in most cases it has

taken a considerable amnunt of wfcr effort to bring him to the pDint. This

can be duplicated over and over in human life. To say that there are two

stories of calling 1 of Moses is bringing in duplication where here is

no reason whatever to do so.

rk Further down on the same page the author tries to ow not merely

hat there are different stories a but that these stories contradict each other.

4
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Thus he saysl:" One creation story has Man created last, the crowning

glory of ) the creation, but the other (Genesis 2:4ff.) Man was created

first, then the vegetation, and then the animals." --- This is rely a superficial

criticism of the Bible as ever has been made. The picture of the creation

of the universe tells about the creation, the creation of the skies, the bringing

together of the bodies of water, the dry land can appear, the c eation of

light, the provision of the sun, moon and stars as measrues time, creation

of vegetation, the creation of animals, and reaches its great climax, creation

o f man. Most of these elements ix in the creation of the unive se are

not even mentioned in the second, in the so called second creation story.

It is not a story of the creation of the universe, but simply t ore

detailed about the creation of man. To say that Man was create first is




N
most r1k?i.1(ilous, because the story begins with the earth already here

and the dry condition upon it. Soon after the creation of the h aven and

the earth described in Genesis 1 there is a watery chaqs. After land
masses 11j1

and water/are separated, it is natrual that dry, 4eJ section should

develop, it is perfectly obvious that the story started at an entirely
then

different places, To say as jo1 Kuhl doesMan was created first /ix vegetation,"

is about as if superficial a statement as one can well imagine. ere is

iax absolutely no statement whatever in g Genesis 2 that God created vegetation,

all it says is that God planted a garden. If every time one of us plant a

garden, someone says we created vegetation, there will be many, any creations

of vegetation. To read a creation of vegetation into the statement that
that a

man,/God planted IM garden is confounding confusion.

The same process of examination of other alleged contradic ions and

alleged duplications would show that most of cases it is a very superficial

iiterpretation and quite remote being a solid argument.

In interpreting any book it is easy to find innumerable repetitions
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and contradictions if one is determined to so to interpret as to ake the book

contradict itsief. It is necessary in reading any work to mt rpret

eacy part by other parts so as to take it as a unified whole. ly a

slight amount of rzt the sort of interpretation that everyone gives to everything

that he writes would do away with most of the alleged contradict ons and

duplications referred by Kuhl.
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What ABout J, E, D, P,- - A Study in Myth
The Importance of the Subject

It is today almost universally agreed that the Bible is a unique book. A century

ago there were those who ridiculed it as a book of myth, or legend, of ancient

tradition, and folklore. Toda)nost everyone 1VG-P its
greatnes3

whether

he bothers to read it or not.

It is that thook lies at the foundation t of our Western

civilization. Its teachings have entered into the warp and woof of our lives, but

many of us think that a successful life for all eternity must be based upon careful N.

study of this book. Even xg1Qxx those who consider many parts of it as myth and

legend often speak at length about the greatness of the other parts, and urge that

our universities and colleges give xicxx3't courses for the proper study of the Bible.

lip
All this brings into wide great relief the

imporatnce of finding the right approach to the study of the Bible.

In kf the last few years our country has been flooded with literature speaking

about the J, E, Li, and P documents. This wI idea has been receiving

wide impetus in our educational i institutions and among our religious people.

The Sunday School lesson quarterlies of most of our large denominations, when the

lessons are related tX to the first part of the Bible have long discussions of

(
the origins of the so-called Jh w ist and lohis documents and their relation
to the'()
ti tg priestly document. Sunday School manuals under such titles as "The Mighty

Works of God" or "God's Message ff) for Our Day" and other similar titles,/ have
10

discussio9_f4,allegeA-origin,
importance ,n,erreiation of these-

. .
representing bum iuitx as having been written

at-45 many centuries apart) and)contradicting one another at many places.

During the past 15 years at least -at1eat have been printed or reprinted in

the United States in which a fair amount of space is devoted to the presentation

f of matters relating to the origin and differences between these alleged documents./
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cfAJ6
__w __L)rh Three of these books - iiite fuliscussions £rcin.-a detailed_viewpoint of

the alleged evidence for the existence of these books, of their precise

material in each, and of their relation one to another.

Under these circumstances it becomes very important for everyone, and
those reach

particularly for people with interest in churches or in religion, to take a

definite decision as to what the truth is about the Bible and about these

alleged documents.

It may come as a surprise to many to know that no ancient copy of any

such
mynuscript

as the s± alleged D, J
E)or

P has ever been discovered$.

No.,,booLmnre
th -few uhia contains a reference

to the existence of any one of these documents. The theory that they ever

existed, and that they were united together, is something that has been

originated within the past century. It is widely taught today as fact. Is it

fact? or is it purely a myth? The matter deserves careful investigation..J I

For many centuries all 1k scientists d the'f Aristotle s4e

that bodies iriitT fall toward the earth at a 1proportionate to their

weight. It was universally agreed that this statement must be true. Then

Galileo dropped various weights from the top f of the Leaning Tower of Pisa

and it became obvious to those who saw them that objects weighing as much as

20 times as much as other objects that de4.-reached the earth at just

about the identical instant. The

theoywhich

had been universally accepted

came to be universally discarded.

Not long ago all scientists believed that there is an invisible substance

called ether which permeates all space and ihith all light waves and radio waves

move. Today most scientists have completely given up the idea. One scientist

whom I questioned about it said, "If there is any scientist left who believes

in the existence of this ether he is certainly being very quiet about it."
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The fact that an idea has been held fo-r- for a long time is no reason why

it is necessarily true. The fact that a great many people believe there were

such documents as J, E and P does not prove there actually were. It demands

investigation. In most matters that have been discovered further investigation ',

brings to light new-argument- simpler2 arguments so that it is poss

to put the evidence in very plain, and yet convincing language. /In this

case have iextreiel complex
/.heorY.

so m$ex that comp ativeli few

peo e haveny real Ta exactly hat it is.
at

Stkipped
to its ba essentils, and giving\onlY ±ixtkA1 is greed upon by

practic4y
all who hold the theory, it can b said that accvrdgto the

theory there was a manuscri t o which the name cf "J" might be givn because of

"O-ail~lp jai-41
certain

peculiar
characteris ics this-hac. which

tlas
written sometim between

1050 and
k00

B.C. Some scho rs are very dogmati as to the particu1r century,

but there s a certain variat n on this. This m1uscript would con in about a

fourt\ ikii of
4

material in the f rst five books of
the

Bible.
\

\ Accoring to the theory, other document
w4

written about a cen\ury after

is one whi\h, because of certa of its charactex\stics, might be call d the

itks document.
\

Thsi- This docunen uz--flrx paraleled() the J
doc4ent

to

qu\te an extel\t. Both documents irculated separatly for a time ; thn someone
\ Ithe*e' a/ !t-

cominecfe41tugether. This m , who is called "redactor"
,,4is oftkn

spo of as t1 xi" Redactor of /xJE", or re

se7d

by the sYmbo\'RP?

4 inteIv the t accounts so that s times a chapte be from one, anV th*n

a chap r from te other, sometimes as little
aslhalf

a verse from and th
I been

a half Rverse , o more from the ii o er. After th ad/circulated for a 1 ng
pwhLps as nuc as 't*o eenturies or ore v

. period/a ew docu4it was written which aralleléd

\his
document was nt called "D", and i cludes the greater

part f of t present book of Deuteronomy. After it had cir lated separately for

N
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L Te Fantasy of* J, E, and P

Is it conceivable that a theory, with no solid basis to suppo it, would

become wo widely established that it would be taught in universities :1 ovef the

world? Is it conceivable that such a theory would be taught all over the world
that a theory

I

as established fact Is it conceivable/which rests purely solely n

circumstantial evidence of the most shaky (better word?) type

would be accepted by dozens of prominent, highly intelligent people, d

dogmatically taught as established fact? Is it conveivable that such theory

would hold its own for eighty years, and that the view presented by on scholar
xx exactly

would be accepted almost/as he presented it eighty years later,

would be accepted eighty years later almost exactly as he presented it by

Protestant, Roman Catholic and Jewish scholars, and UçJUXJI3X dogm tically

taught?, even though there was no real factual evidence whatever in s port of it?

It not only is conceivable; it has happened in various fields f thought.

It seems strange that it should have occurred in the Biblical field, but it is a

fact.
or

No ancient manuscript of the so-called J, E, x1/P document as i ever

been found. Every ancient copy of Genesis that has been found, wheth r in Hebrew

or in a translation, has given the material? substantially w as we ha e it in our

present Bibles. No ancient copy has been found which gives ? St. Cmi?

the chapters which this theory attributes to J or to E or to P, yet th theory not

only became established but has been presented as settled fact in mor, than a score

of books published in America in the last twenty years.

How could it come about that such a thing would occur? Examination of

tendencies in historical and literary thought showed the way that it occurred.
shows?

During the 18th eighteenth century a certain approach began to make i w way into

literary study. During the 19th nineteenth century this approach was
~arried



The Fantasy of SE and p (#2)

to great lengths and applied with i tremendous variety to all sorts o ancient

documents. As teh 20th twentieth century began more and more scholar began to

see that this type of approach led into a dead end. MrRxi More and more it came

to be seen that nothing was gained by it, but the xtz establishment of
~Provable

hypotheses which added nothing to the sum of human knowledge. As a result the whole

approach has been 1aik.1JeLça*t quietly dropped as far as most historical and

literary scholars are concerned. Reading of books in this field today, in comparison

with those published fifty years ago make this great change of climate immediately

obvious. Yet in the Biblical field, not only has this approach been retained,

but it has been carried out to an treme hardly to be paralleled in the case of any!

other ancient writing, and it is held with a dogmatism such as is hardly to be

xi± paralleled elsewhere.

Surely it is time that the foundations of this theory be carefully examined

and that the whole matter, if it rest purely upon imagination, supposition, guesswork

and hypothesis (aren't guesswork and hypothesis about the same?) be wept into the

discard along with outworn and abandoned ideas such as that the earth i flat,

that the universe is filled with ether, that ghosts walk at night

fiJML
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Sometimes the question is even asked of fresheen in college: "You say you

believe the Bible account of creation? Which do you believe, the first account

or the second account?"

It is claimed that Genesis begins with two contradictory accounts of

creation, one of WhiC uses the name Elohim throughout, while the other uses the

name Y}VH. Let us examine the facts.

First, let us examine the statement that Genesis begins with two accounts

of creation. This is true only in the same sense that a book with a chapter on

a trip from rica to Europe and a second chapter telling of a trip from Broope

to Mis, might be said to begin with two accounts of a trip. Both are accounts

of creation but it cannot be said that both are accounts of the creation of the

universe.

Someone has said that Genesis 1:1-2:3 and Genesis 2:4-25 can be compared to

the beginning of an atlas, with a map of the world first, and then a map of the

Western Hemisphere. Such an analogy, is true up to a point, but is hardly exact.

A moth better analogy would be to say that they were like a map of the world

followed by a map of England. The map of the world would show certain things

that would be on the map of England, and the map of England would show certain

things that were on the map of the world. There would be a small amount of

overlapping. But most that would appear on the map of the world would not be

on the map of England, and most of the detail that would be on the map of

England would have to be omitted from the map of the world.

This is exactly the situation as regards Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. Genesis

1 is an account of the creation of the universe. The greater part of Genesis 2

is an account of the creation of man, and of God's earliest dealings with him.

Gnosis 1 includes the creation of matter (v.1), of the firmament, of
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vegetation, the establishment of sun, moon and stars as measures of time. for the

earth', the, creation of all the various types of sea and land animals, and the

creation of man. Actually none of this is Included in chapter 2 except only the

Creation of man.

It is alleged that there are contradictions between the twO chapters Sc*ne

books say that the first chapter starts with a watery chaos, while the second

chapter starts with a dry waste. This is an extremely superficial statement

when one realizes that the second chapter gives, in more detail, only a very

small portion of what is covered in the first chapter. If someone describes a

trip from London to San Francisco the trip might begin with a sea voyage If

he writes another description that goes far more into detail in telling how the

man crossed the Sierra Nevada mountains in California on his way to San Fran

cisco, this portion might start with a ournoy, by rail. The two statt differ

ently because they' begin at different points.

It is also alleged that the order of creation in the two accounts is

different. Thus on page 50 of The Old Testament: Its Origin and Composition

Professor Curt Kuhi' says, 'The one creation story: has Man created last, the

crowning glory of the creation, while in the other (Genesis 2 '4ff) May was

created first, then vegetation and then the animals.

Let us look atthe,matter. Kuhlaysthatin chapter 2 the creation of

man is followed by the creation of vegetation, yet in chapter 2 we find no

mention of creation of vegetation. We read only that God planted a garden.

If every time a man plants a garden he is said to have created vegetation, it

would be a strange situation indeed. The planting of a garden is in no sense

the creation of4getation, and most critical books omit this very superficial

alleged contradiction. '
'
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Let us notice another feature about the planting of the garden. After the

statement that man was created and became an animate being, we are told in

verse 8: "PM the LORD God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there he put

the man whom he had formed"

It should be noticed that the verse does not say, "God caused a garden

suddenly to come into existence, with great trees standing one humdred feet

high." It merely says that He planted a garden. The context makes it very

clear that the meaning of the word "planted" is pluperfect. Having described

the creation of man, the writer calls attention to a less important action that

had undoubtedly preceded ±t.

A sentence in any writing must be reasonably interpreted, so as to fit with

the whole context. It is possible to sist on interpreting each verse by itself

without relation to context, and reading it as if a rather stupid primitive had

written it. But this can be done with any writing. If the author of Genesis 2

is to be given credit for ordinary intelligence he will not be considered to

have thought that God created man and then pondered as follows: "I wonder what

I should do with the an I have created. I think I will plant a garden and lay

the man aside to dry for a few hundred years while the trees grow to proper

height, and then put the man in the garden."

If we give the author credit for ordinary intelligence, we must understand

that the garden had been planted long before the man was created, and was ready

for use when it was needed.

This chapter has no description of the creation of vegetation but merely a

reference to the planting of a garden which had fully grown before man was

created.
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iCuhi and many other writers day that Genesis 2 inserts the creation of

animals between the creation of man and the creation of woman. However, this

not the only possible interpretation of the passage In fact, to interpret it

this way requires one to assume that the writer of Genesis 2 was indeed primitive

in his whole manner of thinking. One can take almost any ancient story and

interpret it in such a way as to make it extrémelyprimitive. Actually one can

do the same with many recent writings. It is more reasonable to terpret the

writer as being a man of intelligence when he says that God formed the animals

out of the ground and brought them to Adam to see what he would name them. The

idea would be better expressed in English by the words, "the animals that God had

created He brought to man,? Thus the sense is pluperfect, just as it was in the

verse about the planting of the garden.

It would be ridiculous to consider the writer as having been so primitive

in his thinking that he believed that after creating man God created numerous

animals, one after another, to see which would make a suitable helpmeet for man.

After making a hippopotamus He saw that it would not do, so lie created a giraffe.

Then he tried a lizard. Next He made an alligator. After hundreds of false

attempts He decided that the only thing to do was to make a creature similar to

man himself, and thus, as a sort of by-product, all of the animals had come into

existence.. Any attempt to interpret Genesis 2 in a sensible way will recognize

that what it means is not that God was trying to make a helpmeet for man by a

great number of unsuccessful experiments, but simply that He was bringing before

man the animals that He had already made in order to demonstrate to man his need

of a help like hlmself,and thus to show man the reasonableness of creating a

woman.
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we see that chapter two, if reasonably interpreted, only describes the

creation of man and women, thus giving more detail about the event briefly

sketched in Genesis 1:27, and referring back to God's previous planting of a

garden and to His creating of the various animals. There is no difference in

order from the order of chapter one. The subject is not the creation of the

universe, but the creation of man and the establishment of the first relationship

between God and man.

Thus if one is to use reasonable methods in his interpretation of the work

of the author of Genesis, Genesis 2 naturally follows Genesis 19 adds more detail

on the last portion of it, gives important inforrnation necessary for fuller

understanding, and in-no way contradicts it. It is quite incorrect to call it a

duplicate narrative.

As to the difference in names for God between the two chapters, this matter

has already been discussed in chapter 5.
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The Higher Criticism - a V iewpoint of the Last C entury that is Today Quite Out of Date

Some books on the Bible will explain how the term "higher criticism' -
4

is the term that is ± simply taken over from literature and that it means

the examination of a book to answer questions about its dependability,

about its source, about its origin and so on. This was very true a
secular

century ago. Today, however, books on/literature rarely use the phrase

"higher criticism/." I have looked through a dozen books on literary

criticism written within the last twenty years, and only in one of them

have I found the phrase "higher criticism" and in that case it was

referring to the Bible.

This was not the situation a century ago. It is true that the term

did come from k1atrIr)onma± literary criticism. The fact is that the

so-called "higher criticism" of the Bible represents a phase(?) of literary
but

study which was common between 1795 and 1930/which has now largely

disappeared.







The book entitled The Old Testament: Its Origins arid C ipositions

written by Curt Kuhi, translated by C.T. M. Herriott, and pi published

by the John Knox Press in Richmond,Virginia, in 1961, is wri ten in

a veyr p1eing tone. It seems to have a certain pious atti ude toward

hr±stianity in general that leads the reader to feel that this is

a book that is going to help him in his Christian life. Yet, s he looks

into it, he finds that it adopts the whole critical view of the Pentateuch

and of other books find that it does this on the basis of extrem ly superficial

observation of the alleged discrepancies and disagreements. It might

be of interest to look at the statements on page 47 where 1± sa x he says,

"Firstly, there is not one single instance of Moses 4imself s ating

that he is the author/Y" -- I really do not believe, know what he means

by this. The Pentateuch gives a number of cases where Moses is ordered

to write something down or states that he did write something d wn.
J4) 4 * .. £ 4.. Wt- 54

~Itcontinues,"andsecondly,thereisnosuggestionthatthePe:tateuch

itself ix that this is the case." I do not know how this diffei s from the

first statement, unless one already assumes that Moses did nol write

the Pentateuch, and if that assumption is made, then the first s :atement

is utterly aiiiKl meaningless, since we kaix have nothing else, except

that one of the Psalms that claim s to be from Moses.

He contines, "such information as there is bn this point rfers

only to the authorship of the individual sections, t e.g. The B ok of

Ika Covenant (Ex. 24:4,7), the words of the Covenant (Ex. 1 34:27 ff.)','

the report on the war with Amalek (Bx. 17:14), the list of the

encamptments (Num. 23:2),y the code of Deuteronomy (Deut. 31:9).

After quotin g all these statements that Moses wrote certain thi gs

it seems rather senseless to say that there is not xx one sing e instance

of Moses himself stating that he is the author.
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As we examine the writings of various critical scholars relating

j
to the Old Testament history during the 19th century, f we find that there

/ f
was a great variety of opinionarly in the century there were hose

14Q--wQu1. up ht 1ju.A 11esis1 who thought that the b ok of

Genesis could be divided up into two main sources one of which ses the

name God and the other the proper name which is represented in 'ur English

King James Bible as the Lord and which may perhaps have been pr nounced

something like YAJ-IWEH. These two documents were said to have b en interlaced

together to form the book of Genesis. During the next few years many

scholars divided each of these documents up into seveal others d

a yew was widely taught that the Old Testament came into existen e through

the coming together of the great many often rather small fragme ts. The

great German $cholar WI Ewald attacked this fragmentary theory i his

great writing in 1826 in xkrix which he showed the marvellous ity

of the book of Genesis and the rest of the Pentateuch. As a sub titute for
he a

it, J) offered Ø supplementary theory whereby the parts that sed the

name of God were written first and the other parts were added later
a

by/supplementer. This theory went through a number of variations during the

/ in the hands of various critical scholars in the following fif years.

In 1853 Hupfeld suggested that the document is said to be chract rized

by the name God Nlalxx must in turn be divided up into two other ownients

which were interlaced, which could be extracted from it. And the
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which he called the first ix Elohist and the other second El ist.

Hupfeld's tx theory did not win much sanction for a time, b t 16 years

later a Hegelian scholar named Rix Graf utilized Hupfeld's su gestion

to build a i theory which would completely reverse the previou idea

x as to the order of the document, and put the so-called fi t ±th±xtx

Elohist which had formerly been thought to be the f very founda ion writing,

the very end of the combining process, and it was a new documen ary theory

was woked out according to which there were documents which mig t be called

J,E,P,and P, which had been equally circulated separately for a ime

until one by one they were interwoven together. Eventually reac ing the

present condition of the Pentateuch.

This very complicated theory was advanced largely on the b is of an

idea of a natural development of ideas of God and particularly o a religious

institution.! This fits exactly into the Hegelian developmental ideas of

the time.
-

presented

A brilliant Gem1an writer name Welhausen

presented the theory in beautiful German in 1878 and it was wide adopted

by the younger scholars, although very few of the older scholars lung

to various viewpoints t which they had previously held. However, the particularly

documentary theory fit so well with Xkixx particularj philosophic 1 idea

of a natural development of religious ideas and institutions that soon

came to be widely accepted by the younger critical scholars and the

older ones died out. It became more and more standard view. This iew thus

representing particularZ philosophical attitude of the particular / point

in history became ossified, and when the tendency to study dec ntary
This view,

theory/ies has largely disappeared. /this one particular stage of his type

of literary analysis became. fixed and has been passed on tradition lly now

for almost ninety years. Today most of the ideas of the particula type of
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develoçinents lay back of this theory has largely been given up. But the

ti theory came to be estbalished on the basis of this histo ical

theorizing had become ossified and is taught as fixed and definite result

of scholarship, even tkzoxx1irE though there is actually no solid basis

for it to rest upon. Very few t scholars have nixini1'amxitmidi pend much

time studying the evidences for the theory. Many, however, repe ted as

something that is fixed and definite and cann ben trusted. It has

become an article of faith rather than a scientific conclusion.

Most xx sicentific books written thirty years ago if the speak of

the space described as filled with "ether," the hypothesis tha there

was an proved substance through which radio waves and so forth could

move was widely taught for a long time, and today the scholarly orld

,
has given frf up this hypothesis altogether after being widely held, it has

now disappeared. The aame should happen with the theory of J,E, , and P.
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rh PREFACE

This book is intended both for the layman and for the scholar. The

attempt has been made to explain every concept and every idea so clearly

that the layman with no background in the study of Biblical criticism will

be able to follow the argument and to understand the facts presented. At

the same time it is the intention of the writer to handle each matter with

such accuracy and such thoroughness that the results will be useful for

those who are thoroughly trained in this area of scholarship.

Extensive research has been conducted in books and articles in various

languages, yet it is the author's desire that as far as possible every

reader be able to check for himself on the statements made and the facts

adduced; therefore special emphasis has been laid upon publications in

r
English, such as would be available in most large city libraries.

Detailed references are included to most of the books published in

English in recent years that deal extensively with this problem, and also to

the most important books on the subject that have appeared during the

present century.

r
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J,E,D,P &Y I
.1

It is sometimes said that the multi-docuflefltal7 theory of the

Pentateuch simply represents the extension of the standard .1tte1mei7

theâs, methods of literary, study to the Bible. There is a sense in

which this is true, but there is a greater sense in which it is false.

In the case of the Pentateu there islet a gmat d.al there Js
3)

comparatively fl slight mount of attention given today to attempting to

divide sections into sources and to prove what sources they belong.

Most of the present books on the subject simply takeA
over the division

found in the earlier books and assertam1 accepted as a act that ..

CL
in connection with Welihausen's theory of development

'
particular±x

idea of sources became widespread nearly 90 years ago and t7 j' is being

almost I g1±) thoughtlessly followed by great numbers of e present

rzikii writers. It is no longer a living method, but mainly a preservation)

somewhat like zf'1xhc a fossil
)of

something that has to a great extent

f skepticism among critical scholars as to the factual ____ nature of the

Biblical statements has to a large extent been replaced by an entirely

different attitude, because evidences have come to light supporting so

many statements of the Bible and in fact often supporting statements that

had been previously most strongly doubted.

It is not the purpose of this particular book to deal with to any

great extent with evidences of the accuracy and dependability of historical

and factual k- statements in the Bible. At this point we are merely

mentioning the fact that this -is general change has occurred

as a result of archeology. - -







I 1he Kigher criticism of the books of the Old Testament

be an as part of a widespread movement from about 1795 when WolfØ published 31

hiss Introduction to Homer until about 1930. In the early part of this

period there was an extreme skepticism regarding the factual nature of

any ancient document. It was felt that all ancient records and documents

must be doubted, must be proven correct before anything could be based

upon their statements. If something stood alone, it was almost inevitably

assumed to be false. This attitude of skepticism was passed on to the

attitude toward the Bible, and ifer a period , during a very considerable

period a great number of Biblical critics took, seemed to take the attitude

that any factual statement in the Bible, no factual statement in the Bible

was to be given much weight unless there is a very strong corroborrtivo,

evidence elsewhere in its favor.

This attitude has changed completely in the interveriiing years

as regards all other documents than the Bible and also to a very great

extent as regards the Bible. The reason for this is primarily the greater

amount of uxzXui additional information about the ancient times that

have come to us from archaeology. So much ancient material has been

discovered f$ting together with so many statements in the ancient documents

that he tendency today is to accept e statement in,, ancient document4

as true unless it can be proven false rather thanJontra.
) /

As far as the Bible jiLl itself is concerned, the gt dLLLJLIC of-.



graninatically there can be no sound objection that can be raised against

interpreting it this-way. However, if any philologian wishes to dispute this

point it i nt necessary to argue it because the whole object(?) logic(?)

of the situation requires a pluperfect interpretation whether the form is

pluperfect or not. The writer is no so primitive in his thinking that he i says

"God' created maxi and then said, 't-Let's see whether we can find a proper helpmeet

for him. Let's make a giraffe. No, a giraffe is not suitable for a helpmeet;

let's try another. Let's make a hippopotamus.' And so on. It is very evident

that there is simply an allusion back to God's creation of 'animals which, as we

know from Genesis 1, had preceded the creation of man. The, purpose here, unless

the writer was xtzw extremely priinitive in his, ideas, is not to determine

in order that Cod will find out what will make' a helpmeet or man, but it is to

demonstrate to man 'his need of ahelpneet like help f*irvi like himself.

It is to show man the reasonableness of the creation of a woman.

Thus e have a" reference to God's planting a garden, a reference back to

His creation of the animals, an acoount of His creation of man, his placing

man in the garden, explaining to him the situation in which he is put, showing

man his need of a proper -helpmeet, and then' the 'story of the creation of the

hlpmeet. There is nd difference in the 'order here frbti the order of chapter 1.

The subject is not God's xvi créatioñ bf the universe, nor God's creation of

vegetation or aithtals, the subject is Cod's creation of man and the
-

..C 44 C.....# r1



The Anent from the Various Uses of DivineTMEft 7,4

Importance of ..1s Argument

practicaIy all of the critical books todaysuch statements will

be found as, "we that this section is part of the J document

because it cbnta3itshe name YHWH",or, "this is clearly part of the E

document, as is seen by its use of the. name Elohim.

Thus the argument from divine names is widely used today, even by

those critics who., do not give it the great prominence in their general

discussion that it receives from others.

Actually, however, the argument is not really valid. In the first

place, to say that one document would always use one name for God. and

the other document would always use the other name,( goes contrary to

normal human usage. It is true that there might be a situation in

which a man was known by only one name among a certain group of people,

while another group would know him only by another name. It cannot be

said, ho$vor, that this was the case in regard to the alleged

documents of' the .Pentateuch. All of them use the name YHWH constantly

'after the first few chapters of Exodus, so the name ?HWH was definitely

known to all of them.

Elohim also is found in all of these sections . Besides
.

while

habits of using names differ from time to time, it has been customary

in' most periods to use various proper names for the same person on

account of different situations. Thus if a man is speaking to his own

wife he is apt to';call her by. her first name. If he is in any sort of

public life he is quite apt to refer to her as 'Mrs. Smith" when he

speaks to others about her. If he speaks to their child he is apt to

call her 'Mother," However, these usages may not be carried through

.... .- ., .-. .,.
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WHY A BOOK ( THIS SUBJECI'?

I'

I of
Ther is urgent need for re-examination of the theory that divides the first

hooks of the Old Testament into alleged original sources designated J, E, D

and P.

During the last few years this theory has begun to he disseminated much more

widely than ever before. Sunday School literature has many referen s to it.

Sunday School helps contain chars called t " The Date-Line of the Bible"

showing listing J, F, D and P as if they were well-known ancient manuscripts

or wixi writings. Many people-fizi-)- who previously 0 oUt the

theory are wondering whether it is true or not. Such-peopl-e should e greatly

interested in a thorough discussion of the problem.

However, the book has in mind al-performing a service for all who

are interested in the Bible.

American Bible readers toy can .almstt be divided into two distinct

groups: those who think that this theory is utter nonsense, hardly worth their

time to investigate, and those who think that it is so well established that

there is little need of questioning it.

The attempt has been made to present material in this book that o ght to be

of great value and interest to both types of readers. I would like n w to give

reasons why each of these two different types of Bible readers should desire to'

nvertigntc -fe make a real investigation of the theory.

Why Conservative Readers Need to Learn about Pentateuchal Criticism
\llAPAkJ

The4-called *ti-document Theory of the Pentateuch ij beg 'a1%üt 90

years ago, and was for a time confined to the studies of a few schola s. However,

it spread rapidly among the 1tk- tt.v r? theological sem naries,j4c/

and great bers ministers in the past 50 years believed the theo but said

little Nt about it 4n_*h.ir1 5sTm6 to the members of their congreg tions.
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In recent years it has begun to be more widely popularized. I lave already

mentioned the fact that within the last five years nearly all of o r large

denominations have issued Sunday School lessons, quarterlies, and eligious
ad- At

textbooks in which the theory substantially resented
Wellhauser

nearly

90 years ago has been shown in chart form and in a narrative presntation

as established fact. During the last ten years, aside from books o rather

popular nature, there'have been printed or reprinted in the
Engflish

speaking world a great many books in which this theory is set forth as the

main feature of the book or as a very important portion of its tea ing.

The advertising for one of these books claims that it is ]W5 used a a

textbook in 1400 colleges. The theory is being very widely taught d if the

present trend continues will soon permeate the educated class of Am rica.

The time has come when every Christian regardless% of his previous views,

has a duty to examine the mattr '1e definitely, for or ag' inst

this viep, which is id ~ad
'V

No.
mater4

ow con ervat ye a man ma be in his views about the B ble,

he
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t come into contact with others who are convinced that his

theory is true. If he has children who attend present-day colleges or

universities, or even high schools, tIey are almost certain to find that

some of their ttx textbooks teach the theory as established La t.
U1i4W

Every conservative Christian know enough about the theory to he able

to give a reasoned argument for or against it.

Those Who are Convinced of the Theory Need a Further Book on t Subject

There are multitudes of people in America today who believe tha this

theory is proven as definite fact, yet this does not make it so. M y of

the best scholars are raising questions about it. Large groups of i dividuals

are suggesting theories that are very different in nature. After a 1, no

ancient copy of any one of these alleged documents has ever been dis overed,







WW A 4K ON THIS SUBJECT? (#3)
I

QV
to anyof them

, Q)nor has ay referencn any ancient writing, eveceen found.to- y-of-them

&be whole idea has originated within a comparatively short time. Many ideas

in science have been almost universally held for decades, or perh ps for

centuries, and then have been proven false. If a person desires o be in 1line

with truth, it is his duty to keep his mind open, to investigae &acts
to be

ready to re-examine the evidence 9XX any theory, no matter how
hell

established he may consider it to he. In this book the attempt hs been made

to examine all the evidence that has been considered important in support of

this theory, and to see just how much weight deserves to be place upon it
( reword)

it will bear

No matter how convinced a man may be of the theory, if he desires o know the

truth he has a duty to be willing to approach the subject with an pen mind

and carefully to re-examine the evidences.

For people in this category the suggestion is made that instead of reading

straight through the book you might prefer to r"" -fglancethrough the table

of contents, to note the references to those arguments which /you ave been

led to believe to be most firmly established, and then to read tho e sections

first. If the ideas there presented seem 'aise really valid questions.-to

you
wiA

eel justified in reading the other sections, s(me of which

at present seem to Yotbe of such vital importance.
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In rec ent years a great deal of literature has appeared which speaks very

positively about the D document, the E document and the P document. Most of

this literature gives an approximate date when each of these documents is said

to have been written, and speaks of them just as defintitely as one might

xxif speak of Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address"for Franklin's Autobiography.

It will therefore surprise some to t know (learn) that mmlxxW no copy of

any one of these cpU alleged documents has ever been found. There is

absolutely no manuscript that has come down to us from airIiIVat)r antiquity that

contains the material said to have been in one of these documetts, while not

containing material that is claimed to belong to one of the other documents

written anywhere from one to five centuries later. There is no mention in any

ancient writing of any ancient writing of any such documents ever having existed.

The impression that the uverage reader gets (derives) (acquires)

from the mentions of the J and E document(s) is that there was a story of

tkixwi the early history of Israel written by someone who always used the name

Jehovah (YNWH) for God, while another was written by someone who always used the

- name Elohim for God, and that later someone combined these, and that it is easy

to disentangle them by seeing which name for God is uded. Actually the whole

matter is far more complex than this simple idea would suggest.

It is not the view of any of those who have tii'd during the last century

promoted the idea of the existence of a J, E or P document that the original

.irter of the particular document called God only by the"Yi-IWH"or only by the

name'Elohim.' Accordingj to those who hold the theory all of the writers

of all three of them used both names for God. As a matter of fact all three

12 documents asked (?) the critics claimed that theyonce existed

separately used both names, the name Jehovah (Y!-IWH) occurs in all three of

__ AMSof
them in most of the 1Nttr verses is/the latter portions, although even
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here the name Elohim occasionally occurs. The difference between them,

according to the critical theory, x is not itthat one believes that

knew God by omen one name, and the other -another by a different name,

but that the writers of these documents had a different theory as to when

people began to use one particular name, and tried, in writing their

account(s) of events which they supposed to have occurred many centuries

before that time to restrict themselves to using the name that they thought

was current at that time.

It is thus obvious that the theory is far more complicated than the

impression that the average reader X gets. In fact it is so complex a

theory that, looked (viewed) at in the light of present literary practices,

it really is amazing that it ever should have ii gated a fx foothold.

It is typical, however, of many other theories, few of them anywhere near so

complex as this, but many somewhat xm similar, about xc various types

of literature which gained wide circulation in the last century, most of which

have completely disappeared from the mind of present-day man. It is the

purpose of the present book to show that this theory is a survival of a bygone

era, that it is something that is quite out of line i1a with present ideas of

literary history or literary study. It is too bad that just when the evidences

upon which it is supposed to be based are more and more falling to pieces, the

i1LErJr theory is being presented more and more dogmatically, and more and more
and

widely. Sunday School books, popular writings, 'cic'Iu/college textbooks

contain it far more frequently than ever before. It represents the survival of

a myth which actually is without foundation any foundation of fact. Perhaps

9x 9 1/4 the word "faith" (?) £-"fake"(?)is a hit strong but for it still to

continue, now that the bases upon which it was said to have been established

have been almost completely demolished is indeed a fake.



xxthxdx He continues, "observations that'Moses lldxx wr te this

book of 1aws*5' (e.g. Deut. 28:61,31:24) also refer only to str ictly the

limited sections but never to tkxRxx the Pentateuch as a whol " ' --

On what ground does he c±±xx claim that the statement that Moses wrote

this book of laws only refers txt only to the strictly limite sections.

There is surely at least a possibility that it refers to the Pentateuch

as a whole.
is as of

On page 48 he says, 'the witness of the New Testament! wxy little
for

va1ue/x the eiidence that Msezzwrøtez Moses wrote the Pentateuch and
a

as the few passages in the Old Testament where/t reference is ade to

the law of Moses." Here under note 2 he , Under the NEW Tes ament,

He has a footnote which says, Luke 22,24:44, John 7:23, etc. Ju t how

can he say that this witness is of little value? Similarly unde the Old

Testament he has a note, a $ footnote where it says, Aduum oshua 1:7-8;

I Kings 3:2;II Kings 21:8; Mal. 4:4. Perhaps Perhaps J he is right tosay

that the witness of the New $ txxE1x Testament is of as little value as for

a few passages in the Old Testament. However, these few passage in the Old

Testament are of great value,Nxxwitixxx and the witness in the New $ Testament

is also of great value. The statement is equally true, but the impression

that it makes is quite different from the real fact. This is a case of

rushing aside the witness with the wave of the hand. It is har ly valid

reasoning.

He says further, "it is significant, too, that Psalms often refer to

the Law of God, or Yahweh, but never the law of Moses." ---I fail to see

how this is particularly importantpcx*t ealling t1x it the law of God or

the law of the Lord, does not prove that Moses did not write it It is

simply xximfxxit±t±xm the use of another title. And there othing

significant about it.
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He continues "the idea that tkix Moses was the author of the Book of

tx Laws is first met in the historical writingof the chronicl r." Here

he has a footnote, II thron. 23:18, 25:4; Ezra 3:2,7:6."---- Thi is an

instance of making a statement with no$ vidence whatever. He s ys that

the idea that Moses was the author of laws is first met in the historical

writings of the Chronicler, and previously he has already give a

reference to these books being called the law of Moses as early s the

book of Joshua.

After this, his next paragraph says that "the whole series of the

instances can be cited as the evidence for rejecting the Mosaic authorship

of the Pentateuch." Most of these alleged evidences to which he devotes

the whole page w$ere presented as much as three hundred years ago and

were discussed and fully refuted by sxix conservative scholars f=

of the time before the# critical theory had even come into existence.

Most of them are quite simple to answer.

Then he continues and says, "so a xivC question arises, f not Moses,

who is the author of the Pentateuch? Is there any literary unity at all?

After saying that at first glance it looks as if there were, he continues to

give some actually very weak arguments to show that it is not b saying
Y that certain sections interrupt the general narrative, break its continuity

and actually this is something one will find in any body that ever was

written. Writing has to be leniar. We have to go straight ahead. We

cannot ... Writing is not like a picture. If one x wants to describe

a iIctJfl map, he can start at the top and go down to the bottom and then

start again or he can start at the left and go to the right in d fferent

sections of it, and then pick out the main features and then talk Al about

others, but whatever written in words has to be lenir and therefore there
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Probably many people (persons) think that the difference between (among) the

various documents into which critics difide the books of the Pentateuch is that one

always uses the name J1-TWH,wia* xwiQi while the other while one or two of the

others always use the name Elohim. This would he a very natural conclusion from,

the fact that one of the documents is nainec/after the word JAM, arid another is

named after the word Elohim, and that critical writers say that the P document is

" even more consistent than the E document NixJY in avoiding the use of the name

JIM. Yet such an idea is xw very far from the view held by those who believe the

theory.

According to the multi-documentary theory no one of these documents ever ended

with the events in the Book fx of Genesis; all of them run -through the entire

Pentateuch, or, as many critics maintain, through the entire Hextateuch, which would

include also, of course, the Book of Joshua. Every one of these documents has far

more occurrences of the name JHWH than it has of the name Elh4iu. Thus, according

to those who teach the multi-documentary theory both names were known to the writers

of every one of these documents.

As a matter of fact, according to the theory, the decuments were not written

tii at least until the time of David, and perhaps until a great deal later. By

this time both names were frequently used as can easily' be-,seen by an

examination of the historical books or tkxmk of the Book of Psalms. While the

critics may argue about the dates of certain of the (these?) sections, there is

no doubt that wr according to their belief there were many books written befvre

these documents were written, at least before the last of these three documents

was written, in which the writers used the two names, changing, sometimes using one,

v sometimes the other, and f often, in fact, using both names even within one

verse. (separation into verses 1ori prior to that time?)

Thus the critical theory does not hold that a man who always used the name

JHWH wrote the J document, and a man who always used the name Elohiiui wrote the E
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document, or the P document. The view is quite different f1t from this. According

to the view, the writers of the E document and the P document, while themselves

generally using the name JHWH, believed that previous to the time of Moses this name

had not been used, and therefore consious1y determined in their description of

events at that time always to use the name Elohim. It is somewhat as it would be if
any

a person were to describe events in New York before its conquest hy/Xkr British in

1864, and to consciously determine consciously to determine

to avoid the name New York, and instead always to call it New Amsterdam. Any such

effort inevitably reqtlires a definite belief that a certain name was not used at

a certain time, and a determination to keep from using the name which 2x is

commonly used in his ordinary discourse or in his other writings, and also in the

later latter? parts of this writing, but in the part of it dealing with events

before that time, to avid altogether the name which he did not think to have been

introduced until lat'on.

It might not be altogether unnatural to think that such a theory had been

held, and documents had. been written by men who strict (?) worked hard to keep
'p a

this document this iddffin mind, and that later on another document had been

written by someone who had completely forgotten this theory, and therefore used
very Yet it

the name JHWH right from the/beginning of his writing.! it is hard in such a case

to see why such a man since in his daily life early life he used both names
sits

more or lesss interchangeably, should have tkiât' tried to hind himself to theone

name instead of occasionally using one and occasionally using the other. It might

he possible to think that such a after the original theory had been f

forgotten one who had forgotten it wrote a book utterly disregarding it, and

then that others who fi txXL 1ieryx had forgotten the theory eventually

interwove his document with documents written earlier when a different theory was
is

held. This, however, wx not at all what was 1k held by the multi-documentary

theory as taught for the last IRx eighty years. According to this theory,
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as propounded by Welihausen, and held by most of its supporters ever since,

the earliest document written uses thename JHWH throughout, while the later

documents follow the theory that this name was unknown until the time of Moses,

and therefore scrupulously avoided in that part of their writing which later

was combined into the Book of Genesis or it into the earlier part of the Book of

Exodus. Yet, according to these men, that theory was completely forgotten by

those who interwove the E document into the J document, and later on when the P

document was written the theory was revived and maintained in the P document even
- -4'

more consistently than it had been in the F document. And then when the final

redactor put all three documentt together he again completely forgot about it.

How utterly confused and inconsistent and illogical such a theory is.

How much simpler to believe that I one man wrote the entire Book of Genesis, or

the entire Book of Exodus, fiitxi following the practice that was common in his

day of sometimes using one name, and sometimes using the other name, but after the

establishment of the covenant relationship between God and the nation of Israel,

using particularly the name that stressed this covenant relationship.
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Par many years it has been customary in books on the Old Testament to speak NOW=

about the J, E and P doctments. This, however, is in itself no proof that such

doctents ever actually existed.

Many great discoveries have been made in the ancient Orient. 1-kindreds of

thousands of cuneifonn doc*inents have been unearthed. The Dead Sea Scrolls carry

back out text of the Old Testament to a period many m centuries earlier than was

possible before their discovery. A whole new world has risen from the dust as a

result of archaeological research and investigation during the last century and

a half.




during this time
Yet/no one has even claimed to have discovered a copy of the J dociznent, the E

doctanent, or the bob P docuiient *iwxxuJarw (the D docment principally consists

of the Book of Deuteronomy as we have it today; naturally copies of this have been

discovered).

Many ancient tablets tell us about the culture, thought and life of the ancient

world. No one of these makmzxmrmitxa even makes a reference to any writing which

would seem to ka include even approximately the material that is alleged to belong

to the 3 docunent, the E doctinent, or the P document.

The Dead Sea Scrolls have now brought to light copies of many portions of the

Hebrew Old Testament from a time before the beginning of the present era. The

Septuagint manuscripts kwxzkwx show that the Old Testament was translated it into

Greek before the time of Christ. Yet no ancient evidence of 3, E or P has even

come to light.

The whole idea that such docuuients ever existed is a theory advanced during the

last hundred years. Previous to that various theories were held by * scholars

of the divisive school iizi Divisive School, but none of them but none of them

very similar to the Pentateuchal theory as presently held. The fact that this
ninety?

theory has been widely taught for almost 90 years is flo proof that it is true.
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Professor Cyrus Gordon of Brandeis University says, "I know men who are

professors in Roman Catholic eninaries, in Protestant seminaries, in Jewish
hold

seminaries, who tenaciously/ to the existence of these documents. Some of
admit

these men will not let even/the possibility that they may not have existed. It

is almost an act of faith with them."

Yet Professor Gordon goes on in his discussion to show how extremely weak

are the arguments that are connonly alleged for the once existence of these

documents.

In ancient times many people believed that the earth was a sphere. When

no a great Greek scientist even constructed a plan for measuring its
indica
tive circumference, and came, according to Professor Hoyle of Cambridge University, within
verb earth.

I±tk .7 of 1% of measuring the exact distance around the/v=44 curing the middle

ages the culture of the ancient world was forgotten, and it was widely thought

that the earth was flat. For centuries anyone who suggested anything else

would have been considered demented. Yet today we all know that this universally-held

idea of the middle ages was completely false, and that the ancient idea of the

spherècity of the earth ±azreaw is true Men have sailed around it, have flown

around it, and have even orbited it in the sky. The fact of the approximateness (?)

of the generally spherical shape of the earth is today unquestioned even though

the contrary was universally believed for t so long.

Aristotle stated that when objects of different weights were dropped

they fell at a speed proportionate proportional to their weight. The authority

of this great philosopher was sufficient to lead scholars for hundreds of years

to accept ;unquestioningly that this was a fact. Galileo dropped bodies of

different wieghts from iiX the Leaning Tower of Pisa and demonstrated conclusively

that bodies fall to the earth at a rate which is unaffected by their comparative

weight. The idea universally held had to be given up because it did not correspond

to fact.

In 1878 Pq,ofessor Julius Welihausen wrote his brilliant book on the Prolegomena
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A d ecu sion between Mr. Christian, a lay member of a church,ihis son
c

Henry, who is a church-related college, and Dr. Allan A. MacRae, President

of Faith Theological Seminary.

Mr. C. Dr. MacRae, during the last year or two there has been a great deal

in our Sunday School ,iarterlies and other church literature about the origin of

the first five books of the Bible. We have been told that parts of it were

written at about QO-43. C. by a writer called J, and parts at about 500 B. C.

by a writer plied F. Tht is quite different from what I have always under
IjiiJ7hPj&vwV

.t.od,, have always understood ihat Moses wrote the first five books of the
,1,tL4T

Bible, Are there so,e Mu archaeological discoveries that prove this

new ides? Havthed. manuscripts J, E, 1), and P been found in ancient ruins?

Dr. 11.t No, Mr. C., there have been no discoveries of this sort. No copy

of any manuscript corresponding to the so-called J, E, 1), or F has ever been

discovered. No ancient reference that he ever ee od mntions any such
4fr41 41//

documents. The theory to which you refer
4.-emtiral_..Adeduction

from the words

of the Bible as it has been passed down to us. Eve-yam .S ancient
coP}ee7

of the first part of the old Testament contains the books of Genesis and Exodus

as we have them in our Bible today, and not as they are divided up in accordance

with this theory.

Henry C.: At college we often have talks in chapel about new archeological

discoveries, but we have never heard of the discovery of snob jocuaenta. One of

my friends who is taking a course in Bible tells me that in the course this
et a

theory is tanghtjtThesnot/a eessthlng tb*t is the result of a recent discovery,

but as something that has been believed for many years. It is strange that
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0 4P_
no matter how lont) Z!!W,Vbelieved by some, needs to be examined.

Henry C.t My room-mate has a text book in which this theory is presented.

I glanced through it and was surprised to notice that very little evidence was

given in its support. t seems oMl L L taken far gsnte4z The principal
/1(.R(&IM

stress was on the Adoa that the theory represents the results of 200 years of

critical study, or that all scholars agree that this theory is true.'

1)r. M.: You have correctly analysed the situation. In recent years

hardly anything has been written attempting from a careful and thorough

going viewpoint to prove AM*- theory,tims, yet many books have been

written which assume it to be true. Its acceptance today is largely based

upon an authoritarian attitude rather than upon a careful examination of facts.

Many seem to think that as long as it has been so widely accepted, no one has

a right to question it. This is an unscientific approach. The arguments in

its favor have been mostly presented just as well before 1900 as they hay.

ever been since. In fact, better, because more effort was than made to prove

that the theory was true. If you would like to examine some of these arguments

I would be glad to look them over with you.

Henry C.: My roommate told me that when you look at the beginning of the

book of enesie you find two different stories of creation. He said one of them

runs from Genesis 1:1 to Genesis 2:1.ia. He said that the other runs from Genesis

2:bb to the end of Chapter 14. He said that in Genesis 1:1 to 2:ba the name of

God was always called Elohia which he said is the Hebrew for God. He said that

from Chapter 2:hb to the end of Chapter 14 God is always called "Yahweh" which is

the way this book represents the Hebrew name that the Authorized Version calls

the IOR1with the word written entirely in capitals, or Jehovah which is the way

the old American Standard version of 1901 represented this name. He said that the
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style of these two passages iserY different,that actual:l3 it is easy to

see that they come from two different documents. Then he said you could take

one of these and find other long passages throughout the book of Genesis with

similar styles each using entirely the word Elohim for God. He said you could

also take the second account and find other passages all through Genesis every

one of which uses Yahweh (YHWH) for God. Thus you could get two complete stories

of most of the events of Genesis, one of them always using one name for God, and

one always using the other name. He said that this seems to him to be pretty

conclusive proof that actually there were two different documents that were

united once into one book. In add itiontotht,-,, he said1 that when you put
'~ 17y- 11

these two together, you could fltriO quite a difference in the'stylef-th.

You could notice the different way in which each described the same events

and the different ways they had of speaking about God.

Dr. N.: As your roommate expressed it, the theory certainly sounds strong.

I doubt if it would be expressed quite that way in any of the books though.- That ,

is nevertheless the impression that many people get. If we examine the facts,

however, we will find that they are quite different from this impression. Would

you be interested in examining these facts?

Henry C.: I certainly would. My roommate- is very convinced of this theory.

I would like to know whether he is right.

Dr. 1'!.: Let no take the first of these ideas and look at the question of

whethertthe book of Genesis can be divided into sections simply on the basis of

the use of different names for God and as a result get two diffspezt.and complete

documents. This is a proper place to start to examine the theory because this

is where it began historically. lack in l73, a French physician named

Astruc wrote a book on the sources of Genesis in which he suggested that Genesis



was written by Moses putting together two different documents one of which

always used the name JEW and the other always used the name Elohim. He

divided the book into two main documents this way leaving over ten short

passages which he said were separate sources that did not fit into either of

these two documents. This is how the theory began.

However, the theory as taught today is very different from the way it

was presented in the early days, tbeperiod between 1800 and 1869, when

critical opinion swerved in one direction and then in another, and many

theories were advanced. Finally a suggestion was made in 1853 which very

few scholars paid much attention to but which Graf took up in part in 1863

in a suggested arrangement and then quite thoroughly revised in 1869. Then

this th o y was fieveloped further by a Dutch scholar named Kuenen, andt w as

(9 beautiful German style by a brilliant professor named Welihausen,

(!)in 1878.' Therefore the theory is e timeiii called the Welihauseri theory orN

Graf-Wellhausen theory, The form in which Welihausen presented the theory

is substantially the same form held by most of those scholars today who believe

in ahyfbrm of a documentary theory.




k
Mr. C.: But Dr..MacRae, what objection would there be 1iithinking that

Moses had used documents in writing Genesis?

Dr. L: I see no objection to 1'dRg. Some people think that by

verbal inspiration it is believed that God dictated every word of the Scrip-

ture. New, there would be no harm in holding such a view if it were true. I

can dictate letters to bhe steno her an !o}e thinks ny worse of it.

However, the Bible no,ihere as t3LtA4 the Bible teaches

is that God directed the work and that he led the writers.-,.-of Scripture ir
MW_

selecting words and expressions from their own vocabulary to write things that_
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41

®they had
'eae1\thought1 o7

arri 4h:r eros.3.s well as,

491

facts and

ideas that God
imse4rectl

revealed to them) Bible teaches

'the4-4e4-e.-44ree4.cLthe -pitnrs that as a result the whole Bible expresses

the mind of God to us. Now it would be possible for God to have dictated every

word bf Genesis to Moses if He chose. Certainly Moses could not have w*ttten &41U44
/

-ec-ery-ning that he .-e from personal observation btoaee he lived hundreds

of years after Abraham whua&1-ife 1k eieribss-,_ God could have dictated every

word1 but we have no reason to think that he
didA It is entiiy possible that

Moses had documents from which he gathered a great part ofjkft information in

Genesis. However, we believe that the Holy Spirit of God so directed Moses in

his selection from these documents and in his writing that what he wrote was

free from error.

Henry C.: Then if Moses could have had written documents, what is the

harm in accepting the Graf-Welihausen theory?

Dr. M.: It is one thing to say that a man may have used documents as

sources in something that he wrote. It is another thing to be able to divide

up his writing into the different documents. We have no question that Moses

may have used documents. We do question whether anyone can prove that he

followed such documents so closely that we can separate his work into the

documents he may have followed.

in addition to that, the Graf-Wellbausen theory holds that every part of

the

PentateuW=i

ch a written long after the time of Moses, and that these docu

ments e pt -t at l.mith m4 contradict one another. It holds

that some of these documents are very primitive and show very early i4eas of God,
C

while others are very advanced and show * much more developed and

that we can trace these ideas by compar1son of the different documents. This

is an attitude that can hardly be squared with belief in Mosaic authorship of the
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Pentateuch, or even with the idea that there is a great God who created the

universeas described in Genesis 1.

Mr. C, 18 it tmue then that we can go through the book of Genesis and

find certain chapters always using the name "God" and others always representing

him by the term YHWH2 / , -

Dr. 11.: trJTrob bh. t.ha br'7 hld.today at all
!,1atarta

-OiIt 1g p l1k t nis, LI u we go on through Genesis we find

that the use of these names is not nearlys*r consistent as the theory would

lead us to believe. Sometimes one name will be used for several verses and

then another name will be used for a few verses. Sometimes both names will be
cC-

used in the same verse. Some"tL-.JI-v' chapters'vno specific name for

God e4. at all. The use of the names for God is not a sufficient criterion to

divide Genesis into documents.

However, we should notice something that goes -beyond this. We should

notice the fact that the Welihausen theory as held by practically all who acct

any documentary theory today)holds
that there are three documents in Genesis

instead of two. One of these three documents, they say, always uses the name
4




and this document., they say, has a style very different from the other

two. The other two, they say, have a style so similar that they are often

very difficult to distinguish from one another. Yet, of these ,o documents
)

one, they say, always uses the name El.hia and the other''-uses the name
'I
HWM. These two they call J and E and they say that

,J
and K documents are

very difficult to distinguish from one another
)although they think that it is

quite easy to distinguish both of them from P. Thus the alleged division on

the basis of the style goes one way, you see, and the alleged division on the

basis of the proper names goes in an entirely different way. So that the

division on the basis of the names for God is far from sufficient to establish







the theory.

Henry C.: This sounds very complicated. Does this mean that the

ordinary person is unable to understand and must simply take what the ex

perts say?

Dr. M.: It has often been found that new scientific theories seem very

complicated. However, after they have been investigated further, the complex

ities usually iron out and the results generally become so simple that they

can be explained to a young student. When something is so complex that only

* highly trained man can understand it we
tend

to wonder whether it really
P4 ci q(4"

is true at all or not. Certainly if 4he1theory_Ut te lilgh*w d?iti were

true, it should be possible to give the proof in simple language and in such a

way that the untrained person could examine at least some of the evidences and

see that it bears out the claim.

Hury C.: My roommate seems to feel that this can be done. He says that

there are four main arguments. These are: (1) the consistent use of the proper

names for God in the different documents (2) the ,4*e4 that each document taken

by itself, presents a complete story without needing any of the other documents
C

(3) the that each document has instances where there is a parallel to a

story in the other but where the compiler evidently did not realize this and so

kept them both as if they were separate incidents, and (14) the style of different

documents is strikingly different from one another.

a'L9
Dr. N.: Let us examine these tørie& one after another and see just what

the evidence in. One needs to look at the Graf-Wellhausen theory in perspective.

Perhaps one reason why there is so little change in it today is the fact that

people's minds do not work in this century like they did in the last century.

About 1800 there began a literary movement in Germany which took the attitude
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that nothing from ancient times was to be accepted as true unless abundant

supporting evidences could be found. This theory questioned every ancient

document and many modern ones too. According to this theory, it was possible

to take ancient documents and divide them up into different alleged sources on

the basis of difference. in style.which were thought to be found in them. This

was done to practically all ancient writings. Thus, the writings of Homer were

said to have been written by about 30 different writers. It was thought that

the styles of the different writers could be detected. There were two main

writers each of which wrote about a fourth of the material in the I].liad, and

these two were considered as often being interlaced with a passage from one and

then a passage from the other, and then perhaps a passage from a third writer, and

then a passage from the first, and then perhaps a passage from a fourth writer,

and then from the second, and then from the firstagain. Professor R

who has translated Illiad for the Pelican Series states in the introduction of

his new translation that when he was a student it was considered as certain

&that the writings of Homer came together that way. He said hat today however,

(9most people recognise that there must have been one great mind that composed

the 11usd. Doubtless he had
sourcesA previous stories and ideas that he had

heard but they are fused together in ; yay that show,the style and genius of

one 'at
mink

out the various sources

may have entered into his ideas.

Scholars today take the words of Shakespeare and show how he got different

stories and different ideas from earlier writings. But all marvel at the way the

genius of Shakespeare transmuted these to make a great unity infinitely superior

to the sources from which he drew. In this case there is a clear difference from -

the sijuation we find in relation to the Pentateuch. We have the literature-fm

Lhakespeareth'ew. We can see where he got the different ideas that

he incorporated into his writings, But in the case of the Pentateuch we have no
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existing earlier document or previous books from which it might be alleged

that the writer drew. The critics reconstruct the sources simply by taking

the parts of the Pentateuch as it stands and endeavoring to fit them together.

This was a common practice between l00 and 1870. Tt is a practice which today

has been almost entirely given up. Today if an archaeologist discovers a great

Babylonian work, no one tries to divide it up into two or three or four different

sources and suggests how these were combined together. We have the Gilgamesh

story from Babylon which was doubtless the work of a great literary genius. We

also have various stories about Gi1aseeh in Sumerian from an earlier time.

This makes it possible for us to see where the writer of the great Babylonian

Gi1gsirèsh Epic got some of his ideas, but no one today would think that we-could

divide the Gilgamesh Epic into various original sources and suggest that they

were simply combined together as they stood. Such method simply is not used
Q.iberal

today except as regards to the Bible. Even there mosf)'interpreters simply

rather slavishly-U what Oraf and Welihausen presented. The method is out

of-date today, and the continuance of the theory is an anachronism.

Now to get back to the alleged evidences We note that the situation is

not at all what many students seem to think. You cannot take whole chapters or

large sections of chapters and say that one group always uses the name YHWH and

the other group entirely uses the name Elohim, and that the putting of them to

gether gives you a different document. Nobody believes that today. The Well

heusen theory makes the division in an entirely different way.

Henry C. But Dr. 74, even if you say that you cannot carry through the

theory consistently, isn't it strange that this should be the case with Genesis

one and two2 If these two chapters are as strikingly parallet and yet as strik-

ingly different as my roommate says, doesn't that go a long way toward establish-

ing the theory?
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Dr. N.: I'm not ready to say that it would do s, However, that is not

necessary. We can examine these chapters and find that actually the situation

within them is very different from what your roommate thinks. First, let us

look at the difference of names. Your roonate says that Genesis 1:1-2t14a always

uses the name !lohl.m, and that is correct. He also said that Genesis 2:1&b to

the end of Chapter I always uses the name TRW!. Now, that is not quite accurate.

In Chapters 2 and 3 many times we find the words which the ring James Version

represents as the "LOIn God" or as the critics would say "Yahweh Elohim."

This occurs throughout chapters 2 and 3 and hardly ever again in the Bible.

This you have the term Elohim which is used so many times in Chapter one
k'

4wl
also used in(hisombination all through Chapters 2 and 3.

It

Henry C.: I pointed that out to my roomete and he said that the Redactor

- the men who combined the two dooute -- put the word Elohim after MM in

Chapters 2 and 3, in order to show that the one he was eeaking about here was

the same one that was called Elohim in Chapter One.

Dr. N.: That is a reasonable explanation of why a redactor might have

made such a combination, but wouldn't it be an equally reasonable explanation

of why the original writer might have done it if that one writer wrote all four

chapters?

Henry C,t I never thought of that, but it certainly sounds reasonable.

However, why should a writer have used the name Elohim all through the first

chapter and then use the name TRW! for the rest?

Dr. 14.: 1 think that the answer can be suggested in the first place by

looking at a further fact. In Chapter Two and Three it is true we have YHWH

Elohim I many tines, and in Chapter Four we have MM alone L'0 many times.
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owever, there still are four instances where Elohim is used right in Chapter

Three. It is used in verses I 3£

Henry C.r Yes, I noticed that. I asked,ay r onate about and he

asked who was teaching hi class. TK9 um said that it is because the

$erpentv* speaking. He said, rou would hardly expect the writer ttee the

sacred name of God in the mouth of the Serpent. Therefore, he valdsimply us' the

general term ,"God". and when he represents Eve as answering the Serpent, he rep
e I ),

resents her as using the same general termodl.

Dr. M. Once me admit that, don't we admit that there is a difference

in meaning between these two terms? We do not always call someone by the same

name. If I am addressing a public gathering and speaking about a friend of

mine who became a united States Senator, I would always say, Senator Martin

has done this or Senâtor !"t& has done that. However, if I am speaking to a

group of close friends who knew him as a boy as I did, I would refer to him as

sob. Thus, in one connection I would call him Senator 1a!t1n, and in another

connection I would call him Bob-4 csrts4n
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name quite a while and another name quite a while, or I might use them inter

changeably.

Henry C. I noticed that in our school paper that when it writes about

sports events it never seems to like to use the same name for the opposing team.

It will call them the and then it will call them
r "

,."
and then it will call them the opposing team, and it uses various titles to avoid

similarity, or repetition.

Dr. N.: Yes, we often use various titles to avoid confusion. Then again we

may use one name for quite a long period. It is sometimes very difficult to tell



just why we use one name for a time and why another name. In the case of

Genesis 1 and 2 a fairly easy explanation is available, Elohlm is the name

,,,,for
God that stresses his great power. This is *how the appropriate Tlame.to ë(-

________ r
4e11 .4/Iis creative actjin forming the universe and

That is the theme of Genesis 1!]. - 2:1a. Here the name "God" occurs s many

times, and we are given a vivid impression of the great power and majesty of

the one who could create this tremendous universe. After Chapter 2:I we speak

in more detail about God and his relation to men. Wen we do this, we use the

more intimate name of God, the name that stresses his relation as the Redeemer

of his own people. And so it is natural here to use YHWH except in the dis-

cusetén between Eve and the Serpent ti .J t-i'*- 7 4 (

c.j4., L4. eo ?
ZZi -¬ 4Z..4..¬..) " o..2z' &

'7
7 -/ , Ld. k 0

Henry C. Isn't it strange that we would have two different accounts of

creation at the beginning of the Bible? Once I was in a class where one of

the students said he believed the story of creation in the Bible, and the

teacher answered, "Which account of creation do you believe? The one in Genesis

One or the account in Genesis Two?" This was a new thought to that student and

he did not know what to say.

Dr. It is too bad when young students sometimes are confused in this

way by men who ought to know better, However, I do not take this necessarily

a criticism of that particular teacher since there are many men today in im

portant teaching positions who have simply taken over un-Christian ideas from

others without really examining them for themselves. This man may have been

simply repeating what he heard from others without really examining the evience

for himself. Everybody does this to some exteji. No one can know a-U
.2..: i:

f we are going to make up our minds n.amytbing41tough we should get back to the

facts and be careful that we do not simply repeat what someone has said.

Now let us look at the situation. Genesis 1:1 tells us that God created
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heaven and earth. It says that he created a firmament. It says that he created

the sun, moon, and the stars. It says that he created the plants, the fish, and

the other denions of the sea. It says that he created the land animals, and that 7
(

he created man. Now, it is true, we have anotheiaccount in Genesis 21 and

following. We do not simply have a continuation, but a new start) ups

you had a book that had a map of the world on the first page and a map of the

United States on the second page. You would find that three or four of the

cities of the United States were also on the map of the world. But most of the

cities on the map of the United States would not appear in the world map at all.

The map of the world would have many things in it that were not on the map of

the United States. There would be some overlapping, but not much, because one

map would be taking a wide gefleral view of a very big subject, and the other map
(,Jti

would be going into detai14a much smaller section of the globe.

Now, of the things that are described as created in Genesis One, how many

of them are described as to their creation in Genesis Two? Chapter Two nowhere

says God made the earth or that God made the heavens. Chapter Two nowhere says

he made a firmament or that he made the suns moon, and stars. None of these are

mentioned as being created by God in Chapter Two. What kind of creation account

do we have that leaves out all of these matters? The answer is that Chapter Two

is simply dealing with the creation of man arid it gives more detail concerning

God's relation to man. It does refer to the fact that God created the animals.

It does not mention them in detail as Genesis One does. Some books 1 say that

Chpter Two also tells of the creation of vegetation, but most scholarly books

..w1 not say this
)because

the statement is so patently false. All that Genesis

Two says about God having made 'vegetation is that God planted a garden. last

spring my son planted a garden, but I would never think of saying that my son

created the vegetation. Actually the only overlapping as far as creation is

concerned between Genesis One and Genesis Two is that Genesis One says God



created man male and female, and Genesis Two ass that God created man and

woman and makes a reference to his having created the animals. Thus it is

quite incorrect to say that we have two various contradictory- accounts of

creation here.

Henry C. Oh Dr. ?4., my roommate said that the second story of the creation

contradicts the first. He says it contradicts because the first starts with a

watery chaos while the second starts with a dry waste. He says also that these

chapters have a different order of creation. In Chapter One the order is first

the vegetation, then the animals, then man and woman, whereas in Chapter Two

the order is first the creation of n, then vegetation, then animals, and

woman, e(
7.v)

4 44 L.

Dr. M.t The best answer to questions about the Bible is to look right at

the Bible and see what it says. When we look at Genesis One we find the order

as you have stated it. The vegetation is made on the third day. Inimals are made

pt.y on the fifth day and partly on the sixth day. Man and woman are made on

the sixth day, aiid after the making of the animal.. However, when we look at

Chapter Two, we find that the creation of man is described in verse 7. Then

verse 8 says, "The Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden, and there he put

the man whom he had formed and out of the ground made the LORD God to grow every

tree pleasant to the sight and good for food." You notice here that it does not

say that God said, "Let there be a beautiful garden filled with great trees stand

ing O feet high." It says "out of the ground" the Lord made the trees to grow.

Now, this would probably take many years for these trees to grow to this height.
A

Rotor this garden or par~ ready b-o an ideal place for an earthly man to

live, God rnt have planted it many years in advance, There is no Hebrew verb form

corresponding to) our English perfect. Hebrew has far less variety of verb forms
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and there is possibility of more range of meaning in them. The verb that is

translated God "planted" could equally well be translated God "had planted".

Even if it is not so translated, any sensible person would understand that the

preparation of the garden occmred before the creation of the man. Does any

one thiniS Genesis Two presents the idea that God formed man and breathed into

his nostrils the breath of life and then said, "Where is the man going to live?

I'll have to plant a garden for him and prepare a good place for him to lie."

And so God planted trees and put man off in a corner somewhere to wait for O

years till all these1 had grown and a beautiful place was prepared for him to livel

No matter how primitive one might think of the author of this chapter as having

been he certainly would not think that the creation of man occured before the

preparation of the garden in which he was to live. So then, Genesis Two does not

tell us the story of the creation of vegetation but simply the story of the

planting of a garden. But it clearly means that the garden was planted long

before God created man.

Then we go on to the next alleged elements Y;~-
the creation in Chapter Two.

We read in verse 18 that the Lord said, "It is not good that man should be alone.

I will make a help meet for him, and out of the ground the Lord God formed every

beast of the field, and every foul of the air and brought them to Adam to see

what he would call them. And whatever Adam called every living creature that was

the name thereof." Do you think that the author of this meant that after God made

man and grew the trees to make a nice place for him to live, that he said, Now the

man ought to have a companion. Let us make one, So he made a humming bird and he

brought the humming bird to Adam, but he saw that the humming bird would not make

a satisfactory companion. So then God made a tiger and brought it to Adam, and

he saw that the tiger would not make a satisfactory companion. Then he made an

ostrich and so on, making one animal after anohF, aRd rrO one was a satisfactory

companion for Adam butal]. had now been created oa4:ninto existence, Certainly
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this is not what the writer means at all. The bringing of the animals before

Adam was not to enable God to see if one would make a satisfactory companion.

It was to demonstrate the fact that Adam needed a companion of his own kind.
p1i,IL< (d/(f

The reference to God havint lade them is a reference t. what had happened before

this time. The idea of it is pluperfect, just like the idea of planting the

garden in verse 8. Thus we have in this chapter only two creative acts - the

creation of man and the creation of woman, both described in more detail than

in chapter one. A reference is made to the planting of a garden which would

have taken place before the creation of man and tt reference is made in

relation to the creating of the animals which also would have taken place before

the creation of the man.

So the idea that Chapter One and Two are two parallel accounts of the

same thing is a complete misunderstanding of the story. Also, the idea that they

contradict each other is a complete misunderstanding.

Mr. C.: But Dr. N, ou did not say anything about the fact that Genesis One

starts creation with the watery chaos, and Genesis Two starts it with a dry waste.

Whet about that?

Dr. N.: The creation in Genesis One does not start with a watery chaos.

It starts without anytMng. Verse 1 tells us that in the beginning God created

the heaven and earth. Then it says that this earth was a formless void and it

was covered with water and God proceeded to bring it into shape, into an organ
the

ized condition. Chapter Two La jn account of a much smaller part of/creation

story. It begins after the animals have beenreated and it deals with a section

of the earth which was then a dry waste. The two accounts start at different

places and naturally start with different circumstances. Suppose that I were



ORIGIN OF THE NAME zliwli

It is claimed by the supporters of the Me multi-docunentary theory that
the use of

the difference in/divine names between J, E, and P reflects a different

idea as to the time when
the4

first came into use, and that this shows itself

-t~A
-
4ifein,,1a sharp contradiction between Thus it is claimed that

the J .document considers the use of a-liame as beginning in Genesis

is-asadn

the E doctimenti4~ as mmg-first given in Exodus ,and the

P document 5rL4mg ¬ü'ø* .á gLve ir Exodus 1 1-oak, at thefl /7'
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When the method was given up as regards the other book wxx±ix

ccthe other ancient books, it was largely forgotten. In the case

of the Bible since 1880 very few men have attempted to make an entirely

new arrangement of the material in the PentateuchX although various

attempts have been made to extend the same methods of division just

about every other book of the Bible. As fx far as the Pentateuch is

concerned, the view which came to he most widely taught1i,' 1880

became crystalized and has been repeated with comparatively little

variation over and over by critical scholars during the past 85 years.

As a result it has been so often stated that the documents J, B, D, and

P once existed as separate documents Iori before a 'whole army of

redactors gradually 0 under a long process united them into the Pentateuch

in the form in which we have that this theory has simply come to be

r
accepted as established fact as a result of frequent repetition. During

the last few years new steps have been taken to popularize the theory,

and it is being taught to multitudes of people now who have never heard

of it five years ago. Yet, it is purely a myth theory, an imaginery

reconstruction for which as we have pointed out there is no solid

evidence at all.
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9' The hook is intended for educated people who are interested in the Bible.

Since this includes people with training in many different fields, and with

interest in many different areas, and also, naturally, without training in

various fields and areas which would be ccimnonplace to other readers, it has

been thought wise to try to explain the factors in each area touched upon

to a degree that will seem unnecessary to those familiar with the particular

area, but is necessary if equally trained people who have not studied the
\\

particular area are to be able to follow the discussion properly.
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-..er±y-bo b-f et divides the first, o 1 of the Old Testament

jnto alleged original sources designated aws J';, D,and P.nt a I
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// ( Mericai Bible readers today can almost e divided into two distinct

me ln

t

dL 1ivisions; - se who think thatthesell, tMet this theory is

a lot of fool shness, hardly worth their time investigate, and those

tho think th it is so well-established that there is little need

of question it.

In this present chapter I hope to give specific evidence that should
/

show both typ s of readers why it is kixkiiix highly desirable that

the theory be , thoroughly in stiate).
ta4s,4

bases

upon which it "s said to rest be fully exam*
1ed.

Conservatives who are not interested in the theory may be surprised

to learn how gathjmt4 h'w1dely it is becoming dissemin/ate particular/ly

in recent years, particularly in its x present form rest largely upon the

work of four European scholars. In 1853 Professor Hupfeld advanced an

idea of literary division of the Pentateuch which was extremely different

fran the views that most critical scholars have held during the previous

thirty or more years. Hupfeld's idea did not attract a great deal of

attention at that time. About 15 years later Professor Graf united

Hupfeld's theory with an idea of developmental of religious ideas and

institutions. A Dutch scholar Professor Kuenen modified Graf' s suggestion

and a brillian German Professor
)Wetflmfl!e

Julius WelThnusen combined

these views and wrote them in unusually clear and convincing German

style $ in a book iIu which he published in 1878. WelThausen's book

carried today with most of the younger scholars although most of the

older scholars refused to accept his views. UK However, in a few years,

older scholars died out and younger scholars carried the field. The view

as held by most of the critical scholars today differs hardly at all from

the view of the literary or of the first five books of the Bible advanced

by Welihausen in 1878.
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ME HIQIER CRITICAL ThEORY OF DIVINE NN'IES AS APPLIED TO J, E AND P

The higher criticism of the Pentateuch began with the suggestion made by

Astruc in 1753 that Moses might have used docunents in the preparation of the

:Book of Genesis, and that the two main documents that he used could be

: 4istinguished from each other 7by the fact that one-of them by finding that

A that " present the critical theory RilitRize this argiznent)

saying that the use of the different names for God is merely one feature of

style. Nevertheless, there are a nimtber of masons why this argument

deserves to be treated separately.

The first of these reasons is the fact that many of the critical

books lay great stress on it. This is particularly true of the Simd

School helps and related booklwts which often give the reader th....

a'r the Impression that it is quite easy to divide the Pentateuch

into sorcs simply by tase of the various names for God. Since

thLiion is rather widespread, it is vital to point out what is

the reel situation, as far as the names for God are concfled.

Another reason why this
fnent

deserves separate treatment is

be e it is the criterion is employed in giving two of the

that are applied to the docunents. Thus the letter '7 originally

cane from the German writing of the divine name that is represented

in Hebrew by the consonants YHWH. This name is indicated in the

Pemrican Revised Version by the word "Jehovah", which also occurs at

a few points in the Authorized or King James Version. The King James

Version usually represents it by the words "the Low,, with the word

rLOR1yt written entirely in capitals. We do not know how this name

was pronounced in ancient times. It might not help a great deal if we

did, since in any language pronunciations are always gradually changing.
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I an~~4t this Ar~~., r"'At ddl

Someone has said that if we were to hear George Washington speak today we

would hardly understand a word he said. I do not know whether pronun

ciations are changing quite as rapidly as that would suggest or not,

but there is no doubt that they do stea4.i.J-change in all languages,

so it would be impossible, anyway, to say just how the na of God was

actually pronounced when the Bible was first written.

the Hebrews adopted the çLtan of not pronouncing it at all, for

fear of taking the name on unclean lips. Instead, for a time they

substituted the words "the Name." A little later this custom was

replaced by the habit of reading the words "e Lord", whenever the

sacred name of God occurred, unless it was preceded or followed by

the ordinary word for "Lord", in which case they would simply say

"God." In such cases the King James Version represents it by the

letters "GOD."

We can be rather sure, however, that this feeling was not present
a number of

in the early days of Israelite history, since the names
ofAthe

Hebrew

kings very evidently have this particular name of God as one of their

canponents, either at the beginning or at the end. Thus in Jehoiakim

and Jehoahaz it is at the beginning, while in Hezekiah and Josiah it

is at the end.

From these and other evidences many scholars have thought that

the original pronunciation of the name was sanethirg like "Yahweh."







pr'aet±cat1r1Tof-tie critical books- such statements
4'

" "we can tell that this section is part of the J document

because it contains the name YHWH",or, "this is clearly part of the E

document, as is seen by its use of the name Elohim.
xr ___Thus the argument from divine names is widely usedjtor, even by

those critics who do not give it the great prominence in their general

discussion that it rceives from others.
t//f./ p( ( ' / '! ':)

Actually, however, the argument is not really valid. In the first

place, to say that one document would always use one name for God, and

the other document would always use the other name, goes contrary to

normal human usage. It is true that there might be a situation in

rh which a man was known by only one name among a certain group of people,

while another group would know him only by another name. It cannot be

said, however, that this was the case in regard to the alleged

documents of the Pentateuch. All of them use the name Y!-IWH c nstantly
AvUt

after the first few chapters of Exodus, so the name YHWH *adcfinite-

-m aise is e---a1L-& çl ns . Bes±whi1
~kknowp

Ir:p all o
"them

CU

A~~-
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~Abits of using names differ from time to timelt has been customary

in most periods to use various proper names for the same person e!r,41 "'

'seeot-ef different situations. Thus if a man is speaking to his own

wife he is apt to call her her first name. If he is in any sort of

public life he is quite apt E refer to her as "Mrs. SmithJ when he
(5)

r Of
to otherabout her. If he speaks to their child he is apt to

call her "Mother." However, these usages may not be carried through

/
/ '1/ 7
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consistently. When one fonn has been used for a little time, there may be a

tendency to keep on using it unless a reason for switching to another

usage forces itself on the speaker's attention.

In many types of writing and in many periods of history it has been

common to use various names for the same individual, interchanging them

often for the sake of variety. Anyone who has read the novels of

Dostoievsky has probably found it hard at times to be sure who was

being referred to, because the person would be cá1id by one name, and

then by.. another name, and there would be considerable interchange.

In the Old Testament the name of Jacob is always used until God said

that his name would be changed to "Israel." After the, however, the

names of Israel and Jacob are both used: scinetimes one is used,

sometimes the others
- frquent4y the course of one verse both

nam-='Aused
even in cases where no one would think of suggesting.-s

that the two parts of the verse came from different sources.

In the Ugaritic documents, discovered at Ras Shamra in the years

following 1927, we find the same deity often represented by two names

which occur repeatedly in parallel and with much interchange. The

same is true in various portions of the Koran where the Arabic word for

"Lord" and the Arabic word for "God" are frequently interchanged. A

sports article in one of our college newspapers is quite ,04/,V to

refer to the team by various titles. It is a matter of style

41 creeps up in many different places, and there is no reason why

it should not have been used in writing the Pentateuch just as it is

in other portions of the Old Testament.
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At first, a great section of the Christian world refused even to

consider the idea that the Pentateuch instead of being written by Moses

was formed of various sources written centuries p1 apart and eventually

interwoven by series of redactors in such a way as to form the book that

we h now have, ix the books that we now have. Gradually, however, this
to

view was extended/more and more institutions of learning, and more and more

scholars came to accept it. More and more books were written which , in which

it played an important part, and in the last few years its extension has

been tremendously liihx publicized.

Within the last five years nearly all of our large denominations have

issued Sunday School Lessons, i..z-izI3rix Quarterlies and religious text-

books in which the multi-documentary theory substantially , as presented by

Welihausen 80 years ago has been , nearly 90 years ago has been shown
narrative

in chart form and in iiirjjim presentation as established fact. During

the last ten years aside from the books of rather popular nature and there

have been during the last ten years almost 25 books kp published by various

or reprinted by various American publishers in which this theory is

set forth as either the main feature of the book or as a very important

portion of its teaching. The time has come when every Christian regardless

of his previous views has a duty to examine the matter and to decide definitely

for or against this view which is becoming so wide. spread.

There are certain scholars today particularly in the 1ut Scandinavian

lands who reject the theory wholesale. There- are a few who maintain it,

who makes rather sweeping changes in it. But the great majority of the

book that look at the Bible from the critical viewpoint present the theory

substantially as the documents are presented ñx and arranged by Wellhausen

nearly ninety years ago.

If one desires to find a full an)extensive presentation of arguments
he

in favor of the theory/almost has to goôx back to books of half a century
more

or /past. Recent books give a few rather superficial arguments and rest

their claims principplly upon the statements that this view represents the

result of the intensive research of the last few decades or that this book

this view is accepted by most scholars today.
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It is not a sufficient reason to accept a view because is widely

held. In history or science we find many cases wiiwhere views have

been widely held and then have later been dm ccnpletely discarded. The

truly scientific attitude requires that the facts be reexamined fran time

to time.

Four hundred years ago most people believed that the earth was

flat. It was given as a conclusive argument in its favor, in favor

of this view. If the earth were not flat the people would fall off as ocn

as they came to the other side of it. This statement which sounds foolish

to us today was perfectly reasonable in view.of the idea of the time that

everything naturally fall off. After Isaac Newton advanced his brilliant
that

theory that things do not fall down, but instead/t objects are attracted

toward one another. And therefore on evervside of the earth wIix would

be drawn .... it came to be reasonable to see it became easy to see
earth

that the/m= might be round. ixzx Various evidences xañix were adduced

for this. But there was no longer need of such evidences once it had been

once Ma,*ellan, had circumnavigated the earth.

It is interesting to remember that when s men returned to
JOI

Spain after the period of 26 % months (check the precise number) that had

been spent on a trip *round the world in the course of which Margelland himself

had been, had died, they found that their reckoning of date was different

was one day earlier than that which people of Spain considered to be, believed

to be a fact. Actually they had had one less night during these so many

months than the people in Spain had experienced. As a result of their going

around the world, all their days have been slightly lengthened and the number

of days and nights hai4 been decreased by one.

Now it is iLx possible ih.i to orbit the earth. The matter is clearly

settled by a very simple argument. It is not necessary to make involved or

make difficult arguments to prove that the earth is round.

The situation, however, is very different/ regarding the Graf-Wellhausen

theory.! or /multi-document theory as it is sometimes called. The evidences

alleged today to prove it are mostly very superficial and can be quite easily

answered. Wmzx When we go back to the boo f the half a century ago,

we f find that the arguments are trem.ly complex and involved. It is

-I - -
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worth looking at them to see whether they stand, if they stand the test

of careful investigation. It can be said, however, that during the last

half a century no new clear convincing has been found to prove that the

multi-documentary theory. Practically every bit of valid evidence that

can be given in its favor today was available in the time of Welihausen

iIp theory. Most of the new discoveries that have been made in

fact point in the very opposite direction.

N







Shkepeare scholars a few years ago spent a large part of their

time going
j
through Shakespeare's works g trying to guess which lines were

from Shakespeare = which lines were by Shakespeare himself and which /

lines he might possible have copied from an earlier and inferior

playwright. Today Professor Wellek of Yale University points out iki

it is recognized that great as Shakespeare was, not all of his writing

was on the same level, and it is not at all Xkx-jx surprising that

occasionally he would write poor lines. It is interesting, sometimes,
play

as in the ?Ii of "King Lear" where we have an earlier play which is

in many ways similar, and *which Shakespeare undoubtedly took a good

deal, to see how in some instances we can compare two lines and see

that Shakespeare took the line over but made just a slight change in it,

and this slight change made it, instead of mediocre poetry, in sublimely

beautiful poetry. Shakespeare, like every writer, x used sources for

those materials which did not come within his n personal observation
transmuted

or experience, but like any good xt author, he ±it.t1 and changed

these materials as he wrote them so that his personality and his genius

is seen to some extent at almost

every point. The present ganeration of Shakespeare scholars thus has a
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very different attitude toward the study of Shakespeare than was taken by the

bulk of the Shakespearean students of a generation ago.

Thus we see that the J, E, D, P theory, and particularly the extreme

dogmatism with which it is held, is a carry-over from a pre-scientifid

attitude of the last century, almost entirely given up -by the bulk of

literary scholars today. Thy then, is the theory still held? Let us

examine the arguments in its favor which are found in the various publica

tions of the last few years, and see how much, or how little, validity

they have.

r



The £ecQd feature of *ethis literary movement was the attempt 3, ,
to divide ˆmost ancient documents up into sources which were alleged to

rd
hav been interwoven together to produce the document as we have it.

This attempt was carried to a g very great extreme ---sometimes in fact to

an almost lx1icrious extreme. It was applied to classical and other

writings before it came to be iItx applied to any great extent to the

Bible. The frame of mind of IM literary critics from 1795 to 1930

was largely a matter of assuming t almost any ancien..y ead 'InTl writing

was the result of the .ffof large groups of authors, each

of whcin contributed a portion to it.

This phase of thee-eei, literary attitude of the last century

has to a very great extenØt disappeared well before the present time.

The reason for this is partly that in many instances evidences have come

to light proving that the attempted division into sources is wrong. Another

reason for ikiAx the moving away from this attitude is the fact that so
t;

often different scholars had such widely varying ideas as to
,,sources

.?roin-whichsscine.caw. Still another element that has entered into this literary
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change has been the increasing realization of the importance of an author

in giving the finalie to whatever he wrote.

It is of course to be recognized that every writing has sources. 411zt.

/ff a man simply describes wbat he has seen aj4 heard,e activities of
J 1ta(-1',91,

other people ire intq the events If he writes

an i g-txpJ!k imaginative production inevitably a great part of the 4 ideas

ti that he presents come from things that he has heard or read. Yet,

if a work has any outstanding literary valuej such as to make it live

for a length of time, it this is usually due to the '.ix special ability

of the man who gave it the final form. ftxix

It is recorded of the great German poet Goethe that he was thrilled

by the efforts of k.:& Wolfe to divide Homer's Iliad and Odyssey up into
or

various sources and to point out contradictions LIXˆ inconsistencies
parceling

as evidence 0 for the juixtIy out of the work f among a number of different

alleged writer-, origine. poets.

It is reported that Goethe asked Wolfe's daughter behind a curtain

M-her huiband' in her father's lecture room so that could be

thrilled to hear Wolfe's lectures) without embarrassing Proffessor by
() "Chis being aware of the presence of the famous poet. Yet, Goethe &a4., a

approached the end of his life and reread the Iliad and Odyssey,that

he was so impressed with the great genius displayed in these works that

he inclined more mid more to-cane to the belief that there must have been
the

one great writer corresponding to sane extent tax at least to/Homer of the
/

tradition
2who

put-thea.--,-who had a great' year in composing them and organizing

them in their nresent form.
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$ Many of our Mierican Presidents in recent years have written their

speeches i±ix through a long process in which various speech writers

assisted. If one were to take a speech given by President Johnson, and to

knot that four speech writers worked on this speech before the President

himself gave it the final touches and decided on a precise form he wished
things

to use. If we were to have other i,ñks written by these men, even then "

it is extremely unlikely that we mould divide the speech and tell which

words come from which of the various speech writers. If we had other

books written by each Ix of them, we would be able at certain points perhaps
as to

to reoognize the style of one or the other, but to speak dogmaticalli which

part came from each of them would in most cases be quite impossible. In

the case of the Pentateuch it is alleged that ti different parts cane from

r
different sources but we have nothing else whatever written by any one

of these sources. The only possible basis on which to establish a ct atyle

of each 0 is by fitting ik together sections of the Pentateuch and
a

10,11saying that from these we can deduce/certain style%, do this) as is1 done

with the
Pentateuch1i.i

is quite unparalleled.

In the r- remaining chapters of the book we will examine the various

1Tt/
evidences that are presented in books on the subject today) o-pe to show

that the izwutIt4te multi-documentary theory in is true, and we

will see how much or how little validllty there is to each of these drgunents.

For many centuies the great name of Aristotlexxk backed up the

Vr" 'C
idea that L e-eigiéf-bedy fall/ at the- rate proportional to tlwx their

this 4.
weight,4ntil Galileo disproved/it by showing/an actual experiment at the

leaning tower of P* that different weights fell just about exactly -e
d

the same speed, all students agree/that Aristotle was right Today no one
Wice

who claims to know anything4 about e science would z-i such a view.
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In the case of the Pentateuchçit-is a view simply being passed on t1frough

authority, which individuals have taken over from others .aid adding ±
7 / }

their authority to it
1

is $ there any solid evidence to back it up? That

1(9
14~11

~theubseqtent chapters of th%ook.
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In the case of the Pentateuch a new element is found that did t not

often -. "f--.ttjidx in the case of other

writings. If we take the theories about Homer that were coemon,in 1830 or
3V

1860 or 1900 we find considerable variety fxtkx among them 111We take the

ideas of source division of the Pentateuch that were cosianon in 1800 or 1830

or 1860 or 1880 we find tremendous variety among them. A certain special

form, however, which was presented by Welihausen in
1875

came to be accepted

by the younger scholars and became fixed) and since that time has been

presented withdogmatism that is hardly to be found in the case of writ ii
ancient

other/writings. Thus we find in various books the statement,% that in *uch
I;

p
and such verses/the words! God remembered Rachel come fran the docunent

m&-the next few words and God had compassion upon her tome from,4E document

andthe next few words He x± did unto her as He promised cane from

the J document.
to

It is not at all out of line xii with the great extremes milk which

theç
divisive theories went in the case of various luiitift writings during

the last century, to divide a verse this way into three alleged components,

but to retI a xi rX certain division and state dogmatically

that it wa be divided this way with each group of four words belonging to

a different document and so meaning that the docunent as designated by

other parts of the document belong with it is a dogmatiusm in relation to

the Pentateuch which is almost unique. Yet, this very statement is found

in each f of the follow$ing books
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Thus the dogmatism of the J,E,D,P theory is rather unique.

There km been equal dogmatism found Jjmany times in various

parts of ke natural science. However, in most cases where i.tx such dogmatism

has been held it has bee*-,-; 4t had to be greatly modified or, disproved.

In the case of the Pentateuch
3
at about 1925 the feeling was general that

sweeping change
+0




u1d soon come in the critical division of the Pentateuch,
t)

However, even though e archaeo1ogy, point after point has shown that

Wellhausen's idea that the documents tell us nothing atx of earlier

times, but only of the times when there alleged documents were wx supposed

to have been written. 2. Though archeological 4 evidence has shown

point after point that this is untrue, and today the tendency is to say that

each of these documents includes a great deal of earlier material; nevertheless,

9' the general outline of the documents and even the precise 0 division

sometimes as to the kuxi very phrase is still maintained almost unchanged.

It is a type of thought and workxtk which has largely disappeared and

critical scholars in recent decades tend simply to repeat what they

read in a± earlier books.

I heard a professor who taught a course in the Bible as ii literature

in a state Yhiversity recently make a statement that he was teaching

this multi-documentary theory because it represented the results of the

last five decades of careful scholarly resear4ch. The fact is that the

multi-documentary theory as it is taught today is4dentical wt1r1twhat
almost

as to its divisions and/i'lL- aft identical UXLsti'ii as to

its dating with what was taught fifty pars ago. "schrly researchresearch
) I prhaps

has added practically nothing t to ituring that ti1(#ave,n a few cases
9"




prune o9some of its excesses. In concluding this chapter



(7/8/66)

Both of these ancient works were thus divided up a century ago. Today

this has largely been given up.

The Professor i1Irx-rfiark Quilr-Couth, Professor of Poetry at

Cambridge University, in his lectures on

in 1927 - 37 said
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A third airent found in recent books is the claim that the theory

represents the oonsonsus of opinion of all trained scholars. Actually this

is now the most cmmonly used ain . It would he quite safe to s' that

most peqle who have accepted the docinentaiy theory today have done so on the

basis that "it is what all scholars believe, or that it "is so obvious that

all scholars accept it,' rather than because of any carefully details analysis

or oxa,ination e evidence

'Yet this is really far from solid. As a matter of fact, the agroeaent

was never absolute. There have been riarr differences of detail. In case

iter case a verse which one scholar declares to be I'veiy obviously the

peculiar style of a particular docuriont is attributed by other eqtially

siolarly !',ohs t a ±iffere'it docinent. In exaithiig the precise division

into dectrients given in nany recent books cialin with the critical theory

we haye not been able to find any two books of scholarly type that have

exactly agreed as to which verses they would attribute to acL cbcmiient, cu-en

thoL1g i. general following ver' closely the lines laid, down r 1ellhausen

ninety years ago.

It is not true to say that all critical scholars have accepted this

theory. bst of the older scholars, zany of whoni were highly etteened,

Including such men as Dillnan " Baudissin, and others, never accepted it. Such
MtK

a ran as Professor
Theophile1of

the University of Toronto states in the

introduction to his book that he always had great question about certain vital

features of the theory. Today a large group of Scandinavian critics ccimpletely

rejects the theory.

As a result of archaeological developments of recent years Many of today 's

scholars, even while holding to the theory in general, sisgest very important

reservations or revisions.

In this connection it is interesting to note that of the books that ,iaye
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presented the theory to the world in recent years the t which

have the fullest prsentst1e* i cidence, and ich. fm the vie,oint of

cartfl, tcroh dealing with the Pttttchil probleit, Could be considered as

t rost scholarly, are P1iffr, Itr'duct1on to the Dld Test aient, and

hissfldt, Ifltfl)dUCtt(vfl to t Old Testaent. 4ost critical scholars toiy

it cosi&r ono of those books cotairing the fullest and most coiilete

r&'ctnt prvsentatix c the £bozaentery TheEzy. Yet each of these oo 2akes

i 1E()U alteration 111 t1* thC(r). PfeiLffr tdvtnceJ the idea that t'

cfl .7 ociient actually ia rn c two distinct docuiteatti, -)Tie of

ricT he called :' and ie traces the, dJffcrenc hotwosji J and S ribt

h wol oP the ntate&ch, attriutimt to the S ocuaent iat

ccti.ns t.at ioul place oig tc ost dist.ctre I sactions. This

S doctit" &ic corisidrs to haw Lee adiod to the Prntateuc at the very end,

ins toa.l of ,avin fomed a art o the very earliest docurrnt of t.,

Fcntateuci a is clijod by most others who holi te theory.

Similarly, Etssfeldt divides the alleged J docuaent into two different

ocents. one of Which he calls the "l ocent. !is t'eory o' the L loasiont

is very iferent fr Pfiffer ; tvory of the S 3ocvnnt, VIA sllll~ilarly makes

i very extensive revision in the '4ole docuntary analysis. everthe1es,

riar?iy wxothey scholar of iy Stanclint h* accepted either feifftr tory

of the S d=ent 0? issfeldt's theo,,y of i L docirent. Thus eac of the

two men who have Made the most thorough recent study of the theory and who have

presented It in most scholarly fasin, have Introduced a very sweepin

alteration which has not won the acceptance of other sc*olars. This, in the

opinion of the present writer, strikingly suggests that the widespread statement

that the theory represents the consensus of opinion of all trained scholars

is hardly accurate.







It is the purpose of the present book to show that there is-no reason

not to believe that each of the books of the Pentateuch might have been written

at one time by a single author. It is said in each of them the-re i

wüuid -t_diff.lt to

It is true that the style and arrangement is in many ways different from a b

book that someone would write today, but this is true of almost any literature

written at a different period or in a different part of the world.

The multi-document theorj that holds that in order to understand the

present books of the Pentateuth it is necessary-to assume that once there

existed a separate document which they call the J document, another which

they call the E document, another they call theD. document, which is more or

less the same as our present Book of Iuteronomy, and another which they

call the P document; that these were all written at different times, and

that they were interwoven together, one after another. This theory is w"

purely a matter of aw assumption. No one of these documents has ever

been found No section of the iitntiák Pentateuch has ever been found from

ancient times which contains any sizable portion of any one of these

documents while omitting those sections of that part of the Pentateuch which

the critics would attribute to another dçtjnn,, ?lo anqient ime

nczt statemen'has ever been, 5 cd...hbJ.a1
lirtaf, any reference to the

writers of ny such documen,br toredactors who supposed to have

interwoveiçi'or
tã any such course of continuous composition and joining

together of written material as is assuirted in the critical theory.

The purpose of this present writing is to show that such a theory

is the rei1 of an attitude of mind which was commonly applied in the last

century in literary and historical research, but which today has been almost

-totally discardad-fcanpletely abandone4(, that the evidences for the one-time

separate existence of these documents are not valid in the light of present-day



methods of thinking, and that it is ti?e13L m.uaI1g reasun1Llo in

"tt4im. far more reasonable to consider that each of these books of our....................

present PEhtatéuch was written substantially in the for,<we have it) by

one author at one time in the past.

This is not to e outthe sbility of insertions or interpolations
/-

T

at a later 4ateven iuclhould e prove y.a

®-th.
gont&te8eb1iW would not disprove

Ativen each eacn or diese bk5 having teen wr1L1 b,

--her--andit certainly would not prove the present multi-document hypothesis.
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r
If the Pentateuch is made up of interwoven documents which can be

recognized because of their differences of vie int, attitude and style,

and .often because of the sharp contradictionsi41L enta±nei

1~~al this raises serious questions as to the dependability of the book as

a whole. Is it a m book of legends, or is it a book of facts? Historically

the Christian churches have held that it is a book of facts. They have held

that God caused that certain men whom He i± selected and prepared for the

purpose should compose writings dealing with the material that He intended

the Bible to cover.
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The Complexity of the Multi-Document Theory

If a person is to examine the Graf-Wëllhausen theory. (otherwise known as the

multi-document theory), as it is being widely disseminated today, it is very

important that he have a clear idea what it is. It has been my observation that

many, not only of those who oppose it, but also of those who support it, have

little idea of its real teach*n , and part 3arly ito,3ieiplexity that it

(9 involves During the nineteentctuy qC tand'medieval books 4r

1)dividento alleged sourcesby!-VdL iti-1critie5- I have examined many of these

theories about early writings, but have never come across a case in which the

theory advanced was ..."heft nearly as complex as the present widespread teaching

about the five books of Moses.

The fact that an idea has been held for a long time is no reason why it is

necessarily true. The fact that a great many people believe there were such
iI)Zf ui

fl
ck)cunents as J, E and P does not prove 4eactual1y woro It demands investiga

tion. In most matters that have been discovered further investigation brings to

light new
A simpler arguments so that it is possible to put the evidence in very

clear, plain, and yet convincing language.

Stripped to its bare essentials, and giving only what is agreed upon by

practically all who hold to th theory, it can be said that according to the

theory there was a-ieer±pt to which the name of J' might be given because of

1t&4fsA
certain peculiar characteristics it is said toharc? which was written sometime

between 1050 and 800 B.C. Some scholars are very dogmatic as to the particular

century, but there is a certain variation on this. This manuscript would

contain about a fourth of the material in the first five books of the Bible.

According to the theory, another document we-At-written about a century,")

'atjthta which, because of certain of its characteristics, might be

fl called the IT' document. This document paralleled the J document to quite an

extent. Both documents circulated separately for a time; then someone
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combined them. This man, who is called a "redactor", and is often spoken of

p
as the "Redactor of JE", or represented by the symbol R , is supposed to -'r

the two accounts se-that sometimes a chapter would be taken from one,

and then a chapter from the other, sometimes as little as half a verse from

one, and then a half verse or more from the other After this U,

i uøa
half

__had 1een circulated for a lbng period, perhaps as much as two centurie c-m

a new document was written which somewhat paralleled it. This document was

called "1)", and includes the greater part of the present Book of Deuteron9ny.

Ay

had

Aee
After it had ci la ed separately for a time it was combined with JE. frhe

had beçn in circulation for a time, an entirely new

document was written)wh1c1paralleled JED to a remarkable extent. This

docnt has come to be called P. After it had circulated for a considerable

time another redactor combined JED with P, interweaving P into what had

already been composed, starting the whole thing with 33 verses firrfL

P from P, then adding three chapters that had originally belonged to J, but were

now included in JE, thin about a chapter from P, then more material from J,

then a verse from P, then a few verses from J, and so on, sometimes as much as

a chapter from each, often only a few verses or perhaps only half a verse from

one or the other. I,,

Those o hold the view are QftQi ry precise and specific in their claim

as to pe' which words of the Pentateuch belonged originally to a

particular one of these four documents.

There is a certain amount of variation in the theory as held, but the 4M.14

ta'ento moniteè abae would correspond to what i stated by nearly all

who ccept the i1 theory, even though some wou]d a[d other complexities 1n

611 te/-~I~T
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The presentwriter believes that the Pentateuch is substantially

the work of Moses. However, it is not the purpose of the present publication

to prove this.

There are a number of statements in different places in the

Pentateuch which are alleged to have been inpossible to have been written
It is the

by Moses. ppinion of the }4present writer that in most or perhaps in

all of these cases careful examination and reasona le assumption

_____ might have
would xitX permit one to kix believe that Moses/kxx written the

verses involved. However, these are in the main isolated v rses. Even

if an occasional verse should have been inserted at a later time that

would not destroy the possibility of Moses' having written th first

five books of the Bible substantially as we have them. Howev r, that

has been stated is not the purpose of tkixx the present publication.

The pizesent publication has one definite purpose. This purpose

is to show that the theory that is own as the

WeiThausen theory which finds its expression in statements lb ut the

\ alleged documents that are usually designated by the letters J,E,D,P, is

"a theory that long ago outlived its usefulness. It is the pu ose of the

present writing is a very simple one. It is to wx show that this is

the result of the development , intellectual development in the last

century have long been superseded lix. Its rise was part o a wide

spread literary movement which now commands little attention among the

scholars in other fields and it is hardly ever applied to new y discovered

ancient writings. The basis upon which this theory was advanced have

most of them been given up and the arguments which are advanced for it

today, which incidentally are comparatively a small portion o the arguments

which formerly were advanced x, which were advanced 80 y rs or 90 years ago
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are far from being strong enough to support the weight of su a theory.

That is the purpose of this present writing.

A number of books have appeared, booksØ of semi-popular nature

and some of scholarly nature appeared in the last few years whch present

this theory with strong assertions in such a way as to make appear
that its truth is practically certain./recent
that it is now.!. Very few of these/publications attenipt to give sufficient

evidence to establish such a theory. Most of these presentations rest

very strongly on arguments from authority such as .. this th ory i the

result of the work of two hundred years of scholars. Great m number of

xkzrxc scholars wzrkNx working for a long period have established
with

recently/Almost xitJ absolute certainty Ikaix the trx truth of the theory.

this theory. Such statements as these are found in recent writings.

A little evidence is given in each of these iniiniii±nLmx writings for the

theory. Usually the evidence which is given could be frri1y fairly

easily demol1hed.

It is the purpose of this paper to take the evidence that are

commonly given t and to examine them carefully and show tha they

rest upon misunderstanding or misinterpretation xxiNxIx bur insufficient

to support the theory.

There is actually only one xi solid basis upon which this theory can be

maintained. That basis is the strong establishment of presuppositions

that God never spoke to anyone to a human being or directly interfered milk

in the affairs of this world. This is assumed to be true. I this conclusion

is assumed to be true, then of course, there are many stat ents in the

Pentateuch which cannot possibly be true. This, however, is an argument

somewhat philosophical presuppositions rather than an objective examintion

of facts. Because f one of us has not heard God speak or ha not seen anything

3
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happen that he knew to be a definite qt Divine interposition is no proof

that God yl cannot kKxr.k speak directly to human beings or directly

intervene wi in the affairs of this world if He chooses. The P ntateuch

as it stands contains a number of , claims to be a direct revelation

from God. It does not claim to he as the results of man's searching after

God, but the result of God's revealing Himself to man. It contains much

that is said to be what God has revealed to man. And it tell of many

human kix events in the course of which there are occasional situations

occasional events that are alleged to be Divine in1xritix interpositions.

The greatest of these, of course, is that which is found at e very

beginning! xxtxaiN±Nx the claim ktx that God created the heavens

and the earth.

If one assumes the phi&osophic standpoint that such vine

mod relveation or interposition is possible, naturally we c only

consider the Pentateuch as a combination of myth and legends d that

must conclude that it came into existence through same sort

of wxx a human process. However, such an assu'ption doe not prove

that the very complicated theory, the Wellhausen theory which is today

sometimes described as a moderate documentative theory is ac ly

true. Nor does it prove tha any substantial portion
theory

of this/is t factual.
11Uu

Even if the present writer hihm believes firmly that the

f*wx first five books of Moses are true, they are a part o the Bible

and that they as given by the original writers were, originaly

written were free from error. However, it is not His purpose in the present

publication to prove this belief. It is my present purpose t prove that

the donaticZ statement widely made in the semi-popular or ev n in rather
once

scholarly books about the Exz independent existence of the do ents J, E, D, and

P rest upon a basis that it is not sufficient to proVe and most part
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and many parts of the basis upon Xk which they rested have now completely

disintegrated.

When Welihausen wrote it was the claim that it would have been

impossible to have written these in the time of Moses. Now, we have

documents , we have very extensive and involved documents that have been

discovered from the ancient time written long before at the t e of Moses.

The possibility of their having originally written can no longer he

doubted.




When Wellhausen wrote, it was the dim that the conte t of

each of these documents correspond to the alleged development at

different periods of the Israelites' )i,cto history and t that particular

time, those particular times, no$ one of them earlier±kaix th 750 B.C.

,'
the documents were wi written in order to express the ideas of that time.

Some of the schoolars who were influential in establishiNgment of this

theory categorically stated that we learn nothing of the earlier century

from these documents, but only what were the ideas and beliefs and attitudes

of people in various periods from 8th century onward. This at itude

toward these documents is not completely disproven. The mos iifcoc

informative illustration of this is found in the book called b Anderson,

Understanding the Old Testament. In this book Anderson gives the chart

shwoing these documents. lie draws in this chart from a very early period
oral

he draws a dotted line which he claims represents ctoct aditions.

This lines changes at various points into a solid line beginning at the

times when J, B, , and P are supposed to have begun. Even then he puts the
from

dates/two to three hundred years f , two or three hundred years earlier

than was done by the original supporters of the Wellhausen sch ol.
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r1iring the last five years many archaeological disco erics

have been made and out knowledge of the ancient world has bee tremendously

increased. It is no evidenced that point after point everyone of these

alleged documents where they 1qiiN contain the information Which exactly

wZ corresponds with the situations at the time of the alleged events

and which would imx hardly have been knownj to people writi g them at

the time, writing them centuries later at the time when the W llhuusen

theory said that these documents were written. This is evidence is having

its effects. It is i no longer tlaimed that we know nothing, we have

3x no knowledge of the earlier period from these documents. It is widely

recognized that even if they were written at the time alleged, they contain

much material that would have been passed on accurately from far fxr

,'
earlier period. Thus a great part of the alleged evidence for the

establishzment of these documents has disappeared with new discovery. That

part of the evidence which is still considered validly presented in t1le

reent books shall be investigated by us and we shalljshow that it actually

does not establish what it claims it is. Thus a great part xxt of the
these

alleged evidence fuxxifxxx for the establishment of the di .e documents

has disappeared with 1,ulo.emiIes a new discovery. That part of the
considered

evidence which is still x±xxvalid and presented in recent books

shall be investigated by us and we shall show that it actually does not

esthblish what it claims to kx prove.

N
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J, E and P--Fact or Fiction?

It is being widely taught that the Book of Genesis was not written as a

unified production, but was formed by piecing together sections from turn docu-

ments sane of which had existed for many centuries previously. Theee'deeeit

,eigiited' According to this theory which is very m widely taught, these

documents are indicated as J, E and P.

If something is repeated often enough people tend to accept it without much

question. This theory is at present taught in seminaries and universities. It

is contained in Sunday School lessons of many denominations. It is referred to

as fact in books on many subjects. Therefore it will come as a great surprise

to many who have accepted it without much thought to be informed that there is

absolutely no evidence that such documents as J, E and P ever had a separate

existence, and that there i is no ancient reference whatever to such a process

of editorial combination as is assumed in the theory.

KNowledge advances by the discovery and establishment of new truth. Almost

equally important,however, to the progress of knowledge is the disproof and

abandonment of false ideas that have been widely held.

A century ago it was customary to treat many illnesses by bleeding the

patient. This was considered almost a cure-all for most of the tttMuX1 ills of

mankind. For hundreds of years it had been the principal method of improving

health. Many people, simply as a prophylacticj measure, in order to prevent

illness, many people had themselves bled. The sale of leaches, as a convenient

way of et gd tke teee removing blooa from a person's body,

was a great business, even within comparatively recent years. Today ± it is

recognized that one of the greatest means of medical help is the very opposite

of bleeding. Rarely is blood taken from a body. Frequently blood is

transfused into a body. Important as has been the advance in medicine through

learning how to give one blood taken from someone else, equally important has

been the abandonment (2nd) of the false idea that bloodletting was beneficial.
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(superfluous?)
It is even said that George Washington, the first president of the United States,

lost his life because of well-intentioned bloodletting which sapped his strength.

The fact that the theory of J, E and P is today widespread by no means proves

it true. When we find that there is no solid objective evidence whatever for the

existence of these documents, or of any similar documents, it becomes incumbent

upon us to ask the question, "H did this theory become established?? Has new

material been discovered in recent yeass to strengthen the theory, or is it simply

being aixm* based upon arginnents advanced eighty years ago? Have the
originally

particular arguments that were/advanced for it increased in strength from

further consideration, or have they been found to be insufficient for the

establishment of any such x1iixq theory?"

The Book of Genesis is the far very foundation of the Bible of the book Book

that Christians have always considered to be the foundation of their knowledge

of eternal things. If this book is simply a compilation of sections of

previously existing mutually contradictory documents its authority is not great.

Is the widespread teaching of J, E and P a proper basis on which to destroy

the authority of Genesis, or must the question of reliability or unreliability

of this Book book be .1uk determined upon other bases? For anyone desiring

to take a position on this important matter the questirm of the existence or

non-existence of J, E and P is a matter of real m importance. (2nd)

r







A third tendency which develops rather naturally our of those already 3 1

", \mentioned, which received its first strong impetus from the work of Professor

4*3c1
/Wolf, was the idea that great works of literature had come into existence, not by

the work of a single writer or compiler, but as the result of a long process of

bringing together of material from various sources. Professor Wolf worked out

brilliant theories of this type in regard to TTomer's Iliad and Odysey. Wolf

began his presentation with the statement that since writing was unknown at so

early a period these hooks would have to have come into existence as the result

of a long process. Now we know, of course, that writing was in existence long

before the time of Homer, and a considerable part of the argument that Wolf

nresented has now been discarded.

Wolf was a most intriguing lecturer, and Goethe was tremendously fascinated

by his theories about Homer. It is even said that Goethe nersuaded Wolf's

daughter to secrete him behind a curtain in his classroom so that he could listen

to Wolf's lectures without embarrassing the professor by having h in know that

Goethe was present. goethe
was thrilled with this anproach for a time, and he,

himself, applied it o the Bible, and to various other works. However, as Goethe

reread the Iliad and the Odyssey he was impressed anew with the great genius of

the author and the marvelous unity of the works, and in later years he strnni-4v
in GrtTt8ny.

repudiated the idea that Wolf presented. Wolf's theories spread rapidlyt In



England there was coniderahle resistance to them. A few outstanding men, like

Coleridge and Carlyle adopted them immediately, but others, such as Gladstone,

wrote strongly against them. In the latter part of the century, however, they won

their way in England. In a recent translation of the Ody the translator tells

us in the preface that when he was in school the Odyssey and the Iliad were considered

as having been formed by the combination of a number of different sources, and wherever

any seeming contradiction could he found it was taken as clear evidence of multiple

sources. In the process, the author says,iTomer completely diaappeared.u "However, 71

now
he says, 'Homer has/been rezta re-established in his place of importance in Greek

literature, and it is recognized by most that there was a great mind active in the

formation of each of these outstanding epics.

The discoveries of Milton Parry in the 1930's in his investigation of oral epics,

sung by the minstrels in Jugo-Slavia, has put the HOmeric question in xNtiri

i ff.ert,cN±tikiJ

a situation today entirely different from what it was before 1935. The repetition of

similar epithets, which is so common in Homer, arid certain other features, seem to

fit with features found in the Jugo- Slaviari epics, none of which, however,

show anything like the genius f of the Homeric writings. It is interesting to note,

however, that though there may he a long process of gathering of ideas, previous

to the Homeric poems assuming the form N in which they have been preserved, there

is little doubt of their general unity today. One or two authors still fight for

multiple authorhin, but they seem to be fighting a losing battle.
interesting

Great epics have been found in cuneiform writing, and/ancient mytho'ogies

mythological tales have been discovered in Egypt during the rast century. If

these had beenknown half a century earlier they would doubtless have been divided

into various sources which were alleged to lie behind them (in the back of them)

Practically- nothing of this sort has been done,however. So far as literary

criticism is concerned the source hunting has largely become purely an interesting

historical phenomenon of the past century.



edition
In the first of the Cambridge Ancient History which anneared in 1P25

it was interesting to note that the position was taken that the former attitude of

denial of the historical accuracy of any events hack of the 1!rteric poems was given

up, and they were considered to tell n great deal about Mycenean civilization.

However, it was said in the beginning of this history that so far as the iihle is

concerned this history takes the attitude that we can divide the Pentatauch into

sources and know exactly at what neriod each of them was written.

A. F. Houseman (sp?). the famous poet, author of "The Shropshire Lad",

whose actual Profession was tiX that of a clnssical scholar, in his introduction

to "Juvenal' (sp?) rather ridicules the common source-

hunting attitude of the day. He refers to a previous satirist named !RINNXXX

Turnus, to whom references are found in ancient literature, but NX none of whose

works have been preserved. He says other writers will tell you that everything

that "Juvenal" wrote can be traced hack to Thrnus. "You need not look for any

such evidence in what I write.'

When it comes to the Pentateuch, an interesting evidence of the way that

literary attitudes have changed, turned away from this idea of hunting for sources%

of ancient writings, is illustrated by the i fact that today comparatively few

scholars do much study to try to determine whether a verse belongs to J, F,/,

or P. Instead, the theories advanced by Welihausen 70 years ago are advanced

Practically without change as something that is established and can he accented

without question. The few recent scholars who have endeavored to construct

new ideas of sources xX of parts of the Pentateuch have mostly been ignored by

other writers. [Footnote Further evidence on this point will be found lower

down on page 1




The turn away from source cxitiiciz hunting today

is remarkably wellZ expressed by Professor Helen Gardner of Oxford University in

her book bn-t}iébusiness of criticism (actual title?)

where she says: (insertion of quotations from Helen Gardner)
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The three widespread attitudes of the last £XnIl century mentioned above have

persisted to a large extent even as late as 1930. Today they have been almost

entirely abandoned. They have sunk without a trace in the main. Rarely to g hooks

on literary criticism even refer to them. The present writer has thumbed through
literary

most of the recent books on/1i.ki criticism, but from among them he has found

hardly any references to source-hunting at all. Most of what he has found have been

quoted in this chapter already. Aside from these, most of these hooks simply ignore

these tendencies of a past century, tendencies which have largely lost their effect,

so far as literature is concerned, and remain only in their outworking in

Pentateuchal criticism.

It should he stated that the present writer has investigated to quite an extent

the theories that have been advanced about Homer, about the Indi (?) epics,

about various Greek writings and other areas in which this source-hunting attitude

has been taken. in no case have I found a theory anywhere nearly so involved xx

or 's precise as the Welihausen theory of the Pentateuch to have been advanced

and accepted by any large number of scholars.

This leads to a fourth point of attitude which differs from the three we have
firing

already mentioned, in that it applies only to the ihle. xi the last century

the scholars of Germany a'nplied one theory after anothef to the Bible Pentateuch
of Astroff(?) the rather

with the original documentary theory Astr6f&flo / similar theory of
/

Eichhorn(?) . Then the method was carried on, point after point, until it reached

a reductioadahsurdum in what was known as the frt,urr

"Fragmentary Theory' presented by scholars in German and in England. After

reacting strongly against this the 'Supplementary Theory" held the dominant

position for about 50 years, but details were worked out variously by various

scholars. Eventually a modified documentary-theory was presented by Hupfeld(?)

in 1853. Then in 1869 Graf turned the previous period completely ups idedown
formerly

upside-down(sp?), alleging that what had/been thought to he the very foundation,

the earliest part of the Pentateuch, was actually the very last part to have



been written. Thus the Pentateuchal criticism among those who wxxt use the

izi divisive methods went through the some sorth of involved and continuous

and tremendously complex change from one theory to another theory, just as

was done with Homer, with Hefiod(?), with the Nibelungenlieb, and with many

other writings. However, in the case of the Pentateuch Welihausen presented

a theory wit which fit with an idea of development that intrigued the

imagination of those who were seeking for a natural explanation of the origin
(?)

of Biblical ideas, and this theory seemed to he advanced with extreme

dognatism. The dogmatism of the details of the Welihausen theory is quite

unprarileled in literature, but continues right to the present day.
unprar
unparalleled



'NE CC11PLEXITY OF TI-IF GRAF-1%TLLHAIJSEN 'NEOPY
ell leading

The production of one of our/rtt modern news magazines is a very involved

undertaking. 1x Dozens of reporters all over the world send in accounts of

events. Reeearchers gather past facts that may he of help in interpreting these

ffxxwvomxak events. A rewrite man takes the material sent in by perhaps a

dozen (2nd) correspondents, and the material gathered by half a dozen

researchers, summarizes it together, and tst writes a preliminary draft

of an article. Then a committee composed of several men goes over this

article, making changes here and there, rearranging, changing emphasis,
in

and forging the whole into something written/it the particular

catchy and interesting style for which the news magazine is famous.

Comparatively few people know how complex is the process that goes into

the production of one of these magazines. Let us suppose that someone had

never had any connection with the production of the magazine, had never had

it explained to him just how it is done, had never talked with any of the

people who did it do it, but that he worked simply to see one of the

copies for the first time. Can you imagine what success he would have in

trying to determine, simply from the finished product, exactly what were the

sources from which the material had come, what had been written by one writer,

which sections by another wirter, what changes were made by the final

editorial committee, what particular statements were gathered by which

particular researcher. If he were then to produce the results of his work,

and say, "Here is how this article came into being." it would he strange

indeed if even one of his suggestions as to the source of the various narts
prove

of it were/to he true.

The situation would he quite different if an article were eeed written

by three men each of whom had written several large hooks. It would be possible
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in studying these books to learn something of the particular style of these

men. Then, with this as a background, there would undoubtedly be particular

sentences which could immediately he allocated to one or other another

of the writers. There would he many sentences of which it would he impossible

to tell from which writer they had come. if, however, no other writings by

these writers (writings - writers - -) were available, nothing wwi

was at hand except the complex product that they had made, working together,

it is highly quesitonable whether anyone would he able to make any substantial

progress in determining the sources from which they had come.

Recognition of the extreme'y

¬e=nsue difficulty of the taik of thus dividing a complex writing

into its sources has led most present researchers in most fields of literary

study to give up all such attempts except when they have an oiiginal before

them with which they can make comparisons. In the case of the Pentateuch,

and in fact in all the books of the Bible, we have no existing previous

writings by alleged authors, or no f originalx separate xt±

productions from which we could gather the distinctive features of

particular styles in order to try to disentangle these from the xxt writings

as a whole. The complexity Even supposing that they were formed in a

very complex way, the difficulty of disentangling the complexity would he
careful

very great indeed. It is doubtful if any/present-day writer would attempt

the task of doing this on a new writing.

MxkN One hundred years ago there were many who thought themselves

capable of doing this sort of disentangling. It was then

assumed that practically all writings were complex, and t±xwx it was

assumed that they could thus be disentangled. We know today that most

first-class writings are written by one writer (writings written writer)

and even if he gets much of his material, and many of his ideas xxf from
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various sources, there are simply not enough able highly capable me writers

for many writings to be complex in origin, and, when they are complex, unless

we have available other material by the xxxm same men with which to check

it practically an impossibility to attempt to disentangle.

Now just as the critical view is nresented in popular writings, or

semi-popular writings, or even in c ollege textbooks, sometimes it seems like

a comparatively simple thing. Writers sometimes speak as if it were quite

simple to distinguish between the style of J, E, fl, and P, and to tell what

was written by one, and what was written by another of these alleged writers.

Acutally, the critical theory, as it developed, is far more complex than

the impression of it that is received from popular writings.

Originally it began as a rather xi simple thing. Astruc , and later

Eichhom, suggested that Genesis was composed of two different sources which

had been interwoven. After a series of very great and sweeping changes x in

critical opinion, lasting through three-fourths of a century, eventually the

system which has prevailed during the subsequent ninety years came to he

presented. This system took the original idea of two writings, one of which

used the name Yahweh JHfl-J for God, and the other used the title "Elohim,"

and tremendously increased the complexity. According to this view, what was

previously Exix considered to he the E document, and to be the earliest

document, is actually itself a composite made up of two distinct documer

which are called E and P, and which were written at very different times, and

which are alleged to have =Rtte a very different viewpoint, and an

extremely different style.

According to the Graf-Wellhausen theory there was an early writing which

is &lled "J" which used the name Yahweh JIM for God. A century or so later

there was another writing which told substan much of the same material

as in the J document, but told it from a somewhat different viewpoint, and

which always used the name Elohim "Elohim" for/God, instead of the name

"Jehovah." This document then, the critics called 'P." According to their
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view, a redactor combined these two into a new document which was called

"J-E' IJE.?I This combination was done so skilfully that often it is very

difficult to disentangle J from F. Frequently the only basis on which the

divilion can be made is the use of the divine names, and there are many

sections in which no divine name at all is used. It is admitted that the

style of J and F are so similar that it is very difficult to tell (hw)

on this basis what belongs in each document. The claim is made that E has

a slightly more advanced theological viewpoint than that of J. Thus it is

said that J is markedly anthropomornhic, while F is more apt to he

anthropopathic. According to the critical view this combined document,

JE, circulated for a number of centuries. Then a new document was written

which they called "D. This document, however, is found in the later hooks

of the Pentateuch rather than in Genesis. In theee later books JF. was

united X±kX with P by a redactor, so that the combined work, JET), uniting

the material in JE in Genesis with the material in these other hooks, was

circulated for a time. Then, quite separately from this, a group of ',o

priests combined the works (not clear) which most critics

consider not to be work of an individual, but the work of a whole school

of writers. In this work the name of JHWH Yahweh was not used fr for

God, but simply the name Elohim. This work circulated by itself for a time

and then a redactor combined it with XXK JET) . Thus in Genesis there

are three xtx strands united, J, E. and P, whikie in some other parts of the

Pentateuch, there are four strands united according to this theory.

The various redactors, thus, who made these unions, are sometimes

represented as having simply done a paste and scissors job uniting (together)

sections which often overlap, often contradict each other, and are often

fit together so poorly that one wonders how anyone could be so stupid as to have

arranged them this way. Yet at other times it is plain that they are united so

skilfully that the features of each are carried over into the wording of the other

to some extent.
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During the first three quarters of the last century there were many

critics who carried on the attempts to divide the Pentateuch into documents

just as they did with most other ancient writings, and even with some modern

ones. Most of them

claimed to do this purely on a basis of literary form and structure and

style and variation of types of ideas

Quite distinct, in the main, from this was another movement, largely a

movement of attempting to account for the origin of Christianity as purely

the result of a natural development. An outstanding leader in this movement

was Professor euss of Strassburg. As early as 1823 (? day? )
P?

Professor Reuss advanced the idea that the Prophets preceded the law,while

the Psalms came much later. Thus he alleged there was a development ? ?

process by which the ideas of the Pentateuch cane into existence. This idea

was not during most of the century particularly thought of by the men who

were trying to divide the Pentateuch into documents. Toward the er of the

third quarter of the century these two movements were united, largely by the

efforts of the=5ehea a scholar named Graf. Professor Graf took up the

theory, advanced in 1853 by Hupfeld, that divided the old E document into

two (now called P and F) and said that kx F was actually more like J than

like P.KX! When this theory was first presented most scholars paid little

attention to it. But Graf, in 1863 (check date) advanced the idea tkxt that

in the latter part of the Pentateuch the so-called P section which most 19 ff* previous

critics had. thought to he the very earliest and oldest parts of the Pentateuch,

were actually the latest, and represented the most advanced stage of development.

The ft±x literary critics immediately criticized his theory, saying that it was

impossible to separate the style of the R(?) sections o the latter hooks of

the Pentateuch from the P(?) sections of Genesis. Hupfeld answered this by
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saying that the P sections of Genesis, which practically all scholars before

this time had thought to he the very earliest part of Genesis, were actually

the very latest part.

Previous to this time most scholars kxkd had thought that the section

known as E, comprising the later P and B, was the very first writing of the

Pentateuch, and formed its foundation f or its general sculpture.

theory completely upset tix this idea, makiig the

main structure of the Book of Genesis, so far as it is supplied by the P B?

document to have come much later and been added on to something alleged to

have been written at a far earlier time.

The development theories of Reuss and others fit in with the ia

gnnerally widespread idea that religious beliefs were not revealed by God

but that they represent a natural human development. Whatever one believes

about God, the existence of the Pentateuch is a fact. How are we to explain

this fact? Graf presented an explanation on naturalistic terms to show how it

had developed. This was taken up by WelThausen, and published after Graf's

death in very xti clear and attractive German style, and carried by storm

the younger scholarsw who had accepted the development idea as opposed to the

idea of religion having been revealed by a living God, and consequently they

adopted the whole theory of development of the religious ideax of the

Pentateuch, and of the development of the various alleged documents. Most

of the older scholars, including such nreat names as flillman, never

accepted the GrafWellhausen theory, but the younger scholars accepted it, and

as the older scholars died off the Graf-Wellhausen theory compeltely carried

the field.

In subsequent years the methods which were used to divide the Pentateuch

into the alleged main documents came to he applied to each of these documents,

and scholars claimed to be able to divide (up) J, B, P,and P into -Ti, J2

w J3, J4, El, E2, ill, B2, B3, and P1, P2, P3, P4, etc. This was simply
(B's are new to me)
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applying the same method to the various
'

documents that had been first

used to divide the Pentateuch to prove the existence of these documents.

The result of it is, however, to have something which was it written actually

by dozens f of different writers, and came together by a process of constant

editing, uniting and reediting over a period of eenturies. We

have no evidence of x such a process having been thus carried, on anywhere.

We have no evidence that in ancient times documents were thus broken up and

edited and t united(together) in such a fachion.

Mx Many leading critical scholars in recent years have - moved away from

some of the kxxig basic principles of the Wellhausen theory, though not from
of th

its idea of documents. This movement comes in two directions: 6iiEçxtk 1. The idea /

development of the laws and of the documents is to quite an extent ignored.

In fact, many of these scholars, while holding to the Welihausen idea of the

time of coming into existence of these doa.unents, maintlin that each of them

r contains a great deal of material from extremely early times. All are now

ready to admit, for instance, that the P document contains a great deal of

accurate historical information from a time even long before the alleged

production of the P document. Thus the latest document contains

material, that is earlier than almost anything in the early documents. The

date of the documents hardly tells anything, according to present ideas, about

the origin of the material or ideas in them. Thus, the foundation of the

whole development idea is to a large extent given up as a result of new
of

discoveries and new understanding of ancient civilization(s?) and/ancient

beliefs
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The New Testament in the L-'enti"th Century Maurice Jones, London, 192

p. 4 First and perhaps the most 1inortant, of all these factors is that

religion itself has become the cst1, f interest rather than the documents,

texts, and. manuscripts in which the doctrimse and history of that religion lie

embedded. In this respect the first decade of the twentieth century presents

a very markea. contrast to the nineteenth century as a whole. The most

characteristic element in the New Ttarnent riticism of the last century was

the "Battle of the Books," and its main parpe been aptly described by

Professor Saintsbury in his comment upon nineteenth-century literary criticism as

a -- it has been the mission of the nineteenth century to prove that

.veryb6dy's work was written by some one else, and. it will not be the most useless

tank of the twfkatieth 4o betake itself to mare jrofitable inquiries."

The statement quoted above from Prfessor 1i 1(uhl. is ext'rne1y

superficial.- It Is quoted as a good ii example of a very common claim that

the order of events in the two is different. -----------------------------------------------------------
-




----------------------------
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It is true that wryhave occasionally been made by a conglomeration
usually

of fitting together select ons from other writings. Such writings ,/however,

have iaHy not lasted. Their quality has not been such that they would

continue to have significance.

A century ago it was widely taught that Homer's Iliad and Odyssey had

been formed by the juxtaposition of a number of separate small writings. Supposedly

These writings had been fitted together in a mechanical way and it was possible

to separate them (out) into the many different ii sources

which had arbitrarily united to produce these great poems.

Hardly any scholar of standing would hold such a position today. The

essential unitary authorship of the Iliad and the Odyssey is almost universally

believed. There are some who would insist that every hit of it came from one

great writer whom we might call Homer. Others would say that such a writer had

written the main core of the book and then interpolations and additions had been

made later. Still another might say that after a long process of-e-Thf
---d4 ffcio.t




of the oral formation and singing of many different epics,

a man of genius had combined sections from them, transmuting then by his

genius into one great work. The theory, though, of simply the tr

the-ptitting placing end-to-end of a number of different lays which x could be

separated (out) today is one which has disappeared.

A century ago it was customary to think that the old Anglo-Saxon epic

of Beowulf was formed by the combination of earlier lays f dealing with

different incidents which are combined in Beowuif. Today a larger ae

number of these lays are available than were formerly available. Mx Many of the

4wulf are developed at length in these various lays. It is recognized that the

author of Beowulf did not originate the ideas, but had a large background of heroic

stories dealing with particular individuals wh in his mind as he

wrote t the Beowul Yet ix it is recognized by nearly all scholars that the
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from that
i'ox nature of an epic such as Beowulf is completely different/of the lays

which preserved some of the elements some of the ideas or incidents that

enter into it. As Professor Chambers of London University has said, "You cannot

combine a number of motorcycles to produce a truck (we must get the exact words
Rolls-Rpyce.

of this illustration). The nature =e=ay of the epic is entirely

different from that of the lay. It takes one mind to produce such a work.

A century ago it was generally eeegfiie believed that the old

English writing of Piers Plowman had been formed by the fitting together of

various sections by different people. Today nearly all scholars recognize

that William Langland (sp?) wrote it. Very few still remain who would

question that this is a fact.

It is only in the field of Biblical study that the discarded attitudes

of a century ago still hold sway among large groups of scholars.

There is no doubt that occasionally writings are fit together by using

P earlier sources. Mars Hardly anyone today, however, believes that it is

possible to separate such a composite work (out) to its original source

sources. (In)a really outstanding work will not be formed by simply fitting

sources together. It will he transmuted by the complex work of the Wir

writer. As far ago ± long ago as 1827 1847 (not clear) the noted

German scholar, Ewald, gave struck the death blow to what was the

commonest critical attitude of his time, the so-called "Fragmentary Theory,"

by pointing out the remarkable /unity of the Pentateuch. He showed that it

contains a idf±itx±i definite plan inconsistent with the idea of simply

fitting together of fragments or of isolated materials. As a reset of his

presentation the i so-called "Supplementary Theory" began became

dominant in was dominant in Germany for nearly half a century. (untilj

Eventually it was displaced by the new "
Documentary Theory" similar in form

to the original Documentary Theory of 1800, but more complex and developing
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developed constantly in increasing complexity until it actually became very

similar to the abandoned Fragmentary Theory. This theory, almost exactly as

presented in 1878, continues to hold sway in liberal circles. Wher Recent

discoveries of ancient documents have not been treated as such documents were

treated a century ago. The whole attitude of scholarship today is to

recognize that most of them are unified works. The tendency of insisting on

composite nature of almost any writing has been abandoned, except in Biblical

study.

New works that are discovered, even if they contain material or ideas that
is?

also are contilned in earlier works(?) (not clear) are considered as

unified works, even if we do not know who the author was or anything about him.

It is not expected that we can divide them (up) into alleged pre-exiating

sources. Only in Biblical studies is such an omniscience still acted upon as

if it really existed still assumed to exist. It is aafe to say that if
in the

p
the books of the Pentateuch were newly discovered/±Atx present century,

after having been buried for some thousands fcxx of years, it wd would he

assumed by everyone that one of two things was true: either that the books from

Genesis to Deuteronomy formed one unit, or that there were five units. It

might be The possibility might be recognized that there might have been

interpolations or changes in the course of copying, but the idea that any one of

them could be divided (up) into a number of pre-existing sources w would

hardly occur to any present-day literary or historical scholar.

p1
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many religious leaders who today are considered radical by some are actually

ultra-conservative in a very important regard.

Religion should preserve the great truths that have been known in the past.

It should, however, be ready to apply these truths to new situations as they

arise, and should not insist upon retaining old forms that have lost their

meaning. In architecture it has often been the case that when people have

moved from one area to another they have built their houses and their stores

by using the materials of the area to which they have gone, but in religion

they have tried to imitate the the materials and the forms of the country

where they formerly lived.

This type of unreasoning conservatism in religion is today found among

many who are generally considered as progressive, or even radical. I refer

to the so-calldd Higher Criticism.

A century ago there were certain trends that were very prominent in the

world of literary and historical study. Certain methods were applied to all

sorts of literature. People had an exaggerated idea of their ability to take

an ancient writing and olifi divide it up into alleged sources from it came.

It was thought that almost every writing of importance was actually combined

mechanically from a number of previously-existing wit writings.

Today, in the field of literary and historical study, this idea has been

almost entirely abandoned. Scholars have come to realize more fully than ever

before the complicated nature of creative writing. A masterpiece may derive

many of its ideas and many of its attitudes from previous writings, but if
that

it is really a masterpiece, we can he sure / it shows the creative activity

of one writer. The tendency today is to recognize unity f of authorship in

every production that has survived for any considerable length of time.
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4nt
book has ohe distinct purpose: to examine the widely held

9' multi-document multi-docunentary theory of the Pentateuch, and to see

whether there is evidence sufficient to warrant its continuing to be held.

It is not our purpose at present to discuss the truth of the statements

in the Book of Genesis. We are not dealing with the question as to whether

it was written by a man who knew the facts regarding the matters that he

discussed, or whether it was written by a man who had divine revelation as a

means of knowledge, or whether it was written by a man who simply used his

imagination or put down things that he had received from the imagination of

others. As between among these three approaches it is not the object of
They are

the present article to discuss them. / naturally of great importance, but

they it is not our present purpose to handle them.

If a person is absolutely convinced that God could not have created the

world, and is determined to hold to this view, no amount of argument or

9' discussion will convince him that the Book of Genesis is true when it

described God as having done so. (A man convinced against his will is of the

same opinion still.) On the other hand, if a person is convinced that
that this God

hole in disc)
was corrected a great God who controlled directed the writing of Genesis

so as to be entirely true and free from error. Such a person is already settled

regarding this matter. There would be no point in trying to convince him

It is not the purpose of the present writing t either to increase his

certainty or to decrease it to either increase his certainty or decrease it

as to this viewpoint. The present writing is concerned with only one

question: is the Book of Genesis a unity, mndt written at least in the main

by one author who composed wq it etkz with a definite plan, or did it

come together through some sort of involved and complicated process, joining

9' combining the results of two, three or more different writers.
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It was the canon prevalent attitude of the last century to take

every ancient or mediaeval writing and assume that it had come into existence

by a conglomeration of things written by many different people,which were

joined together, either placed end-to-end, r (the people?) or interwoven

by redactors. The present century Literary students of the present

century realized realize (?) keenly the difficulty of producing an

impression of unity in anything formed in this way. A book of extracts

from various discussions of the life and activities of Lincoln is entirely

different from a life of Lincoln written by one man, even if he should use

the other for most of his cource material. There is an impression that

be gained only byj unified authorship, entirely different from the impression

gained from compilation. Literary scholars of the present generation are very

conscious of the complexity of the process of composition, and ±iarx-f therefore
anything that

tend Ixu to avoid any theory that suggests that/what appears to be

p
a unified composition is actually simply formed by a conglomeration of the

writings of various people.

This is not of course to suggest that a wiite man writes without any

sources whatever. Every writer has sources'if his work is entirely

imaginative or autobiographical, these sources may consist only fr of what

he has seen and heard. If he deals with factual matters outside the realm of

his ininediate observation, or even imaginative matters of this type, he is
and/or

quite sure to have had impressions, approaches, sources,/materials in his

hands that come from many different directions. This material, however, he

weaves together into a unity by the rather complicated process of composition.

Present-day lliterary scholars ace very hesitant about 5agge9t4fig denying

individual -witu composition to any work of art. Moreover, even in

those cases instances where two or three hands have worked on a

production, present-day scholars realized how difficult it is would be
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to disentangle the contribution made by each one. The naive conviction of

personal ability to tell exactly what was written at what time, and form what

source it came, that was so characteristic of the last century, has now largely

disappeared been abandoned.

Similarly, it is not the purpose of the present writing to discuss the

question as to who wrote the Book of Genesis. Was it written by Moses? was

it written by someone earlier than Mxˆ Moses? was it written by

scneone later than Moses? These are interesting and important questions, and

there is little material which can properly be used to reach a conclusion

regarding them, so far as the book of Genesis is concerned. However, they

fall quite outside the purview of the present writing.

It is somewhat different when we tab* take up the books from Exodus

to Deuteronomy. in There is much evidence, within the books, and in

other parts of the Bible, that these books here claim for themselves, or

P
were considered by others to have been the work of Moses. They deal with

with all of
material/which Moses could conceivably have had first-hand knowledge. With

The question, however, whether M Moses wrote them, or whether they were

written by a later writer, is not the purpose of the present writing. Our

interest at this time is exclusively centered upon the question, "Did each

"Is each of these books a w unitary production written re in the main

by one author, or are they simply a compilation or interweaving of various

documents written by different people persons at different times?

Such a question can be considered as quite out of date in the present

century, since it is simply not applied to new documents that are
comparatively

discovered from ancient or mediaeval times, and there is/little discussion
nowadays

of it anymore as regards ancient and mediaeval materials already in hand.

However, it is still a very live question as regards the Pentateuch, since it

is taught very widely that the books came together by a certain definite
were brought
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process. While there is disagreement in detail, the overwhelming majority

of those who teach such a multi-document multi-documentaty hypothesis

definitely hold the view that there is one i large document, including

sections scattered throughout Genesis, Exodus, and Numbers, that might be

designated as the J document. Sane would hold that this document extends

into Joshua, or perhaps even on into Judges and Kings. Almost all who

hold this view it maintain that a second document written a century or

two later starts about t Genesis 20 and runs on through most of the books

named. All these critics hold that the third document written several

Lain centuries later than either of the others, and later combined with

them, was made up of what are now large sections of Genesis and Exodus and

Numbers and of the whole of the Book of Leviticus; possibly also including

sections that are not i included in later books. This view we are

interested in examining carefully and in seeing whether it is as

completely out of date as far in the present to be held in

the twentieth century as the tone and attitude of r present-day literary

and historical scholarship w't'cng would suggest.
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10.'

as thapes/'2 to 4. Such devices may be comparatively little used. To say

that one Inter could not write the style of Genesis 1 and the style of

Genesis 2 goes far beyond what it would be to say that Shakespeare could not

have written the melodramatic Macbeth and the graceful, cheerful As YOu Like It,

or that Milton ndbuclw could not have written

The way the argument is sometimes given, one thinks that you NKIN could

easily take chapter 1, or 1: to 2:4 (a?) and see all the words

that are used, and then find these words or phrases elsewhere in the

Pentateuch,and it would separate (out) the sections of the P document

as distinct from the sections of the J document. Yet on page /37- /3S

of his Introduction (Mr.) (Dr.) Driver gives a

list of different words or phrases that he says are distinctive of the
S, 7

P docunent. Of these words (or phrases) only occur
IC)3 7

among thvl different words that are found in Genesis 1:1 to 2:4. words

is a very small amount of material to find as distinctive evidence of the

P style in this chapter. Other alleged distinctive words of P, however,

are noted in the discussion in Driver's (no Mr.?) commentary Commentary

and also in Skinner's Commentary. In these we find a number of statements

calling directing attention to certain words as being distinctive words

of the document P. These are as follows:
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This was the starting point f of the multi-document multi-docunentaiy

theory of Genesis, which was presented in substantially this form by Astruc

in 1753. A generation later Professor Eichhorn presented substantially the

same theory in the successive editions in his Introduction to the Old

Testament km ehe4=fe Then the idea was extended to the

entire Pentateuch. Later scholars, however, found great difficulty with Xhwiti

this two-document theory, and in the form presented by Astruc and Eichhorn

it has been held by hardly anyone since about 1825. Critical scholars presented

various other theories, and there was a great variety of opinion as one

theory after another was presented, advanced, accepted by many, and then

abandoned. Finally a consensus was reached upon what is actually a three

docunent theory, so far as the first four books of the Pentateuch are

concerned. This theory, which has been widely taught4 since 1878, and which
"J, E, and P"

I have fxxx±xu therefore referred to as the J, E,and P theory,
kt1

r
holds that the first two chapters f of Genesis give us the foundation for

two of these documents, but that large portions of Genesis do not belong to

either one of these, but to a third document which generally parallels the

other two, which begins about Genesis 20.

Let us then examine the criteria mentioned above and see whether w they

really carry through the Pentateuch as one might think.
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that the Book of Genesis can be Jifi divided (up) into sections

using t the one name, and sections us other name, thus showing

the two different documents from it is alleged to eeriiñcxrx have

been formed. The tleo at present held holds that a i1u third document

begins at chapte (s would say tk there are a few traces of it ear "er

than3. It is said that the tyle o se o,Ls quite rent The!

first "is a type of literatu t has a very e ed ost m rarefied

idea of God. He spe , and creati curs. e second is said

to be ih mu ore anthrop c. es down. . He talks.

() He is grieved. He walks e gardens e style of th first

document is repetiti formal f dry. The le of the s cond

document is nar ive, moving, -t -earth. The ocument

found w in di er one i,s called 'A racterid by

has m uniqi words ich it uses ofte\
-

G11-C"
11

to uite an extent in the second ffe -and

-plie& it Ltb. 4ith ct 'n htwmth two documents cn Jna4ie

ppaTe1t.
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each of them has
if it can be shown that/'ehey=ha,e a distinctive style

that fairly easily recognized, and that many words which are

characteristic of one document, and used frequently in it, occur seldom if

ever in the other documentt, a strong argument would seem to have been made

Vfor
the idea that Genesis was fomed by a combination of these two documents

The theory in substantially this fonn was advanced when mm-er dim. a

It was originally presented in 1753 by Astruc.

Eichhorn presented substantially the same theory in 1790, and in succeeding

editions of his 5f±xx±1ig Introduction to the Old Testament But the theory

in this fomi has hardly been held by anyone since about 1825. It would be

a waste of time to examine such a theory now, since so many difficulties

were found with it that various expedients were attempted to improve it or

correct it until finally a elde consensus was secured upon a form of it,

the fotin of which is generally known as the Graf-Wellhausen theory Theory.

9'.
Practically all who hold to a real

douaientary theory of the Pentateuch today--and that includes the

overwhelming majority of critical scholars--feel that the two documents that

they find in the first fi few chapters of Genesis can be traced through the

Pentateuch, but that starting at about Genesis 20 (some would say there are

a few parts of it earlier) and goings on through the Pentateuch, there is

a third document which they call 'E." It is therefore unfair today to

examine the theory as if it were a two-document theory. So far as the

first four books of the Pentateuch are concerned, it is px-zwiiulIjrx

practically speaking a three-document theory, these documents being called

i J, E, and P. Let us then examine the evidence for the separate

existence of J, E, and P as based upon the first few chapters of Genesis.

First, as to the claim that we have here two stories of creation.

While this is true in the broadest ii sense, the statement is inaccurate

because when we speak of creation the question must be asked, "Creation

of what?" Genesis 1 tells the story of the creation of the universe.
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In verse one it tells Iticit about the original creation of matter. Verse 3

tells of the creation of light. V erse 7 (or verses 6 and 7) tells of the

creation of the firmament. Then we read of the x separation of the moisture

in the atmosphere from the water upon the earth. Then of the forming of dry

land upon the earth. Then of the creation of vegetation. Then of the

creation of sea meite animals aquatic animals fish. Then of land

animals; and then of man. Genesis 2 is an account of creation, but not an

account of the creation of the universe. It has in it no mention of the original

creation of matter, no mention of creation of light, no mention of the creation

of a firmament; no mention of separating the waters moisture in the sky from

that on earty, no mention of the separation of dry land and water. No mention

of the creation of sun, moon and stars. It is sometimes said that it contains

an account of creation of animals and of vegetation, but this is an incorrect

statement. The only reference to vegetation in it is that the Lord planted a

garden. This is certainly not a statement of creation of vegetation. The

reference to creation of animals here is properly interpreted in the

pluperfect, as we shall show on page . The only creation presented

here is the creation of man. This creation, however, is described in much

more detail than in the first chapter. God's dealings with man after he

is has been created is are described in considerable detail here,

while it is barely touched upon in chapter one. The two are stories of

creation, but the overlapping between the two is actually very slight. One

is the creation of the universe, and all that is in it, with many aspects

touched upon, mostly rather briefly. The second is simply the story of

the creation of man, with little reference to other aspects of creationi,

and much more detail about the creation of man. The two stories are

complementary to each other. They are not parallel at

all. When this is recognized the idea of contradiction between the stories

also disappears.
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Now let us look at the zzm second point of the argument. The first

chapter uses the name Elohim; the second uses the name JHWH. Does this

P




ment
necessarily show a different writer and a different docutx? Why may not

the same writer use different names? An account of the President of the

United States appearing before Congress and presenting a great message to

them may refer to him many times, and may always simply call him the

President. An account of a picnic at which the President is together with

his immediate family with a group of brothers and sisters might constantly

refer to him by his first name, and never once use the word 2 "Presddent.

There are various ways in which any person may be referred to, depending upon

the situation and background. It was recognized in the middle ages that th

k name iC "Elohiin", representing God as the great, powerful One who
particularly

controls all nature, while the name 3111*1 shows God/in His iljut relation

with mankind, and 91U!iR specifically in His covenant relation with the people

of Israel. Mr. S. R. Driver Dr. S. R. Diver, Lg say on page - 1-3

of his 'iterature of the Old Testament that Elohim represents the God of
,ii aL&ti
caat±on, and JHI*1 the x God of re4ep±on. If thus different aspects

may be represented by the different names there is no reason why the same

writer might not use one for a certain section in which it was particularly

appropriate, and then use the other in a section in which it was appropriate.

He might reasonably switch from one to the other as reason occasion

occurred for emphasis upon one or *iwLhi other aspects. Or in many

cases instances where either one would fit equally he might simply

continue to use the one that W he had been using or he might switch to the

other for emphasis. This is entirely natural and can be paralleled in almost

any book in whichj an individual is frequently referred to.

It should be remembered that no critic holds that either of these

P documents was written at a time when only one of these names was known. No
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important critic gives a date for the _ writing of either of these

) manuscripts which is not long after the time when it he would admit that

both names wx were in common use. Why then should a writer necessarily

use only one of these names in a long account which he wrote.

In ccninection with this argument it should further he noticed that
sections

in the/iciutiwit which the rñtizx&xi critics give to each of the documents

the names are not always uniformly used. Thus although from 2:4b to the

end of chapter 4, which passage is generally attributed to J, the name

JIM or JHWH-Elohim JHWH Elohim is ganerally used. In chapter 3, viere

verses 1 to 5, the name Elohim occurs times. This is explained in

most critical i.*'i.' commentaries by saying that it would not be

appropriate to put the sacred name, JHWH, into the mouth of the serpent,

and therefore the name Elohim ixx is used when the serpent is represented

as speaking, and also when Eve speaks to the serpent. Once, however, this is
been

has been admitted, the case has/completely in= given away.

Ix It has already been admitted that the two names, while referring to the

same person, have a different significance, and that there are circumstances

under which one or the other might be appropriate, and that the same writer

might easily use'' both names.

This fact about chapters 3:1 to 5 is often passed over in silence when
that?

the argument is presented, and it may not be notic_ed that we have these

occurrences of Elohim in the course of these three chapters which are wiii said

to use almost entirely the name of JIM. The impression is given that the

whole book of Geneis can m simply be divided i the basis of these two names.

It should be noticed though, that chapters 1:1 to 2:4 uses the name of Elohim

- times, and that all the rest of the passages in

Genesis that (Mr.?) (Dr.?) Driver attributes to P altogether

f use it only
3?4z11 times. Thus there are(re than halt) as many uses

- /.1
4LA.
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in this first section as in all the succeeding sections as in those portions

of P in all the succeeding sections of Genesis put together. This shows

actually how weak an instrument this name is upon which to tie a whole

division of documents or of theory that P ever existed as a separate
which

document. It is true that there are many passages/that the critics now

give to the document E which is said to parallel passages in the J document

and that most of these use the name Elohim. However, in all of Genesis put

together, after chapter I.: 4a, there are only f() uses of the name Elohim.

Thus we see that the frequent use of this name found in Genesis 1 is not

a sample of what can be found as a means to divide the documents, but is in

fact a very unusual section, and not? hardly to be r11 paralleled in

any other section either of the P document, or of the alleged E document.

So far as the story being complete in either document, without the

other, we have already noticed how much is told in Genesis 1 that is not

even mentioned in Genesis 2; and we notice also that there is considerable (noun)

in genesis 2 to 4 that is in no way referred to in Genesis 1 or at any later

time in the P document. The two alleged cxiiX documents are far from

being complete parallels with one another.

Now let us turn to the argument that we have a different styld in these

two. It is true that in Genesis 1 there is much repetition, and comparatively

little in Genesis 2 to 4. We note, however, that there is a different

subject. Genesis 1 is giving portraying a picture of an

orderly process whereby an cinnipotent God brings the universe, and in

particular, this present eart, into existence. The steps in it are clearly

outlined and stressed. It gives (bw) a marvelous

picture of the separateness of God from His universe, and yet of His absolute

rd
control over it. [vices of repetition and orderly arrangement, such as

Eound here, are found in (the iabu works of) many writers

in sections of similar type, even when in sections of more narrative type, such

L,,c.d4 L-7'øI'
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jidea that the Book of Genesis was formed by .J4wr!-'!cEIc.tiQns

9Iva4ous
documents that had previously existed -hir ieparate ath found

rd




its begThning with the observation of an interesting difference between Genesis
'1.i4f C




1,4
1 and Genesis 2. Although this difference had been S,

All
and definite explanations '.of'it had been advanced, it was not until

,two
hundred

years ago that it became the starting point for the documentary theory.

These two chapters form a very convenient starting point for presentation

of the documentary theory, and often are the basis upon which it is now

presented. As presented, the argument at first appears very strong. Let us

see just what the argine4t is, and then examine its-varioug poin-J-

While the argument is given somewhat differently by different people, it

amounts in general to the following:

1. It is alleged that Genesis begins with two different and contradictory

accounts of creation, one of them running from -ek 1:1 to 2:4q, and the

other starting at 2:4b.

2. It is noted that the first of these refers many times to God, and

always speaks of Him as Elohim, while from chapter 2:4b to the end of chapter 3

He is frequently referred to as JHWH Eiohi.m," It is suggested that Elohini was

inserted in chapters 2 and 3 when the two documents were combined, in order to

show that the JHW1I of chapter 2 was the same Being referred to in the first

chapter by the
Ahim.

This suggestion for the use of the compound name is

strengthened by the fact that this compound name occurs very rarely in the

Bible after Genesis 3, while both the name JHWH and the name Elohim are very

frepeit. Thus it is alleged that two earlier documents were combined,

onè',,always used the name Elohim, the other generally using the name JHWH, and

that they can be distinguihed by this fact.
_i1 :1

3. It is said that the s'e,of these two documents is quite different;

f' that the first is a type of literature that has a very exalted, almost
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4. The literary style of the two is said to be quite different, the first

being repetitious, formal and dry, while the second is narrative, moving,

down-to-earth.

5. Each of the two documents is said to be characterized by i quite a

different use of various words and phrases.

These arguments seem to present a very formidable proof of the idea that

Genesis was formed by combining two or more documents that oruinally

existed separately. The-ttlBh3 c1-hdtvided If thnts canI
_(f-!s_7../

be separated from each other by properly using the.-criteria

thaentioned, and awtd to fit together e1)

k caTat"1y that gt rpl±Q fairly complete

docunents covering in general the sanebut contradicting each other at

various points, it would seem indeea most cogent proof.

fIh
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The claim that it is possible to take a document such as Genesis and divide

it (up) into sections, and tell when each was written, and how they came together
iII
is a claim to a knowledge that would not be possible if one had all the facilities

of modem investigation at his disposal, and were trying to do it with things

that happened today. Suppose that someone were to take one of Franklin D.

Roosevelt's speeches on which he had about six different ghost writers who

worked with him, as has been the case with most of our recent presidents

Presidents. We could try to find t)xtIii other things written by these

ghost writers to get an idea of their style, to see just which part of each

speech that President Roosevelt wrote came fxiixp supposedly from each one

of them, and what changes were made from other members of the team. We could

-'also try to trace what particular sentences President Roosevelt himself

inserted, or which were suggested to him or to one of the team by things

that they had heard a somewhere. Doubtless with the knowledge the
other

great number of books, magazines and other letters and/± material

available today, a certain amount could be definitely shown as to the

origin of some of the statements, but the great mass of the statements

in any one of his speeches it would prove utterly impossible to trace as to

who put the words together into the form in which they exist now.
(no more tokens in Phila.)

Suppose that as you are buying a token to go on the subway/you are

handed a dime. It would be interesting to look at this dime and think of

its history. You can tell from the date when it was coined. Let us say

that it was ten years ago. Then, when coined,it was sent to a bank. (Fed.Res. first)

At this bank it was taken out by the representative of a epiy=w1J
store that

desired change. Here it got into a certlin department. Then it was given

out in change to a man from Baltimore. It went was carried in this am's

pocket to Baltimore. There he made a phone call and put the dime into

the receptacle coin box It was collected by the phone company and

was taken to a bank there. It was taken out again by the railroad company.
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A man bought a ticket to San Francisco, and in his change received this dime.

He put it into his xk1 pocket. As he was passing through Nebraska he

gave the dime as part of a tip to the waiter. When the train stopped for a

few minutes at a station the waiter bought a newspaper and gave the dime to

the man there. The man from whom he bought the newspaper gave the dime to a

as pat=e change to another man coming through who was on his way to

Michigan. It hus passed through various vicissitudes (bw)

through the course of the last ten years, and finally found its way into the

pocket of one of us today. It would be very interesting if one could trace

the history of a dime during ten years. However, it can safely be said that

it is absolutely impossible to do it. There is nothing but imagination that

can enable us to reconstruct the history of a dime, and the chances are

that most of our guesses would be zi11tidjr completely wrong. If this is

the case with trying to trace things in recent years, what possibility is

there that people can take things written three thousand years ago, in

kz!t situations in which we know very, very little about the whole

background except for the statements in the Bible, a few written documents

that have been found, a very tiny part of the total that was 'iii written

in those days, and the total written in those days was a fraction of the

amount of writing that w would be done today in an area of equal size in

our country. The material for knowledge of people's lives there is a tiny

fraction of what is available today. It would be a very difficult task to

tr,a reconstruct people's thinking and show id= when a certain phrase

was z written, or how it came to be fit in with another into a particular

article. These are simply illustrations to show the absurdity of the claim

that is made by these critical writers to be able to trace the origin of

particular phrases in the bible.

When we take the form criticism the approach characteristic of

Gunkel, and the way it has been worked out by the Scandinavian writers, we



have the same thing to an even far greater extent even to a far greater extent
They claim that different ti stories, different statements, different little
bits of the narrative, were formed at certain periods in response to certain
situations. Yet practically all these situations are imaginary. They are
reached by imagining that something that has been found in some part of the
world must have had a similarity to something that happened in the Near aat
at some particular time which they designate. A great deal of it is reasoning

in a circle, because from the Biblical statements they imagine what a situation

might have been, and then say that this situation led to the ha formation of

this little statement of small bit of narrative or law. The whole approach

assumes a knowledge that is absolutely unattainable.

If one even tries to know exactly what happened in connection with events

within the last few years often he reaches a point where it is simply

impossible to tell. ±Nx In the few situations that I have had in my life

where there have been breaks between divisions over issues between different

people, and personalities have entered into t, I have heard the same story

told by four different people in utterly different ways, and my own

recolledtion would be quite different from any of them. This x1t relates to -

things within our own lifetime f or perhaps within the very year in which we

present them. How then can we expect three thousand years ago to reconstruct

such things and rearrange the Bible on the basis of our ideas?

A
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Driver lists as one of the peculiarities of the P document the Xuse of the

word *kuk nephesh as meaning a dead body.This usage seems

to me highly questionable. The word ii1h nephesh ordinarily

means "soul" or 1i1'T "life." Why should it mvxf mean "dead body?"

Sometimes it means Frequently it simply means "person." I incline to

think that all thó' cases where it is translated "a dead body" (that) it

simply means "a rUILILLLIi person," that one is defiled for a person. We read

that a Nazarite mus. not defile himself for any person in general, but may for

a close relative. .question very seriously that it is reasonable simply to

take i nephesh as meaning "dead body." If it iqljfT simply means "person"

and is used in wtk contexts where defilement on account of a person

thought of as deceased is involved, then it hardly seems to be a special usage

which could warrant being designated as a special feature of the P document.

It may be of course that the sections that the critics give to the P docment

have much more to say about defilement through dead bodies than other sections,

but there is at least some of the sane reference in the Book of Deuteronciny,

even though the word nephesh does not happen to be used there in this

particular way. This, however, about DuAtrom Deuteronomy requires a little

further examination.

N
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V ilzU/6/ thter IV Aiunents for Theory #4 (2nd r.d.) (2/23/67)

presented the theory to the Erg lish- eaking world in recent years the two which

r

have the fullest presentation of evidence, and which, from the vievVoint of

careful, thorough dealing with the Pentateuchal problem, could be considered as

the most scholarly, are Pfé±ffer, Introduction to the Old Testanent and




\
Eissfeldt, Introduction to the Old Testament. Most critical scholars today

would consider
on-OE

thesebooks containing the fullest and most canpiete

recent presentation of the Documentary Theory. Yet each of th'i

a sweep jig alteration in the theory. Pf eif fer advances the idea that the

44
so-called J document actually made i.p of two distinct documents, one oE

which he cal "S re traces the difference between J and S r4gt-dQM \

thro.g h the jLi±. Pentateuch, attributing to the S doament many

sections that others would place anoug the most distinctive J sections.
)is

"S document" he considers to have been added to the Pentateuch

instead of having formed a part of the very earliest document of the

911
Pentateuch, as is claimed by most others who hold the theory.

Similarly, Eissfeldt divides the alleged J document into two different

documents, one of which he calls the "L'.' document. His theory of the L document

is very different from Pfeiffer's theory of the S document, and similarly makes

a very extensive revision in the whole documentary analysis. Nevertheless,

hardly another scholar of any standing has accepted either Pfeiffer' s theory
\

of the S document, or Eissfeldt's theory of an L document. Thus each of the

two men who have made the most thorough recent study of the theory and who have

presented it in most scholarly fashion, h introduced a very sweeping

alteration which has not won the acceptance of other scholars. This, in the

opinion of the present writer, strikingly suggests that the statement

that the theory represents the consensus of opinion of all trained scholars

is hardly accurate.







Theophile James Meek, HEBREW ORIGINS Harper Row, New York and Evanston (1936) 1960

Page 1, footnote 1

"We have knowledge of three other Hebrews who rose to positions of great power

in the ancient Near East; see J. Lewy, Hebrew Union College Annual, XIV (1939), 618 f.,

and notes 25 and 26 below."

Page 140, paragraph 2

"It surely cannot be without significance that the association between the bull and

Israel is so frequent in the Old Testament and that the term 'bt, "bull" (later
" Uvocalized 'abbir, 'mighty one," when the bull cult fell into disrepute), as an

appellative of deity, is used only of the god of Jacob (Gen.49:24; Is.49:26; 60:16;

Ps.132:2,5) or of Israel (Is.1:24), and never once of the god of Judah."
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9'I
ThE FACTS ABOUT J, E AND

Many books today speak of the J, E and P documents. Most of our major

denominations include material in their quarterlies that speak of such
entities

documents low if they once existed as separate/Juiiti,p brtaein combined

to fotin tIui Genesis and the following books in the Bible. Yet it does not

require any great gift of prophecy to predict that a few years from now

the J, E, and P documents will be completely forgotten, and all Bible

students will 3impl regard them as simply a queer pe,i'4ei idea that

ped-tI was widely disseminated for a number of years and then

completely discarded and forgotten.

Thirty years ago many books contained pictures of the XXMW(XX! Piltdown

man. These bones were photographed; they were illustrated

in museums; they were talked about as presenting a definite stage in man's

history. Today this name has been quietly dropped and forgotten. In that

case fr-FE proof was presented that the Piltdrn man was a fraud, Lx.- formed

from the tixx combination of bones from two different creatures, and it

is so recognized by all scientists today. In most cases,however, it is

quietly forgotten, and the new generation will not remember that such a / (

¬e

all

Putdown man was ever
mentioned4

The same will be

true of J, E, and P. Only students of .garies of past ideas will recall,

a few years from now, that there was a time when such an idea was extremely

wiim widespread.

riring the past century evidenFe has been mounting to show that these

so-called documents (ae mere an idea that fit with the general trend
F

f)1JH.
of-the-thought of a century ago, but that is quite out of harmony idkt

with present trends in literary and

3tistorial2tudy

s have been

accumulating for a century or more - of
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that such documents as separate entities)(!ever actually existed. In

' order that readers of this pamphlet may be up to date ei- s-at some of

ki these evidences will now be

1. No ancient copy of a 3, E. or P document, nor of any recognizable

portion of such a document, as distinct from an ancient copy of the

Book of Genesis or of part of it, has ever been found.

2. T here is no mention of any such document, either under these names

or under any other name, -that c 1pOiiLtvd t in ci anything -that was

written prior to 2'OO y g two hundred years ago.

3. There is no ancient evidence of the type of editorial revision that

is involved in the theories about the once independent existence of such

documents.

4. This theory represents an idea that was common a century agog TI.ly

According to this idea most ancient or mediaeval writings

were formed by the simple adding together or interweaving of previous writings.

This theory first received wide prominence through the lectures of Professor

Wolf in Germany about 1780. Professor Wolf maintained that Homer's Ilia and

odyssey were formed by the fitting together of a number of separate lays which

were combined almost unchanged1te-r

Similar theories were then applied to the Nibelunge.ied, and to many other

ancient and mediaeval writings.

In recent years almost all literary scholars have rejected this approach

to literature. In dealing with the
plish

epic, Beowulf (is_uTheLLa part 4-

._eI'rt3 which many had cd was formed by putting together various
R. W.

xx small poems, Professor/Chambers of the University of London said that the

idea that an epic work with the unity and ±Ii organization of Beowulf

could be id by simply putting together separate small works like the

P jEddas dde-f candinaviay many of which dealt with the ve' same 5-tories,41Ut
______ RollsRoyce

as cai.nen io Beowuif, was like suggesting that a "truck could be £z'u
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made by fitting motorcycles together. There are similarities,but the general

approach i is so different. geawe It is today almost universally

recognized that a i -iecaf_s work of art requires an individual

author. He may x derive his ideas and his material from many souies, but he

writes his work as one unified thing. The great r complexity of the

process of composition is appreciated our century(more) than before, and it

is it not believed that any great number of ancient works came into existence

simply as a patchwork proposition by the fitting together of previously

existing documents. 71 xz:h±r The Scholars today speak of the

unknown anther Austrian writer of the early t}ir thirteenth century who wrote

the Nibelungeilied The tendency to divide Shakespeare (up) and attribute /
I

whteve;r lines show less enius than other lines to attribute jthese to

4; 'ID4 fL A .qI!ti
-

v4.th writers has today -1ian$ disappeared. The whole attitude that found




\
expression in the theory of the once separate existence of a J, E. or P

document is today largely a thing of the past. It takes no great genius to

predict i1.ttk that the Old Testament scholars who believe -believed in the

J, E, and P documents will eventually catch ,(up with the attitude of present

literary scholarship and abandon these outrn theories.

5. Even though it be admitted that there are works that have been written

by a process of combining previous writings, taking a little from one and a

little from another, and interweaving them, and though it be recognized that

there are wir writings Va4h were produced in collaboration by two or more

authors, hardly any literary or historical scholars today would think it possible

that such writings could be separated into their previous divisions. As we

shall see later, there is much evidence against the idea that Genesis was

composed by interweaving previously existing documents. However, i even if

this had been the case, it most literary scholars today mod would recognize

that to separate them/outf would be utterly impossible. Such a work as
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Simpson' s, The Formation of the Pentateuch1

would be impossible in any other literary area. Professor Simpson çI*w* divides (up)

the so-called J document into what he thinks was the first part of it, which he

calls Ji, and then shows just which words have been added by w one whom he

calls J2, and which by another whom he thinks of as Xhs-edactoT a still

later redactor. His book of 600 six hundred pages gives a complete

rearranguiiat of the material of the ir so-called J document. I know of no othefl_

other leading prominent iiu± sio1r ho has accepted (Ppesor) S* son's

)1/f11J4f4 ?,:y4t /1(J' JC'M1itWwork in detail, yet the method that he use 1 exactly that which is implied in

the whole f. effort of dividing Genesis into xkxxtc2 J, E, and P.

A sort of omniscience was assumed by many scholars of a century ago as they

studied Homer, Nibelungenlied, the Bible, and other ancient or mediaeval

documents. Hardly a prominent literary scholar of today, X outside of the
would even

Biblical field, ,_1,&14*i*/dream of possessing such ability. Such a

man scholar as Professor of Bennington University

speaks of the dividing of Genesis into these documents by the critics as
either

"almost miraculous." He would consider it as/iiiliiwk miraculous o. nnnsense

if such a thing were done in any of the literary fields wk± which are his

own ftrN area areas of specialization.



/
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Importance of this Argument (Cont1d)

Someone has said that if we were to hear George Washington speak today we

would hardly understand a Word he said. I do not know whether pronun

ciations are changing quite as rapidly as that would suggest or not,

but there is no doubt that they do steadily change in all languages,

so it would be impossible, anyway, to say just how the name of God was

actually pronounced when the Bible was first written. In the later

days the Hebrews adopted the ucstcin of not pronouncing it at all, for

fear of taking the n on unclean ups. Instead, for a time they

substituted the words "the Nane. ' A little later this custom was

replaced by the habit of reading the words "The Lord", wheneVe.r the

sacred name of God occurred, unless it was preceded or followed by

the ordinary word for "Lord", in which case they would simply say

"God." In such cases the King Jams Version represents it by the

letters "GOD."

We can be rather sure, however, thatthis feeling was not present
a number of

in the early days of Israelite history, since the nom of/the Hebrew

kings very evidently have this particular name of God as one of their

cponents, either at the beginning or at the end. Thus in Jehoiakim

and Jehoahaz it is at the beginning, while in Hezekian and Josiah it

is at the end.

From these and other evidences many scholars have thought that

the original pronunciation of the name was sanethjng like "Yahweh."
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Arguments Advanced for the Higher Criticism of the
Graf-Welihausen Theory

I In popular books and i uewhat ehelarl, ,f in most

scholarly books of the present day one ñ of the most prominent
11.J. C'r'

arguments that one finds is all scholars agree that thi-c---is 4hi

represents the intensive research of the last five decades, x or,

this represents the patient study of scholars for 200 years. It is thus

represented that great numbers of very careful scholars have spent a

long time studying the Pentateuch, and they have reached results which

the rest of us must simply accept.

Here it is unfortunate the great majority f of people are i

unfamiliar with the history of the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis. It is

true that during the period when the clividive method was common in

literary circles,it was widely applied to the Pentateuch. It is not

true, however, that the researches of a great number of scholars

produced the theory which is being taught today. Actually, most of the

principles that enter into the present theory represent the actual work

of only about four men between 1853 and 1878.

During the years between 1800 and 1900 there was a great variety

of were grcat varictjuf approaches taken toward the Pentateuch.

First there came the two-document theory. This theory had been suggested

as early as 1953 by tT64c-4.), a French writer, but little

attention had been paid to his work. Shortly before 1800 a German

w±iter, Eichhom(sp?) / Eithom who seems not to have been familiar
6t ltj_

,'
with the work of Astrook or of others who had hit on a similar theory

2- L
at an earlier time, independently advanced the theory and-h"-great

Eichorn's great name and ability at clear writing caused his theory to

become i1jr accepted rather widely. This theory was that the
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Book of Genesis could be mainly divided into two documents which could
generally

be distinguished by the fact that one of them/used one name for *Deity
quite

while the other generally used a/different name for God. This theory,

which might bg ca1ieâ-thc L deeument seemed to have a very

simple straight-forward, and to have considerable in its favor. For

a time most critical scholars adopted it.

Then the principles upon which this theory was founded were carried

further by a group of shcolars,and what has been called the "Fragmentary

Theoryx" developed which considered the Pentateuch to have come together

from a great number of separate, of independent writings.

IN 1826 a great German scholar named Ewald gave the deathblow to the

Fragmentary Theory with his work on the unity of the Pentateuch in which

P
he shaire the marvelous unity and the central plan running all through it,

a& showed* how impossible it was that,ould have been developed simply

by the coming together f of a great number of separate fragments. Yet

Ewald did not carry his argument to its logical conclusion, that the whole

thing represented the work of one writer. He was so much under the

influence of the spirit of the times*that he felt it necessary to advance

a new critical theory for it. This theory which came to be accepted for

about 50 years by ztX a great number of shcolars was called the

"Supplementary Theory." According to this the parts of the Pentateuch

which had previously been considered as belonging to one of these two

documents, the one that used the name "God", or "Elohim", was the

foundation, and upon this a man who used a different name for God

inserted supplements at tc various places. 2r For about 50 years this

P Supplementary Theory was the leading theory among scholars who denied
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the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch.

However, before long itt it came to be seen that there were great

difficulties with the Supplementary Theory. Various scholars suggested

ways to try to get around these difficulties. Ewald, himself, suggested

what has been called the "Crystallization Theory," a theory involving

not one supplementation, but a series of different supplementations. No
di4

theory was advanced wit which did not have great,, flaws ad ebvieuB flaii

in it.

Now we come to the development of the Graf-Welihausen Theory. The

first step in the founding of this was a suggestion by a German scholar

named Hupfeld* in 1853 that what had been thought to be the foundation

writing, the orighl first Pentateuch into which all the 1wtr supple
later

mentation had/been put was Ntkfxü itself composite and could be

divided into two parts , one of which was primarily legal, analytic

consisted of lists,t*k tables and formulae, while the other

consisted mainly of narrative. This division of the Elohist into two

Elohists did not impress many scholars at the time. Eventually,
4j 1-4

however, it was taken,into 4the
Welihausen Theory with Hupfeld*s *

second Elohist be1i' called by thei initial 'tE", while his first
WUd

Elohist i now called by-the"?,' 1ottor!1

a-e14the Priestly Document
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/ ,&
About ten y.ars later another Gërnan professor named "Graf" advanced

a theory based upon the ideas of certain Haealiansp?)

philosophers who had proposed a complete reconstruction of our idea of 7'

Cie development of th7thoughts* and institutions of ancient Israel

in accordance with certain developmental principles. Graf, in suggesting

this rearrangement,at first left Hupfeld"s idea as to the first xl and

second Elohist intact, but, proposed rearranging the assumed order of the

writing of the laws in the later books of the Pentateuch. A hitch

professor, x-iEff.,I Professor Kuenen, of Leyden, declared that Graf's

arrangement was impossible and suggested instead that the part of the

f' Pentateuch that was formerly thought by all investigators to be earliest

[the part earlies1) should be made latest in accordance with Graf's

suggestion. Graf accepted Kuenen's idea and another worker in the

field, a brilliant German professor named Julius Welihausen presented

the entire view in attractively written German prose which carried the

day so far as the younger scholars were concerned.

The old Germant scholars continued to advance varying types of

literary theories as to the oriini of different parts of the Pentateuch,

but among the younger shcolars the developmental ideas of Welihausen were

so gnnerally accepted that his ideas of the eitii 1. -
division of sources came to

be considered as established and are presented in substantially the form

in which he presented them in the books on the subject that have been

f' published within the last ten years.
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Thuii the erit i-eM thoiny of s.uroes
iLt is utterly false to say that the critical theory of sources of

the Pentateuch as now taught in so many books, and in so many courses,

represents research of the last 50 years. During the past 50 years no new

evidence ef-4t has been found nor has any substantial change in its

arrangement been suggested in such a way as to win the approval of any

sizable number of critical scholars. In fact, practically all of the

effort that went into the establishment of the view that ECfi is now so

dogmatically taught was done by the tLrzurur four jozf professors whom we

have named, Hupfeld, Graf, Keunen and Welihausen between the years 1853

and *2 1878. Thus the present view does not represent the result of

careful researches of scholars over a period of 200 years or of any

9' great number of shcolars, but only the suggestion of a very small number
into

of men as to how to fit Biblical reseach together a particular

idea of the development of the the institutions of ancient Israel.

The second reason that is alleged in most books that have been

published recently about-the
that- contain the multi-document theory of the origin

of the Pentateuch,is the ground of authority. It is asserted that all

scholars hold this, or that practically all investigators hold it, and

sometimes terms are used which make it look as if only people with no

sense or no intelligence doubt it.

N, this claim is far from t true. There have always been those

who have insisted upon the divine origin of the Pentateuch and its

accuracy in the original manuscripts, and who have denied the whole idea

9' that it can be divided into sources. Most of these men have believed

that the whole Pentatauch, or at least most of it, was written by Moses.

An occasional one has held that it received its present form from a
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later writer who was writing under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, thus

kept from error, and that all of its contents are true, and the greater

part of its material naturally actually from Moses.

Even among critical scholars the Welihausen view d-! 1..t hiL: -"-"--e

is not unanimously )d held. There have been individuals at every period

since the time of Welihausen who have advanced other theories, often

very strikingly at variance with the views eentaine-in gxdirx14 of

the Graf-Welihausen school. In recnt years, most conspicuous among

these have been the Scandinavian writers who have seemed to move more in

the direction of the old Fragmentary Theory. Some also in recent years

have seemed to move i in the direction of the Supplementary Theory.

It is true that the great bulk of scholars have simply taken over
ph

uncritically what was taught by Wellhausen)but this/is no r proof that

the theory is true. If a fact is true there should be evidence of-the

available for it, not merely the counting of noses.

In this conneciton a very interesting fact should be mentioned. IM

Amongctj books that have been published int the English language

within the last 30 years there are three which show more direct study

of the problem of sources of the Pentateuch and deal more extensively

with arguments in its favor than any others/ written by members of the

critical school. One of these is the work of S. R. Driver originally

published in 1890; its last revision occurred in 1929. uxi This work

has been reprinted by Meridian Books in 1962. The-ether-two-are One

of the others is the Introduction to the Old Testament by the late

OW Professor Robert H. Pfeiffer of Harvard University, originally
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published in I''(/ with a revised edition in if q , and the latest

printing in . This book is a larger book than Driver's, and goes

into great detail, and has been accepted by many critical scholars as a

substitute for Driver's presentation. More recently the INtroduction to

the Old Testament by the noted German ProfessQr, Otto Eiffeld of Halle
La)4 r/4t j I) -tEI p3Iqs 1Pd4z:,k. "( ; k1

in Germany Ias been translated into English and published by . if .r /kr'
A




in 1963. Many of the reviews say that Eiffeld's

Jntroduction will probably replace those of Driver and Pfeiffer as the

leading Old Testament Introduction iit in the English-speaking world.

Now the two most recently written thoroughgoing scholarly studies

of this problem in the English language, those by Pfeiffer and by

Eiffeld, while both of them maintian substantially the Welihausen Theory

both of them differ radically from it at important points. Pfeiffer

advances the idea that a great part of the so-called J Document is

actually an entirely distinct document which he calls the Document.
calls

Instead of holding as others do that the material that he eall"S"was

part of the very first material to be incorporated into the Pentateuch

he holds that it was not incorporated until the very end, even later

than the incorporation of the "P" document.

Similarly, Professor Efeldtcuts the J Document into two parts, one

of which he calls the "L" Document. This part he thinks was early, but

very different from the rest of the "J" document.

Most The majority of other critical scholars stand on the views of

Welihausen and Driver with almost no change and often speak rather

disparagingly of such aberrations as the idea of an "L" Document or of
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-5-
and tJ 9ocunent, yet the two men whose books are accepted as the most

scholarly presentations in English f of the multi"docunentary theory in

recent years i differ very radically at a basic point from the original

ik.r.c Welihausen theory. Thus we see that the argument of unanimity
and the are

of scholarhip, argument from authority is actually a very weak
S

argument. Even if a false view should be accepted by scientists iqr or by

scholars for many decades or centuries, that would not make it true.

If a view is true it should be possible to give solid substantial

evidence on which it may be estaished. Let jus look at the arguments

that are given for the multi-document theory in recent books, and see

just how much or how little validity there is in each of them. The

9' first of these that we will discuss is the argument from the divine
#8 InO-s
me.wis. [Next will come a chapter ±xxt} on the argument from divine

means]

r
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ThE APPARENT SIMPLICITY OF TFM CRITICISM

When the statement is made that the divisive theory of the Pentateuch ±1

rests upon -200 years of research, it usually means that it is considered as having

begun with the observation made by Jean Astruc in 1753 of the remarkable difference

between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. Astruc wrote a book in which he eIaiied

suggested that it was possible to show what the sources were which Moses had used

in writing the Book of-Genesis, and alleged that there were two main sources and

about a dozen subsidiary sources which had been combined by Moses in writing

Genesis.

Little attention was paid to Astvuc ' s theory except to criticize it until a

German, Eichhorn, in 1795, wrote his Introduction to the Old Testament in which he

advanced a similar theory.

This fact which Astruc and Eichhorn noticed about Genesis 1 and 2 was by no

means unobserved previous to their time. Long béfóie Bible scholars fad noticed

the I great difference between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. It is indeed 'a striking

difference: In Genesis 1:1 to 2:4a the word "Elohim" is always used for God.

In the rest of chapter 2,the word YHWH is always used for God. Besides, the

style of the two. chapters: is very different.. Genesis ,l has ,a great deal of
(are im descriptions)

repetition in it. There is a description of activity on six different days, most

of which are (1 is?) introduced with to-ml a,declaration of a divine
very

command, and then a statement, often in almost the/words of the command, that

the coninand was fulfilled. Some important feature of nature is then presented as

coming into existence. Then it generally says that God saw what He had made and

it was good, and it became evening, and it became morning, a fourth day, a fifth

day, and so on.

This is very different from the more narrative and informal type of style used

in chapter 2. Astruc and Eichhorn suggested that the difference in style,zxx and

the difference in a divine name showed a different author.
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The Apparent Simplicity of the Criticism (2)

Earlier writers, however, had had quite a different suggestion, and one which is

well worthy of consideration. They suggested that the change in style was due not to

a different author but (this suggestion probably had never entered their heads), but

to a different subject. Actually the subjects of the two chapters are very different.

(7 /




It is sometimes said that the Bible begins with two distinct accounts of

creation. I have even known of students being told by an anti-Christian teacher:

"DO you believe that the Genesis account of creation is true? Which do you believe:

the first account or the second emit account?"

Such a statement is very confusing, and it besides, an over-simplificatibn.
2

It is true that Genesis 1 and Genesis tw./each. contains an account of creation.

However, the two accounts overlap, but actually to only a very slight eäctent. (degree)

It is like saying to a man: "You cane fran America, do you? Do you come from North

America or from South America?" Nix North and South America are by no means
have between them

parallels with each other; there are many features in cannon, but/there are many

features that*are different. There is also-an area called Central America which,

while normally consdiered to be a part of North America, could in one sense be

considered as part of South America.

The allegation that Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 contradict each other, or
about creation

contain statements/that cannot possibly fit together will be discussed separately

later on. At present .we are satisfied to notice that the subjects, while

overlapping slightly, are very different. Genesis 1 is a picture of God's

creation of the universe; Genesis 2 is a description of Cad's creation of man

and of His entering into his first ±mxxtut relationship with the man whom He

had created.

Genesis 1 has a very brief mention of the creation of humanity. This is

the only overlapping between the two chapters. Less than half of the activity

described on one of the six days in Genesis L is in any way parallel to what is

described in Genesis 2. The two accounts can be considered as supplementing
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each other. It is only by forcing then that they are taken as contradicting one

another (for further discussion of this claim see below).

Since the first chapter of Genesis is an account of the creation of nature

and the second chapter of Genesis an account of the zz"lim establishment of man

upon the earth and of God's entering into relationship with hint, the subjects are

so very different.'.that quite a different style would seem to be very natural.

It is quite to be expected that the seme man would use a very different style in

dealing with different subjects. The style f of Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus,

and the style of As You Like It are extremely different, for the subject matter

is extremely different, yet few people today doubt that Shakespeare wrote both

of them.

The subject of Genesis 1 is best expressed by the style that is there

used. The writer is bringing out the supremacy of God over His creation. He is

stressing the fact that everything that exists in the universe and in nature

is a result of divine activity. He is stressing the tremendous power of God

who can cause all nature to move at simply a word of command. He is stressing

over :and over again the distinctness of God from His creation., uflkP Pantheism

is not only not present here; it. is. repeatedly denied on the constant stress

on the Iti separateness of God from His creation. The writer is stressing the

early manner of God's activities(?) as He divides His creative activity into

six separate stages, and shows a beginning 1 and an end to each stage. A whole

philosophy of God and j1is relation to the universe cannot only be gathered, but

found stressed and emphasized i in Genesis 1. For this presentation the type of

style that is there adopted is particularly appropriate.

Genesis 2 describes God's relationship with the man whom He creates. A(emrcts2.)

4.25 informal style is adapted to this picture which shows God creating

one who should be able to enter into relations of fellowship and communion with

his creator. Everything is done for the welfareof man, and a very simple test
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is placed before him. God and man are here shown in intimate relationship, just

as God and. the creation zYnx are shown in sharp distinction with God utterly

supreme over His creation (of course, including man), in chapter 1.

This means the difference between the two chapters is is altogether natural

that .a different tern should, be used for God. . When a maii speaks before a

dignified assemblage he is apt to use f most formal terms about his colleagues,

referring to them by ih/tiI1 their precise titles. When he is in personal

fellowship with them he may refer to them by their more intimate names. This is

common practice in human life. The name of God which is used in Genesis l .is a

name which stresses His greatness, His power, His supremacy. It is altogether

appropriate for this chapter. In Genesis 2 the personal name of God, YHWH, a

name which showed Him in intimate relationship with the -men whom He has created,

is the name that is used throughout.

In Genesis 2 the name YHWH, is always followed by the word Elohiin in order

to stress the fact that the YHWH here spoken of is th same one that

the Elohim of chapter 2 1. Those who consider the book as a unit find it

entirely natural that the author would thus combine the two names * in the second

chapter in introducing it the second name before going on to use the second name

alone. The critics say that the redactor inserted the word "Elohim" in the

second chapter in order to show that in his opinion the one here described in

this chapter is the same one as the one described in Genesis 1. It is an

altogether reasonable interpretation of these two chapters that they thus form al

unity with different styles, and a difEerênt name of God because of different

subject matter.

-i







If the theory of Astruc and Eichhorn were correct it would be natural to expect

that many chapters miii remaining portions of the Pentateuch would contain

1lxL11
'

I1i exclusively the name Elohim, and many chapters would contain

exclusively the name JHWH, that these chapters would be characterized by
sy/les

similar to those of Genesis 1 and of Genesis 2, and that thus large portions of

material could be gathered out and put into each of these two groupings. As we

go on, however, we find that u such divisions do not occur. It is true that

chapters 3 and 4 mostly use the name YHWH.im)imuk However, at the beginning

of chapter 3 there is a passage of several verses in which the name Elohim is"

used instead. Thus we have, the name Elohiin used times in

Genesis 1:1 to 2:4. In Genesis 2:4b to the end of the chapter the name of

MM YHWH is used so many times'. In Genesis 3:1-to 6 Elohim is used so many

times. In Genesis 3:7 to the end of chapter A DX MM is used so many times.

However, in the rest of Genesis we. find very few. passages where one name or the

other is used as many times as this in succession. D&t Instead, ..there is

frequent use of' Elohim where it seems natural to stress God's great power and

majesty. There is frequent use of YFftVH where it seems natural to stress His

relationship with and interest in His people. From the middle of Exodus to the

end of Deuteronomy where it is dealing with God's relationship with His k

chosen people whom He has rescued f form Egypt and whom He is leading into the

promised land, the name YHWH is used almost exclusivàly, yet even here there is

an occasional short passage in which the i3ame Elohim is used.

Thus the apparent simplicity of the t'i"1i1iw critical division which

is so apparent and striking as we look at Genesis 1 and 2 almost entirely

disappears as we go on into the rest of Genesis and on through the Pentateuch.
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that the Book of Genesis, and in fact the whole of the P&itateuch,

is a comp)site of a number of books which have been joined, is presented in

perhaps its strongest light by beginning at the very first part of Genesis.

Here, it is said, we find a complete story of creation going from Genesis 1:1

to 2:4a, followed by another story of creation that includes the rest

in the rest of chapter 2. The first of these stories of creation always uses

the word "Blohim" for God. The second always uses the word MM "JHWH." The

style of the two accounts is markedly different, since the first contains a

great deal of repetition. Six periods are x1 sharply distinguished, one

from the other; each a statement is made as to the beginning and end of

each. In each of them certain commands are given, and then the fulfillment of

the command is stated, and in a number of cases it is said that God saw that

it was good. There is thus a very considerable amount of enumeration, and

repetition, what one might perhaps call an enumerative style, in this first
B?

section of the book. The second section is straight narrative without such

repetition or enumeration. Thus we notice four arguments for having these

two sections taken from two different books. The first of these arguments

is based on the fact that one uses one name far God, the other a different

name. As long ago as 1795 it was stated that one of these might be called

the F document, becauses it uses the name Elohim; the second might be

called the J document because it uses the name JHWH. It was said that the

principles noticed here in these two chapters could be carried on through

the rest of the Pentateuch.

Upon examination, however, what at first sight glance to be so

simple .i.!JIli does not carry through. Before noticing this fact we note

first that it is not quite so simple here as it sounds as it may at

first appear. We do not have two complete stories of creation. The first

story of creation has a little to say about the creation of man, and
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enumerates most of the other elements in the universe. The second so-called

story of creation has much to say txti about the creation of man and woman

and little about a few other elements, and noting at all about most f of the

elements of the universe. Thus it says nothing about the original creation of

matter, which may be understood to have been expressed in Genesis 1:1. It

says nothing about the creation of the firmamemt, nothing atout the creation
herbs,

of vegetation, nothing about the creation of/sea animals, fxxkx arid nothing

about ceeation of sun, moon and stars. It can hardly be said that both are

complete accounts of creation. They might be compared to a map of the world

and a map of the United States; there is some overlapping, but one gives all of

the main features of the universe in brief, while the other deals with a

small part of the universe: man, and that which is most closely related to him,

and details this section of creation more at length. Aside from this rather

important exception, however, we may say that this appears to set a pattern

which, if carried consistently through the Pentateuch, it it will raise

a strong argument that the book has been formed by joining together sections

from two or more different i documents that originally circulated independently.

First we look at the ai of the names for God. We can immediately

see that there is a reasonable basis for using the name Elohim throught 1:1

to 2:4 since here it is speaking of the universe as a whole, and it may very well

use the general name for God which emphasizes His great power and majesty. In

Genesis 2:4h following ff. it is dealing with God's relation to man, and

the use of the personal name,which emphasizes His relation to man, would be quite

natural. So the alternation here is not necessarily a sign of a different writer.

However, if we can trace through the Pentateuch and find that large sections

which fit naturally together form use one name, and other large sections use

the other name, it might be taken as a sign of different writers. We shall

examine this in a minute moment.
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Now, as to whether this alternation continues, we find that in chapter 3 it

begins with the name JI-IWH; this is\ followed with four occurrences of the

name Elohim, and the rest of the chapter uses JHWI-!, as does all of chapter 4

except the laat verse. After this, however, we find ? verses using

only one name; ? verses only the other; ? only one, ?

mdy the other. Actually, going kJ: through the Book of Genesis, we find chapters

? and ? have no use of the name for God at all. There are

actually only chapter ? and ? that have nnly one name for

God. All the others have either no name, or more than one, or very few uses.

Such cases of a whole chapter using only one name, and using it frequently, are

rare indeed.

As to coup leteness of the story, there is much to be said against the idea that

each of these two documents, or three, as we see later is what is now held, is

actually very couplete in itself. As to having parallel sections, the idea is

found that there are two stories f of the Flood 1r separating up our story of

the Flood into two parts, giving some verses to one, and some to the other. We

shall examine this to see how well it works out. As to the idea that the styles

are different, there is no other chapter anywhere in the Pentateuch that has a

style that involves a narrative of events with i the same sort of frequent

repetition as t contained in chapter 1. Naturally, chapters containing laws

or genealogies, or lists of peoples, may be ±1 said to be more y similar

to this enumerative style than to a narrative style. However, any one writer

mr use both a narrative and an enumerative style; the difference is xxmx one

of subject matter rk rather than necessarily of authorship .
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the
It is / Genesis 1:1 to 2:4a is ixzt generally said to be the beginning of

the P document, and the style is said to indicate a very late date. Most critics

place it after the exile. The narrative style of the J document is said to be

early; some place it as early as 1050; others as late as 850; but most critics

put is somewhere 1q1 within this range.

As to an enumerative style such as the style of Genesis 1, or the style

of the genealogy in Genesis 5, being a characteristic of a late date, it is

interesting to note that from as early as 21x 2000 xxxxxxixkiwx B.C. we

have geneaological texts from Mesopotamia which have a very similar sort of
and

style, giving the Iiit list of kings,/how long each rig reigned. Laws are

found as early as the time of Hammurabi, and in fact considerably earlier, in

Mesopotamia. To say that this style would necessarily be a sign of a late date

is quite without foundation.
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\ai
thbooks about the J, E and P theoiibes, or books Ana on understanding

the Old Testament which assume these theories to be true, speak as if a

difference of style was were readily noticeable, and the different

documents could be separated out on the line of the difference of style.

Some even go so far as to say that the difference of divine names is

merely one of 1fmany different features of difference of style.

It was very common in the last century to think that works could be

divided up on the basis of *ffxiwxi different alleged styles, and thus

it could be decided what the various sources were from which they were

alleged to come. As we have noticed, Homer was divided up in those times

into many different styles coming from many different periods. In more

recent years there has been a tendency to recognize that even Homer may

occasionally nod, and that we cannot expect that everything that

Shakespeare ever wrote will ±ba always be at his very best. The fact

that there are some lines poorer than others used to be considered

evidence that these lines could be assigned to

other writers who might have -lNx1buti collaborated with Shakespeare or

from whom Shakespeare might have borrowed. Today there is no longer as much

certainty in dividing materials up in this way.

There can be no doubt that one of the ain major foundations of the

idea that there ever were distinct documents which might be designated as

J, E, D, and P is the claim that we can recognize a ü 'iiiutxXt)C± different
of CL)

style as distinctive/is each of these. In approaching this, however, it would

be well to recognize that/among the various views which were held
)b.een

±2

1795 and 1880, axxtxtkt by those who divided the Pentateuch up among

different authors1lthough there was a cons&derable variety of ideas expressed)
rtt

the overwhelming majbriiestf those who took this approacfelt that we could
(I

definitely say 1)i± that there were two main bodies of material which ild be

distinguished in style, th e of these bodies they sometimes ix called E,
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and other times called "the foundation ikt.iM writing" the other one was

in certain periods considered as having been a separate document which was

interlaced with this, but during the period from 1825 to 1878 it was regarded

by most of the critical scholars as being a supplementary material that was

inserted into the foundation writing. The foundation writing, however, during

all this period, was held by the great majority of critical scholars to be

recognizable as distinct from the other material which they called by the name

of J, and to be substantially a unit as far as its style was concerned.

It is important to note that the suggestion of Hupfeld

in 1853, which came to be adopted and assumed as part of the Graf-Wellhauseh

hypothesis, made a complete turnabout/o far as ideas of style were concerned

in the ideas of the rkn overwhelming mass of critical students. Hupfeld

took this foundation right writing and divided it into two parts, one of which

he called the "the first Elohist" and the other "the second Elohist."

/ These parts jt&X contained, respectively, about _36-?verses
AxtEcfxxt

in the first
. Je

Elohist, and 33 in the second Elohist. As the Graf-Wellhausen

theory adopted tj Hupfeld's suggestion, the position taken, and which now is

maintained to this time is that the difference between the so-called I "first

Elohist", now designated as P. and the so-called "second Elohist" now designated

as F, is far greater than the difference between the second Elohist and J; in

fact it is quite generally admitted that in many cases it is absolutely

impossible to make any clear distinction of style between J and E. y critical

writers, particularly in the material from Exodus on, do not make much effort to

divide material between J and E, but simply call"JE"that material IM which

they think is g0 different from P, and yet nearly half of this material was

thought by all critical scholars during three-fourths of a century to be at one

in style with the material that is now designated as P.
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The above development should be sufficient to indicate how very xhalqc± shaky

is the claim that four distinct documents can be recognized in the Pentateuch by

differences of style.

This whole matter of difference of style is one which was greatly exaggerated

in past times. It is now almost universally recognized that a difference of

,ubject
matter can make a tremendous difference so far as style is concerned.

Beaumont and Fletcher cooperated in writing of many plays. It has been

jJJY'A "7impossible to separate out which lines were written by Beaumont and which lines

were written by Fletcher. Professor Wellek asserts that Chaucer has practially

potietil-1 a different style for each of the stories in his Canterbury Tales

fitting the subject matter of the story. If a writer has a a very marked and

distinct style such as Pater,it is often easy to recognize his style as distint
but with

from others,/ Witk/most writers this c simply na L £..e simply cannot be

done.




When an effort is made to make distinctions in accordance with differences

of style it is extremely important that there be a bee basis on which
one

to determine what the particular style of/i writer would be. If we have a whole

volume 'zi t written by Ifrxxiix Mr. Jones, and another whole volume written

by Mr. Brown, it is possible to go through the two volumes and to w see whether

we find certain distinctive usages of syntax or of vocabulaty which are

distinctive of one and not of the other, and that the other uses an entirely

different type of expression in similar circumstances. Having thus laid down

certain definite criteria as characteristic of the style of one or the other,

an attempt might be made to separate out the sections of a composite work unon

which the two had collaborated. It is not at all certain that such an effort

would succeed. However, the chances of success would be far greater than what

is done with the Pentateuch wIixxiXxi where it is alleged that distinct styles

can be recognized even though moo nothing else is known than can be said to

come from the pen of the individuals or schools that are supposed to have used

these distinct styles.
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When the matter is ili really examined it comes down to this. Narrative

materia]I is practically all considered to be one style and atributed to E.

Material that gives dates or lists or enumerations or a detailed laws/loss (?)

is considered to be a differnt style and is att±ibuted to P. Nearly all the

material attributed to P would fall definitely under this category. To say,

however, that this is a different tjctii style which wittI would necessarily s&

betray a different Aauthor rests upon no logical foundation. One writer may

write lists, tables, statistics, and also may write an interesting narrative.

There are manr instances where the same author has included both types of

material in one work or has written different works of these two types.

The principal point at which there is considerable agreement among the

critics as to the division of documents is between P and JE. There is far

more unanimity among them as to what is in P than as to what they attribute

to mree either J or E. Yet the difference is, as stated, not a difference

of author, but a difference of subject matter.

Almost every instance where we have a I%it list or a statement about

somebody dying, lwwjlg how old the person was, it is attributed to P. Why
also

should J a1 not be interested/in vital statistics or in the time of people's a

person's deaths?
in this

W One sharp contrast/* occurs in that of the two genealogies in the
they are

early part of Genesis,it is alleged that/parallels, that iaiiit one is the

distinctive style of P, and the other the distinctive style of J. Actually,
T giving

however, both are lists and enumerations giving dates and telling / numbers

of years and telling of people's persons' ir births and deaths.

The alleged difference of style between the two is far less than the difference

between many different various sections of what is considered part of

the P document. About the only real difference between them is mc that the verb

"yalad" is used in the h#T1 in one instance d-e -te
/

in the other.( T.h is)uual in Biblical geneaiogie4te-iiseci.t
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in the hiki1 hiphil, yet we do also occasionally find it x used in the qal.

On page Z'/Z- rSkinner in his ICC? Coimentary on Genesis says that the

story of Abraham is contained in the following ferses, and he says that each

of these verses has the distinctive style of P, kILtxtkxitxtkai.tx and yet that

a continuous account of the life of Abraham. Actually,

as a continuous account ±x it is mighty slim. It leaves one thinking that

these verses have been selected out in order to try to give such a continuous

account. This we have looked at already in our chapter on "Parallel Passages."

Here let us look a little at these verses to see just what is meant by saying

that they have "a distinctive style of P."
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"Difficult practical problems are raised by the existence of prevalent styles, by

the power of a single author to excite imitation and vogue. Formerly, the idea of

g*mre had a great influence on stylistic tradition. In thaucer, for exanpie, there ii

a wide differentiation of styles between the individual stories of the Can Tales

and, more generally, between his works of different periods and literary types. In the

eighteenth century, a Pindaric ode, a xtt satire, a ballad had each its own required

vocabulary and style. "Poetic dictiOnt' was confined to specific genres, while a homely

vocabulary was permitted or even prescribed in low genres. Thren Wordsworth, in spite

of his condemnation of poetic diction, wrote very differently when he composed an ode

a topographical reflective poem like Tintern a Miltonic sonnet, or a "lyrical

ballad,' If we ignore such distinctions, we characterize but futilely the style of

an author who has cultivated. mniy genres or passed through a long personal evolution.

It is probably best to speak of the "styles" of Goethe, since we cannot reconcile the 'I

enormous differences between the early Sturm flxM und Drang style, that of the

classical period, and the late, pompous and involved manner of the Elective Affinities
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in 1753 and Eichhorn in 1795, that the use of the two most common divine names

would give a basis for division, but from that start they moved out in various

directions. M Many different theories were presented during the period prior

to 1878. One theory would he held for ten x au gxgi to thirty years and
utterly

then/completely abandoned. Other theories would replace it. There was a

constant change in the views of those wished to divide the Pentateuch up into

alleged documents. Many different views were presented. Arguments went back

and forth. Eventually most of these views were given up when Welihausen, with

his cogent German style and his argument that fit into the philosophical and

historical attitude of liberal scholarship of his time swept the field with his

masterly book.

Actually, it must be said that the present theory represents mainly the
who

ideas f of four men. Hardly anyone else/works in the field of literary

criticism rcd can be said to have contributed much to the theory as it has

been taught for the last (past) eighty years.

The first of these four men, and the one who made the least contribution
perhaps

to the theory, and yet/the first the most necessary of all, was a German

scholar Hupfe1d.n=& In 1853 Ilupfeld In= resented an idea which was very

similar to one which Ilgen had presented thirty years before, but which had

received very little attention from other scholars. Hupfeld presented again

the general idea that Ilgen had presented, and idea which actually flatly

contradicted the main basis fxc of the division as previously held. (For a

full explanation of this see the jd*xwr discussion in the chapter on Divine

Names) This view of Hupfeld's in 1853 did not impress most scholars as ±

being a step forward, but it was utilized by Professor Graf in his book in

1863 in which he presented the basic idea of the Welihausen theory in a rather

elementary stage. A Dutch professor, *A Abraham Kuenen, of the University of

Leyden, criticized Graf's idea, but accepted its main portion, and carried

it further than Graf had. In 1869 Graf accepted Kuenen's suggestions, and thus
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Chapter 4

Arguments Now Advanced in Support of the Multi-Documentary mkrr Theory

In our last chapter we saw that the Multi-Documentary theory of the
?

Ru Pentateuch was simply one of many applications of a certain trend of

thought common Am the last century, but now practically abandoned by Xlriu

literary and historical scholars. We saw that this theory went beyond all
in in

the various trends which gave it birth,/that it was worked with a detail

hardly to be equalled in the study of any other ancient writing, and

that it was presented with a dogmatism gm going far beyond the kinds (?) minds times

of those who used similar methods in the study of such materials. Today

those tendencies have disappeared, but this theory remains a vital and

widespread force today. Just within the last twenty years many hooks in

Fnglish have been published in kngtxxg English to say Nkix1IotkiJf

nothing of those in other languages which have dogmatically presented the

theory as if it were established fact.

It is now necessary that we look at the arguments which are today

advanced for the theory. We shall try to examine them very fairly to see

exactly what the evidence is, to note just how much force is pepet4ty to be
properly

attributed to any of the wr!1t arguments upon which this very elaborate

and very complicated theory is supposed to rest.

1. The Claim that it Represents the Consessus of Scholarship

In most books that present the matter today, particularly those more or

less popular in nature (appeal) some such statement is found as this','
statements such as this are found:

"All scholars today recognize that the Pentateuch is made up of four distinct

strands which may be designated as the J, F, D, and P documents. It is t1QI' the
actual

claim that all who know anything e accept the theory is probably the/basis

upon which more people have accepted it today than any other. In fact it may
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questioned how many critical scholars there are today who are in a position to

give a really strong defense of the theory, since the general attitude has become

one of simply saying, "This is what all believe. If one is a scholar he must

accept this theory."

It should be noticed that this is not really a proper basis upon which to

accept anything. It is true that as human beings we do not have time to examine

every idea that enters our heads. Inevitably a great part of the ideas that
often uncritically.

people have are often simply taken over from others/very Nxiüxlix/ But it is

extremely unscientific to take overas laborate and as complicated as this

one, and accept it as fact simply on the allegation that, "All scholars

io1iieve that it ±xx is true."

Truth is not to be discovered by counting noses.Time and again most of the

people of the world have believed something and it has been proven to be comp&etely

false. The Encyclopaedia Brittanica states that during the nineteenth century

most scientists believed that there wxi was a substance which they i called

£i1tr ether which pervaded all space. Today hardly a scientiet holds such a

view any longer believes in the existence of this so-called ether. Popular

books and 1x articles sometimes refer to the ether waves,

or make some other allusion to such a belief. But, as a scientist wrote me recently,

"If there is any scientist are any [ikx scientists today who still believe

in the ether theory they are keeping txr extremely quiet about it:' Here was

a theory held almost universally among scientists in the field with which it

deals. Today, abandoned by all. Many similar examples come readily to mind. It was
was a current which

thought a century ago that electricity/moved in a certain direction. Believing that

it moved in this direction, charts were made with arrows pointing in that direction.

The plus sign was used for the side from which the electricity came, and the minus

for the one into (toward) which it would go it would move it moved

Today all electrical scholars know that so-called electricity consists of the

movement of electrons, and that these electrons move in the exact opposite
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in exactly the opppsite
direction to that which is indicated on all the charts. The device is sometimes

resorted to of saying that electricity moves from the positive to the negative

pole, but upon question lxxi it is always explained that when we say that

electricity moves in this direction what we rkic really mean is that there is

a flow of electrons in the opposite direction. All scientists held one ff view

at one time. Today all hold the opposite view. -- fact, even if it

were a fact that it was unanimous that the Graf-Wellhausen theory was

unanimously accepted, this would not necessarily make it true. It still would

need to he examined.

In addition, however, it must be said that this alleged unanimity is iitx*

not at all complete. When the theory was first presented many of the older

critical scholars refused to accept it, but held to various others of the views

which had been current during the nineteenth century. Younger scholars, it is

true, mostly have adopted the theory, but today among critical scholars there is

a very sizable and vocal group of Scandinavian% critical scholars who utterly

deny the multi-documentary theory. There have always been some who did not

accept the critical view at all, and insisted that the theory had no solid basis

When it comes to this matter of consensus it is interesting to note that

of the most scholarly comprehensive treatments of the view presented in recent

years two outstanding ones in the English language would be the work of

Professor Pfeiffer of Harvard, and of Professor Eissfeldt of the University

of Halle in Germany. Yet these t two, the most scholarly perhaps of all the

presentations in recent years of the critical theory, each of them have added an

extra complication to the theory by insisting on a fifth document which takes

about half of the material in the J document as accepted by the other scholars.
nart of ?

The two disagree, one of them thinking that this other party, the J document

represents a very early writing, the other that it rxxiIxxxX represents a

(very
late w writing. Thus the two most scholarly presentations differ at a
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very vital point from the view as generally held among scholars among critical

scholars.

In addition, it might he noted that in the last few years even those who hold

to the theory a-ging have given up quite a number of the basic points upon

which Wellhausen zmbdx and his xt associates originally advanced it. This has

occurred to so great an extent that one prominent scholar /who said that there

was no one in a ürw Chair in a university in America or Europe who still held
chair

the Wellhausen ?

theory. This man, however, did not deny the multi-documentary

theory, so he did not mean that the theory had been given up today, but rather that

the Wellhausen idea f of development upon which it was ritt originally based

was largely given up had been largely given up. This and other points of

it have disappeared from teaching in recent years. This xxf phase of the

matter will be discussed later on in the chapter on "The

Erosion of Wellhausenism." For the present we summarize our discussion of this

argument by saying that the unanimity of scholarhhip never was complete. Today

there are a considerable number of critical scholars who do not hold the multi
is

S99X

documentary theory as generally taught who do not believe in the

one-time separate existence at any time of the J. F, D, and P cmx-Na documents,
of the theory?

that the two most scholarly presentations/in English of the theory in recent years

have added further complication and thus really differ quite considerably from
books

the theory as held N in most/in which it is presented. And that, most

important of all, counting noses does not establish truth. Even if all the world

believes something it adds no that's no reason for it to he xrn accented,

unless there is solid evidence in its favor
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